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ABSTRÁ,CT

Investigations of nurses' strikes are scarce. There has been minimal

documentation of the nu¡ses' strikes in Ca¡rada. No studies of the impact of a

nu.rses' strike on mrrse mânagers have been located.

This qualitative exploratory descriptive study used a self-report method

to investigate the experiences of directors of nursing of a large tertíary-care

facility during a nurses' strike. The specific objective was to provide a

description of these nurse mânagers' Ieadership experience during the

Manitoba nurses's strike of 1991. The theoretical framework, symbolic

interactionism, was used to guide the elements ofthe research questions and

the data collection.

Data were collected from seven directors of nursing using informal and

semi-structured interwiews. Participants were interviewed twice. Using a

content analysis method, the data were analyzed for major themes and issues.

The qualitative analysis ofthe data generated four themes: 1. belonging - the

directors were acutely aware during the strike that were members of both the

nursing and management group in the hospital. Hence, they experienced

varying degrees of ambivalence and anxiety when these gtoups were presented

as opposing factions; 2. expectations - the participants reported many

expectations which they had for themselves and others during the strike.

These expectations were mediated by the directors' previous nurses' strike

experiences. Some expectations proved to be unrealistic and incorrect; whereas

vlt



others influenced how the nursing manager behaved and responded to the

strike; 3. conflict - this emerged as the predominant category in the

participants' experience. Conflict was experienced by the directors of nursing

as the strike affected them intrapersonally and interpersonally; and 4. coping -

the directors of nursing coped with the strike by using a variety of personal

skills and external (to nursing) supportive resources. The research findings are

discussed in relation to the impact of the variable of time. The influence of

time on the nursing managers' strike experience is discussed according to a

schematic model of four identiñed phases of a nurses' strike: assault; survival;

re entry; and stabilization.

Recommendations are identified in regard to preparing and educating

nurse managers for the eventuâlity of a nurses' strike. As well, implicaüions for

future research are discussed.
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CIIAPTER I

CO}ITÐ(T OF THE STUDY

Nurses today are more willing to use tactics of social protest than they

have been in the past. Nr¡rses' unions view the strike tactic as means to

protest the deterioration of practice standards and health-care services, and

the socioeconomic status imbalance of the nursing profession (Hibberd &

Norris, 1990). On October 10, 1990 representatives of the Manitoba Nurses'

Union met with members of the Manitoba Health Organization's

representatives to exchange bargaining proposals for the 1991 collective

agreement. Talks eventually broke off at the end of December and the

unionized nurses across Manitoba withdrew services January 1, 1991 at 0700

hours (Manitoba Nurses' Union publication, 1991). The union members

identified seven major areas of concern which were to be resolved by their

strike action: wages; working conditions; job security; pension; benefits; time

off; and education. The Manitoba nurses'strike was the longest nu¡ses'strike

in Canadian history. Lasting 31 days, approximately 9500 nurses walked the

picket lines, while non-nu¡sing management personnel provided patient care

normally carried out by the striking nurses. Before this strike, the typical

nursing strike in Canada lasted 10 days and involved 2000 nu¡ses (Jensen,

1988).

A strike in a health-care organization is a volatile and highly emotional

time for all participants. Managers must activate contingency plans to ensure
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that there is minimal disruption in patient care and with the organization

during the strike. No information was available in the literature reviewed that

add¡essed the actual job adjustments nursing mânâgers need to make to

ensu¡e that a safe and reasonable sta¡rdard of patient care is maintained

throughout a strike. Although all levels of management are affected by a

nurses' strike, the focus of this resea¡ch study is nurse managers at the

director of nursing level. Literature describing the impact of a nurses' strike

on nursing managers is scarce.

Managers in nursing must be a master of two roles: management and

nursing. The synthesis ofthe úwo roles is critical to the success of the health-

care organization to provide a reasonable and an acceptable standard of

patient care. The directors' of nursing management role is an important part

of the ongoing work in the nursing division of an acute-care facility under

usual circumstances. Normal working routines require an emphasis on

managerial activities; whereas, during a nurses' strike, more emphasis may be

required on clinical skills inherent in the nursing profession.

This qualitative study examined the role of directors of nursing in

disruptive circumstances - the recent nurses'strike. Study ofnurse managers'

experiences during a nu¡ses' strike had not previously been undertaken.

Accordingly, this exploratory and descriptive study investigated directors'of

nursing experiences during the recent Manitoba nu¡ses' strike.
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Background to the Problem

Manitoba is just one of several provinces that has experienced a nurses'

strike in recent years. Since 1977, Alberta nurses have gone on strike four

times. The Alberta nurses' strike of 1988 was memorable in that the provincial

labou¡ laws prohibited strikes in the hospital industry, and therefore úhis

strike was illegal (Hibberd, 1987). Similarly, the nurses of British Columbia

and Quebec demonstrated their discontent with their emplol'rnent and illegally

walked offthejob in 1989 (Stringer, 1990).

Collective bargaining is one of the more formally stmctured political

activities that Canadian nurses traditionally have employed as a means to

attain improved salaries and working conditions. Initially, professional nursing

associations were established as the collective bargaining services for nurses

in the provinces. These nursing associations, based on their professional

values, rejected the right to strike vehicle, thereby weakening their position at

the bargaining table (Hibberd, 1988). The result r as the inception of nursing

unions in Canada. An increased nursing role in health-care delivery without

úhe equitable rewards (professional status and financial), a heightened nursing

career commitment, and a concern for woman's rights have also been cited as

influencing factors to the growth of unionism in nursing (Baumgart, 1983).

Nursing unions gave staff nurses a stronger voice to advocate for improved

working conditions, appropriate financial remuneration and a sense ofsecurity

that, a skilled organization was assisting nurses to cope with the issues of the
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r orkplace (Baumgart, 1983). By the late seventies, most Canadian nurses in

all ofthe provinces were unionized (Jensen, 1988).

Several common reasons for nu¡ses striking emerged in a review of the

literature concerning nursing strikes. Demands by striking nurses have

included: 1. financial reimbursement commensurate with nurses'

responsibilities; 2. improvedworking conditions; 3. continuing education funds;

4. provisions for early retirement; and 5. participation in decision making

(Hibberd, 1987; Hibberd, 1988; Stringer, 1990). The failure of professional

associations to strongly present nurses demands to governments (Hibberd,

1988), failure of administrators (nursing and non-nursing) and employers to

take nu¡ses'concerns seriously (Miller, 1975) and failed collective bargaining

attempts to correct legitimate grievances (Colvin, 1987) left' nurses with no

other option but to strike. A nurses' strike impacts on those associated with

the health-care system: the patients (Baird, 1988; Colvin; 1987 Kalisch &

Kalisch, 1983 & 1985), the striking nurses (Arbeiter, 1984; Forfa, 1987;

Shaffer, 1980; Van Meter, 1986); the nursing and non-nursing administrators

(Arbeiter, 1987; Colvin, 1986; Hibberd, 1988, Shaffer, 1980; White, 1990); and

the physicians and other health-care professionals.

A nurses' strike affects patients through: delays in surgical treatment;

disruptions in treatment routines; forced earlier hospital discharge; relocation

to other facilities not affected by the strike; and the constant change ofnursing

replacement affects continuity in patient care (Arbeiter, 1984; Baird, 1988;
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Forfa, 1987; White, 1990). The strikers or the nurses on the picket lines also

face difñculties. These ca¡ be in the form of emotional stresses âs nurses

struggle with the guilt ofleaving the patient, financial hardships, and physical

exhaustion (Arbeiter, 1984; Baird, 1988; Dannemiller, Lippitt, & Rogers, 1982;

Forfa, 1987; Holmes, 1988; Van Meter, 1986). Inside health-care facilities,

managers adjust their activities to fiIl in the gaps created by the striking

nurses. The stresses that these individuals face during a strike are: hard

feelings between nursing mânagers and the striking nurses (A¡beiter, 1984;

Forfa, 1987); role readjustments [eg. moving from an administrator role to

actually giving nursing carel, (Forfa, 1987); leadership adjustments; and shift

transitions.

Hibberd and Norris (1990) studied the effect ofthe 1988 Alberta nurses'

strike on nursing personnel who worked in a major teaching and referral

hospital that remained fully operational dr:ring the strike. The study showed

that nursing personnel r¡¡ere concerned with the safety ofpatient care and with

maintaining their professional and personal integrity. The findings also

suggested that there was a degtee of uncertainty among the nurses in the

working environment. The extent to which nurses believed that they were

coping was dependent upon three factors: duration of the strike; effective

leadership and resource management; and the ability ofthe nu¡ses to predict

and adapt to circumstances.
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The issue of professionals having the righú to strike has been strongly

debated (Colvin, 1987; Connelly, Dahlen, Evans, & Wicker, 1979; Hopping,

L976; Jensen, 1988; Miller, 1975; Rotkovitch 1980; Stringer, 1990). The

Canadian Nurses' Association rescinded its 1942 position that nurses did not

have the right to strike in 1972 (Mussall ern, 1977).In Manitoba, nurses have

the legal right to strike. However, from a moral perspective, striking has

created a dilemma for many nurses. The basic question is whether nurses cân

be health-care professionals and committed tmion members at the same time

(Stringer, 1990). Miller (1975) argues that nurses have the right to strike

based on their moral and ethical obligation to provide and maintain quality

patient care. Based on this, nurses employ work stoppage measures to acquire

better patient-care facilities, better salaries to recruit and retain a sufficient

number ofprofessional nurses to ensure quality patient coverage, and to have

a clearer mandate governing nursing care (Miller, 1975). Colvin (1987)

comments, based upon Miller's observations, that nurses strike out of a deep

sense of responsibility to the patient.

On the other hand, Connelly, Dahlen, Evans, and Wicker (1979)

advocate that the trusting, and empathetic nurse-patient relationship aimed

at meeting the health-care needs of patients and their families is undermined

by nurses' strikes. Strikes by nurses erode the service-oriented self and public

image of the nursing profession and this ultimately compromises patient care

(Rotkovitch, 1980). At the centre of the nursing right to strike issue is the
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responsibility of professional associations and nu¡ses' unions to provide safe

nursing care during a nurses' strike (Hibberd, 1991). It is primarily for this

reason that health-care facilities and nurses' unions sign a memorandum of

agreement regarding the provision of essential services in the event of a

nurses' work stoppage. During the Ma¡ritoba nurses' strike, the union signed

73 essential service agreements with hospitals and other health-care facilities

throughout the province (Manitoba Nurses' Union publication, 1991).

The literatr¡re pertaining to nurses' strikes is primarily anecdotal accounts

of past American nurses' strikes, emphasizing the experience of nurses on

picket lines (Arbeiter, 1984; Forfa, 1987); the feelings of nurses who crossed

picket lines (Baird, 1988; Forfa, 1987); unionization versus professionalism or

the right to strike issue (Connelly, Datrlen, Evans, & Wicker, 1980; Hopping,

1976; Miller, 1975; Rotkovitch; Stringer, 1990); the relationship between

striking nurses and nurse mânagers before, during, and after the strike (Baird,

1988; Dannemiller, Lippitt, & Rogers, 1982; Imberman, 1989); and the impact

the media can have on the outcome of a nu¡ses' strike (Kalisch & Kalisch,

1985a; Kalisch & Kalisch, 1985b; Kalisch, Kalisch, & Young, 1983). Research

on nurses súrikes in Canada with the exception of a study on the labour

disputes of Alberta nurses from Ig77 lo 1982 (Hibberd, 1987) is nonexistent.

Literature which addresses a nurses' strike from the administrative

perspective primarily outlines strategies to avoid a strike or how to best deal

with a strike situation (Celmer, 1987; Imberman, 1989); the importance of
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nursing supervisors or manâgers developing or possessing labour negotiating

skills (Bentivegna, 1979; Fra-lic, 1977; Lockhart & Werther, 1980); and issues

surrounding the process of collective bargaining, (Atkinson & Goodwin, 1980;

Claus, 1980; Hobart, 1980; McClelland, 1983; Sargis, 1978). No investigative

studies or anecdotal records describing the impact of a nurses' strike on nurse

managers were discovered. Consequently, little is known regarding the impacü

of a nurses' strike on nurse mlrnâgers.

The research on the role and responsibilities of nurse managers under

normal working conditions is also quite limit¿d. In general, this literature

suggests that the job of the nurse manager is to manage human and fiscal

resources and implement organizational functions ensuring the delivery of

quality patient care (Holle & Blatheley, 1987; Kirsch 1988; Stevens, 1978).

Other literature regarding the nurse mânager, are descriptive reports

addressing the attributes of an effective nurse manager (Dunham, 1989;

Jacobson-Webb, 1985; Johnson, 1990; Lancaster, 1985; McOlure, 1989).

One aspect of a nurse manager's job is the leadership role. Research

concerning nursing leadership has primarily studied the individual

characteristics of the leader, the appropriate leadership style for a given

situation, staff satisfaction and retention as a¡r indicator of leadership

effectiveness, and the qualities/skills of effective nurse executive leadership

(Bernhard & Walsh, 1990; Dunham & Fisher, 1990; Dunham & Klafehn, 1990;

Hersey, Blanchard, & LaMonica, 1976; Hersey & Duldt, 1989; Krysl, 1990;
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Maguire, 1986; McNaIIy, 1979; Meighan, 1990; White, 1971). Leadership is

consistently seen as a critical aspect of the nursing manager's job. There is,

however, little known about middle-line nu¡se managers' leadership skills and

what factors influence the individual's leadership style and effectiveness

(Kirsch, 1988) under routine working conditions. When normal hospital

services are intermpted, such as in the case of a nurses' strike, the impact this

disruption has on the leadership behaviour of directors ofnursing has not been

addressed in the literature. Consequently, little is known about the leadership

role of the directors of nursing during a stressful situation, such as a nurses'

strike.

As nursing is a female-dominated profession, any investigation of the

experience of nurses in leadership positions must consider the gender issue.

Traditionally, leadership research has been conducted from the male

perspective. The implied assumption is that the results of this research could

be generalized t¿ women. Rosener (1990), however, postulates that women

adopt a different, yet successful leadership style compared to their male

counterparts. Specifically, Rosener (1990) found that men view leadership

performance as an exchange process with subordinates - exchanging rewards

for services provided; whereas women perceive leadership to be participative

sharing power and information with subordinates, thereby enhancing their

self-worth and motivation. Since nüses are predominately female, the study
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of directors ofnursing shouìd contribute to the understanding ofleadership by

women in female-dominated groups.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to explore and describe the experiences

of directors ofnursing of a large tertiary-care hospital, during a nurses'strike.

The specific objecüive was to provide a description of these nurse managers'

leadership experience during the nurses' strike. In order to acquire a detailed

appreciation of the directors' of nursing role during úhe strike, exploration of

the strike from within the context ofthe directors' of nursing actual experience

was necessary.

Significance of the Study

Investigations of nurses' strikes are limited. There has been minimal

documentation of nurses' strikes in Canada (Hibberd, 1987). Specifically, the

impact of a nwses' strike on nurse managers has not been investigated.

Accordingly, this study will make an initial contribution to the understanding

ofnurse managers' behaviours, including the leadership role, during a nurses'

strike. A better understanding ofthe directors' ofnursing role during a nurses'

strike may improve the working conditions of these mânagers in the event of

a future nurses'strike. It is opportune to learn from the recent nurses' strike

in Manitoba so that management, who must ensure continued client care
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during a strike, can develop effective contingency plans for possible future

strike action by nurses.

Statement of the Problem

The purpose of this study was to explore and describe the experiences

of a selected sample of female directors of nursing who worked in a major

tertiary-care facility during the 31-day Manitoba nurses' strike of 1991.

Conceptual Framework

The theoretical framework of s¡.rnbolic interaction has been selected as

the conceptual framework for this exploratory descriptive study. Symbolic

interactionism is a means of studying human behaviour through the eyes of

the individual. This theory is based on the assumption that people's

perceptions of a given situation give meaning or define for them the reality of

that situation. These ascribed meanings guide the individual's actions and the

consequences ofthese actions in the particular situation. (Chenitz & Swanson,

1986). The meaning individuals ascribe to life's events are based on the concept

of self (Blumer, 1969). It is through the interaction of "self' with society that

a person assigns meaning to events (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). Meanings are

interpreted and revised in order that individuals can adopt appropriate actions

in a given situation (Blumer, 1969 & Denzin, 1970),
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The symbolic interaction theory focuses on the understanding of events

in society from the perspective of the individual's experience in a particular

event. The situation is assessed for social rules, ideologies, and events that

represent shared meanings held by people, and behaviours of group members

during interactions (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). The research design must be

such that the researcher gains a full appreciation ofthe participants' world, as

they define it (Blumer, 1969; Denzin, 1970).

Slrynbolic interactionism, in this study, was used as the framework for

the study design, and directed the data collection and data analysis. The

elements of the research questions, the data collection and analysis, based

upon symbolic interactionism, are outlined at Appendix 1.

Research Questions

This qualitative study was concerned with describing and exploring the

experiences of selected directors of nursing, employed in a large Manitoba

tertiary-care hospital, who worked through the recent nu¡ses' strike. Given the

exploratory nature of this study a number of general questions guided the

research process:

1. What were the perspectives of the participants concerning their

leadership role as directors of nursing?

2. 'What were the nurse managers' perspective regarding nurses'

strikes prior to their strike experience?
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How did the participants enact their leadership role as directors

of nursing during the strike?

What contextual and mediating variables affected the way in

which the participants enacted their leadership role as directors

of nursing during the strike?

How has the strike experience affected the participants'

perspectives concerning their leadership role as directors of

nursing?

Assumptions, Delimitations and Limitations

Assumption. The major assumption underlying this study was that the

participants' personal reports are an effective source of data to descriptively

explore the experience of directors of nursing during a nurses' strike.

Delimitations. The study was delimited to female nurse managers who

have been employed, for at least one year, as a director of nursing in one large

tertiary-care hospital representing various nursing specialties. Further to this,

the study was delimitated to those directors of nursing who worked for the

duration of the strike.

Limitations. The major limitations of this study are as follows:

1. The participants were selected from one tertiary-care hospital,

and therefore the findings are lirnited to this facility or other

facilities v¡ith a similar organizational structwe;

.J

4.

5.
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The participants were volunteers, and therefore the

representativeness of the study to other directors of nursing was

limited. As well, the volunteer natu¡e of the sample population

may suggest extremes in experience or in contrast, little

emotional involvement in the strike;

The use of an open-ended retrospective interview approach for

data collection limits the findings. The investigation relied on the

participants' recall of their experience during the recent strike of

a few months past and the impact of the strike on their

managerial and leadership roles. The participants' recall is

subject to lapses in memory and./or censure; and

There was a possibility that the researcher may have been biased

as a result of social conversations and interactions with nurses

during and after the strike.

Definition of Terms

Strike: an act of resistance by mrrsing union members to implement,

work stoppage as a means to force employers to meet contract demands.

Essential Serviies' Contract: the nurse's union and hospital employers

agreement that requires unionized staff mr¡ses to provide pre-identified

essential nursing care to patients that cannot be carried out by management

staff.

3.

4.
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Nurse Manager: the nurse responsible for the delivery of quality patient

services in a health-care facility, through the management of staff and fiscal

resources.

The manager is also the link between ñrst-line and the senior nurse

mânâger in the organization. The nurse identified as the director of nursing

of a group of major clinical services of nursing units at a large tertiary-care

health centre represents the nwse manager in this study.

Responsibilities: the specific tasks, activities, and performance for which

an individual is accountable.

Roles: those behaviows that constitute the daily work activities of a

worker,

lesdelghip.: the ability of an individual to motivate and influence

subordinates, peers, senior management and other professionals to accomplish

pre-determined goals and objectives while ensuring the well being of those

individuals involved in the interactive process.

Research Method

This qualitative exploratory descriptive study was designed to use a

self-report method to investigate the experiences of directors of nursing during

the recent Manitoba nurses'strike. An ethnographic approach was selected for
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this study. Using the conceptual framework of symbolic interactionism,

ethnography provided a means to explore the directors' ofnursing experiences,

from their perspective, during a stressful situation, a nu¡ses' strike. This

approach was particularly usefuI in understanding the affect a major

disruption (the nurses' strike) to the normal or daily work routine had on

female directors' of nursing behaviours. All participants in this study are

female. The analysis of the findings did not, however, contribute to a feminist

perspective on the directors' ofnursing leadership and managerial behaviours

during the recent nurses' strike in Manitoba. In order to acquire detailed and

highly personalized information of nursing directors experiences during the

strike, open-ended interviews were conducted with the assistance of a semi-

structured interview guide (Appendix 2).

The Research Plan

The research plan was to gather data from seven directors of nursing

employed at a local tertiary-care hospital. A¡r initial interview was conducted

in a way that encouraged the participant to tell her story of her experiences

during the recent Manitoba nurses' strike. A follow-up interview was scheduled

to clarify points from the initial interview. All interviews, Iasted approximately

two hours, were tape recorded, transcribed, and coded with the assistance of

the Ethnography software computer program (Seidel, Kloslth, & Seymour,
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1988). Using a content analysis method the data was analyzed for major

themes and issues.

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into six chapters. The first three chapters

comprise the introduction, review of the literature and a description of the

research method. Chapter for¡r constitutes a discussion of the findings ofthe

study. Chapter five presents the discussion ofthe research findings. The final

chapter summarizes the study and presents recommendations for future

investigations.
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CIIAPTER II

RE\rIEW OF THE LITERATI]RE

The extensiveness of a literature review in a qualitative research

approach varies among investigators, Some investigators using a qualitative

approach argue that a minimal preliminary review is done. The review ofthe

literature is conducted simultaneously with the data collection and analysis

(Chenitz & Swanson, 1986). Other qualitative researchers suggest that a

prelirninary review of the literature be done either reviewing all material in

the area of study or conducting a selective, yet extensive content analysis of

the pertinent material (Leininger, 1985; Field & Morse, 1985).

The literature reviewed for this study was selective; reviewing the main

concepts ofthe study: strikes in nursing; nursing management; and leadership.

The main source of the literature is from the nursing and management

domains. Some literatu¡e, however, in the psychology, education, and sociology

arenas was reviewed. This chapter provides an overyiew of the major themes

in the literature of strikes in nursing, the affect of strikes on nursing

managers, and leadership, primarily from a North American perspective.

What is a Strike?

A strike is an overt collective action by workers to withdraw or withhold

services in order to force employers to meet workers' demands or resolve their

complaints (Miller, 1975; Hibberd, 1991; Gubbels, 1968). Strikes differ from
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other overt actions (demonstrations, sick calls, and work slow downs) in that

strikers refuse to work until their grievances are settled (Mille4 L975;

Gubbels, 1968). Although a complex social phenomena, all strikes include some

coûrmon features. Hibberd (1991) outlines fou¡ central elements to all strikes.

First, a strike is a group activitv. The objective of a strike is to impose

pressure on employers to meet workers' demands. This pressure results from

the mobilization of members of an organization. It is this collective natu¡e

which gives a strike its force or power (Gubbles, 1968). The second common

element is mobilization. This characteristic refers to the ability of a leader of

the group to keep the striking group motivated to mobili ze and achieve

common goals by communicating the strategic actions for mobilization.

Leadership is important to ensure that the strike is an organized and

concerted effort (Gubbels, 1968). Third, strikes involve a refusal to work or

some form of work stoppage. This cessation of services is disruptive, to the

organization, upsetting the balance of normal daily activities. Fu¡ther to this,

strikes inconvenience a third party, those outside ofthe organization, usually

ühe general public. Added pressure is placed upon employers, to meet external

as well as internal organizational demands (Gubbels, 1968). This is of critical

importance in a strike involving nu¡ses because of the nature of the services

they provide (patient care). A strike ends with both parties agreeing to a newly

devised contract. Agreement represents the last common characteristic of all

strikes. This act of cooperation is the basis for establishing rules to ensure
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fairness and equity in the employrnent relationship (Hibberd, 1g91). A strike

is a collective action exercised to bring pressure upon employers to bow to

workers' demands. While the strike's effects are paralysing, the degree of

importance or how widely spread its effects will be dependent upon the field

in which the strike is exercised (Gubbels, 1968). For example, a work stoppage

in an industrial plant, such as the automotive industry will have less of an

impact on society at large than a strike in nursing where the well being of a

large sector of the community is affected, directly as patients or indirectly as

relatives of patients. For this reason, strikes in nursing are qualitatively

different than other strikes in society.

Strikes in Nursing

Nurses do not define strikes in the same manÌter as other workers. At

the centre of nr¡¡ses' motivation to strike is the belief that strikes are the only

means to continue to provide optimal patient care and improve salaries.

Nurses' right, to strike is justiñed by their professional responsibility to

patients. Miller (1975, p. 38) concludes that "according to this perspective,

then, nurses who strike are intervening on behalf of the patient and

demanding for him better facilities, better salaries to attract a¡d hold

sufficient numbers of qualified mrrses, and a clearer mandate governing

mrrsing care" (Miller, 1975).
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Public reaction is especially strong when essential or perceived life

úhreatening services are withdrawn such as, nursing care (Miller, & Dodson,

1976). The American experience of nurses' strikes in the past, demonstrated

that nurses out ofdedication to their patients relinquished the option to strike

(Colvin, 1987). Instead, nurses chose to put their faith in their employers to

negotiate on their behalf (Miller, 1975; Colvin, 1987). However, employers took

advantage of the nurses' loyalty to their patients and profession. The

employers failed to bargain in good faith for the nurses'benefit (Colvin, 1g87

Miller, 1975). This failure to represent nwses strongly, at the bargaining table,

led nursing professional associations to rescind their position on the ethics of

nu¡ses striking. The American Nu¡ses' Association (ANA) in response to

nurses' discontent with the status of nursing and nursing care and nurses,

willingness to invoke work stoppages to get employers to meet their demands,

repealed its no-strike policy in 1968 (Miller, 1975; Colvin 1987). In Canada, as

early as 1902, alumnae groups of nurses adopted collective bargaining as a

means to improve their salary and working conditions (Jensen, 1g88). The

nurses in Canada, unlike their American counterparts, put their faith in their

professional associations to represent their interests at, the bargaining table

(Jensen, 1988). To many mrrses, however, collective bargaining implied the

th¡eat of strike action. So difñcult was this idea of strike that the Canadian

Nurses' Association (CNA) in 1946 passed a resolution stating its opposition

to nurses going on strike (Mussallem, 1977). Like their American counterparts,
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the failure of collective bargaining activities to appropriately satisfy nurses'

demands motivated the CNA to rescind its no strike policy in 1972 (Mussallem,

te77).

Much of the literature on strikes in nursing are opinion pieces, case

studies, or anecdotal records. One study by Hibberd (1987) investigated labour

disputes of Alberta nurses from lg77 to 1982. No other studies were located

which specifically address the various issues inherent in a strike in nursing.

Hibberd and Norris (1990) in a search of the literature in preparation for their

study on the 1988 nurses'strike in Alberta found no studies that specifically

addressed the impact ofa sudden and sustained increase in work-load during

a strike-like situation.

A review ofnarrative accounts address the following issues surrounding

a strike in nursing: causes of nurses' strikes (Colvin, 1987; Holmes, 1988;

Miller, 1975; Miller & Dodson, 1976; Stringer, 1990); experiences of nurses on

the picket line (A¡beiter, J-984; Forfa, 1987); the right to strike issue and the

moral dilemma nurses face when forced to decide whether or not to strike

(Colvin, 1987; Holmes, 1988; Jensen, 1988; Miller, 1975); collective bargaining

issues (Atkinson, & Goodwin, 1980; Claus, 1980; Cleland, lg74;Fralíc,7977;

& Hobart, 1980; Sargis, 1978); experiences of non-striking stafi nurses

(Arbeiter, 1984 Baird, 1988; Forfa, 1987); and the aftermath of a strike

(Arbeiter, 1984; Baird, 1988; Dannemiller, Lippitt, & Rogers, 1982; Van Meter,

1986). Each of these topics will be briefly discussed.
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Causes of Strikes in Nursing

With the failure of employers to take nu¡ses' demands seriously and

employers' further failure to aggressively negotiate in the best interests of

nurses, nu¡ses resorted to collective bargaining as a perceived means to

improve their working terms (Colvin, 1987). Collective bargaining, alone,

proved to be less than successful and nurses resorted to the ultimate \¡/eapon,

the strike as a means to force employers to meet their demands (Colvin, 1g87;

Miller, 1975). Nu¡ses' strikes resulted from poor wâges, poor working

conditions, such as staff shortages, the requirement to carry out non-nursing

functions, few opportunities for educational advancement, and the perceived

powerlessness to improve patient care (Curtin, 1988; Delamothe, 1g88;

Hibberd, 1987; Stringer, 1990).

Ethical Concerns

The issue ofnurses'right to strike has been strongly debated. The basic

question is what actions are morally justified in defence of one's job and the

maintenance of a reasonable standard of living? Nr:rsing as a service-oriented

profession is obligated to fulfil the responsibilities of the services to be

provided. Because this service is of a life-supporting natr:re, an argument is

that nurses and other health-care professionals have a moral and ethical

obligation to meet the health-care needs of society (Connelly, Dahlen, Evans,

& Wicker, 1979; Glick, 1985; Glick, 1986; Miller & Dodson, 1926; Muyskens,
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1982). Cou¡rter to this argument, is that nurses, physicians'and other health-

care personnel resort to strike action for the betterment of the patient.

Through work stoppages, nurses can advocate on behalf of the patient

demanding better health-care facilities, improved wages to recruit and retain

nwsing staff, and provide a clearer direction for nursing care (Connelly,

Dalrlen, Evans & Wicker, 1979; Mitler, 1975). Muyskens (1982) suggests that

the failure to save a life today for the betterment of the patients tomorrow is

morally wrong and cannot be reasonable justified.

Nurses define strikes differently claiming that strikes are in the best

interest oftheir patients and that nurses take strike action (Miller, 19?5). But,

is it ethical for professionals, such as nurses to withhold serwices? At the

centre of the right to strike issue is the moral dilemma of nr¡rses requiring to

make a decision to leave the patient and support strike action. The dilemma

arises because nurses adopting strike action are essentially refusing to provide

patient care. This, is in direct conflict with nurses'values and the standards

of ethical practice established by international and professional associations

(Baumgart, 1983; Connelly, Dahlen, Evans, & Wicker, lg7g).

Grosskopf, Buckman, and Garty (1g85), reflecting upon the doctors'

strike in Israel, suggested that underpaid doctors are forced to work

excessively resulting in a lower standard of patient care. Accordingly, doctors

have the right to strike to improve their working conditions and salaries;

ultimately, patient care improves. Glick (1985; 1986) and Cannell (1985) claim
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that doctors and other health-care personnel are a "special class" and do not

have the right to strike because ofthe potential tragic impact the withdrawal

of health-care services has on the consumers of the health-care system. Brecher

(1985) supports the right ofhealth-care personnel striking, claiming that each

case should be assessed on its own merits. He suggests that the improper

allocation ofresources during non-striking conditions can equally result in the

death of a¡ individual as the withdrawal of professional services during a

strike. wolfe (1979) indicates that there is no extensive literatr¡re that

examines the impact a strike by physicians or by other health-care workers has

on health outcomes.

Nurses face a moral dilemma when resorting to strike action. Leaving

the patient's bedside is difñcult for most nurses regardless of the reasons.

During a strike, therefore striking nurses are often prepared to provide

essential services (Connelly, Dahlen, Evans, & Wicker, 1g79; Muyskens, 1gg2).

Essential Seryices

In an attempt to minimize the effect nurses, strikes have on patients,

nurses' unions often enter into a memorandum of agreement with health-care

facilities to ensure the provision of essential patient care in the event of a

nursing work stoppage. The provision of essential seryices during a nurses'

strike lessens the impact of a total withdrawal of services on patients and

enhances public support (Hibberd, 1991).
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History of Nurses' Strikes in Canada

Once content to be physicians' handmaidens, nurses today are more

assertive and are not as willing to submit to traditional hospital routines

(Raab, 1985). Nurses are demanding a position in the health-care arena

commensurate with their contributions to patient care, educational

backgtound, preventative teaching, and research (Raab, 1985).

The failure of the nu¡sing professional associations to effectively

represent nurses at the bargaining table and the rejection ofthe right to strike

by these associations resulted in the formation of nurses' unions throughout

Canada (Hibberd, 1988). Failure to value nurses increased role in the health-

care system, a heightened interest in nursing as a career, a¡ increased

solidarity among nurses, and a gtowing un¡est in the profession also have

contributed to the inception of Canadian nu¡ses'unions (Baumgart, 1983). By

the late seventies, most nurses in all ofthe provinces were unionized (Jensen,

1988).

In October, 1975 the nurses' union in Manitoba was created with a

membership of5800. Today, there are approximately 10000 unionized nurses

which includes Registered Nurses and Licensed Practical Nurses, in Manitoba

(MONA, 1990). With the formation of unions (certiñed bargaining units under

provincial labour acts), nurses gave themselves a stronger bargaining position

at the negotiation tables. If mediation and negotiations measures failed, nurses

could implement r ork stoppage measures (Jensen, 1988).
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In Canada, the right to strike varies frorn province to province. Some

provinces do not have the legal right to strike but are required to enter into

arbitration (Alberta and Prince Edward Island), others have restricted rights

being legislated to provide essential seryices (British Columbia, euebec, New

Brunswick, and Newfoundland & Labrador) and other provinces have the legal

right, to strike (Ma¡ritoba, Saskatchewan, & Nova Scotia) (MNU, 1991). Since

1966, there have been at least 37 nurses' strikes in Canada (Hibberd, 1gg1).

The issues that Canadian nurses'unions have brought to the bargaining

table have been both economic and non-economic in nature. The th¡ee Alberia

nwses' strikes during the period of 1977 and 1982 were primârily interested

in improving their socioeconomic status. This included not only a reasonable

remr¡neration for services rendered, but also the improvement of working

conditions, and a stronger voice in developing and implementing hospital

changes (Hibberd, 1988). A-fter the 1977 strike, the Alberta government

prohibited strikes in aJl provincial hospitals (Hibberd & Norris, 1990). As a

result, the Alberta strike of 1988 involving g8 hospitals was an illegal strike.

The hospitals not involved in the strike were required to compensate for the

striking facilities (Hibberd & Norris, 1990). This, placed a tremendous demand

on the staff of these hospitals. Hibberd and Norris (19g0) studied the effect of

the 1988 Alberta nu¡ses' strike on nursing personnel who worked in a major

teaching and referral hospital that remained fully operational during the

strike. The findings indicated that nu¡sing personnel were primarily concerned
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with the safety of patient care and with maintaining their professional and

personal integrity. The ñndings also suggested that there was a degree of

uncertainty among the nurses in the working environment. As well, the extent

to which nurses' perceived themselves to be coping adequately was directly

related to the duration ofthe strike and organizational events. In addition, the

presence of leadership, resource management, and the ability to predict and

adapt to circumstances contributed to the nurses' ability to carry on. Nurses

become demoralized when these resources were absent. The Quebec nurses'

strike of 1989, like the Alberta mrrses' strike of 1988, was illegal. Unlike the

Alberta nurses'strike in which the nurses were banned by the government

from strike action, in Quebec nurses are legislated to provide a certain

percentage of essential serwices (about 907o) during a walk out. The nurses'

believed that to provide this level of service would bring little or no pressure

on employers. The union did not follow the government committee's

determination of the level of essential seryices to be provided, and therefore

the strike of 1989 was considered to be illegal (personal communication,

Chernecki, 1991).

The British Columbia nurses' strike of 1989 fought for better wages,

improved working conditions, provisions for early retirement, a continuing

education fund, and a professional responsibility clause in the contract. During

the 1989 strike in British Columbia, nurses provided essential seruices, but in
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most hospitâIs the standards for essential services were not set by nurses

(Stringer, 1990).

Approximately 5500 nurses in Saskatchewan walked off the job in a

province-wide strike in May 1991. Salaries were the major issue, with the

Saskatchewan Union of Nurses demanding a 19 percent pay raise over two

years. Other issues concerned: improvements in job security clauses; more

flexible shift, schedules; portability ofseniority among health-care facilities; and

more control over the administration of pensions. The strike lasted 10 days.

The nurses gained wage pariiy with Manitoba and portability of seniority.

The Manitoba Nurses' Súrike of 1991

After exhausting other avenues in an attempt to reach settlement,

nurses across Manitoba walked off the job at 0700 on January 1, 1991. This

strike would become the longest nurses' strike in the history of Canada.

Approximately 10,000 unionized nurses went on strike demanding a 27 percent

wage increase over two years. At the time of the strike, Manitoba nurses

ranked eighth in Canada with respect to salary. The outcome of the strike

placed the nurses fourth in salary compared to their provincial counterparts

across the country.
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The fssues

Although wages were the primary issue, members identified six other

areas of concern. These included: working conditions (patient-care concerns,

staffing, workload, non-nursing functions, input into decisions, respect and

recognition, and safety issues); job secu¡itv (revision ofworkers, compensation

protocol, education leave of absence clauses strengthened, increased notice

period for technological changes in the workplace, guaranteed wages for

cancellation ofshifts of full- and part-time staff, protection clauses for teachers

in Schools of Nursing, and accruement of seniority for casuals with respect to

job competitions); pensions Çoint trusteeship of all pension and benefit plans);

benefits (employer paid dental, eye, and long-term disability plans, improved

overtime, shift differential, weekend standby, and transportation allowances);

time off (improve vacation and increased recogrrized holidays); and education

(mandatory education leave, compensation for recertification of

cardio-pulmonary resuscitation and transfer of function skills) (MNU October,

1990).

The Settlement

At the end of31 days, the members of the nurses'union accepted a two

year contract. The nurses accepted an agreement thaú gave a wage increase for

Licensed Practical Nwses of 11 percent and for Registered Nurses 14 percent

over two years,
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The establishment of a Nursing Advisory Committee at the request of

the facility, was another gain for the nurses. The purpose of this committee is

to review and make recommendations on issues relating to staffing and

workload, nursing standards, nursing functions, and physical planning and

layout of facilities as related to nursing (MNU, 1991). Other benefits acquired

in the settlement were improved and clearer clauses in the collective

agreement surrounding the job security issue and joint trusteeship of pension

plans (MNU, March, 1991). However, the nurses were not totally happy with

the strike settlement. At the facility in this study only 51 percent ofthe nurses

voted to return to work. Many of the nurses were angry with the strike

outcome,

Essenúial Services Contract

In 1983 the Manitoba Nurses' Union, along with other health-care

unions in the province signed a memorandum of agreement with eight major

urban health-care facilities outlining the provision of essential services in the

event of a work stoppage. Since 1983, other health-care institutions have

signed essential services' agreements. This agreement, known as an umbrella

agreement, establishes the broad areas for the maintenance ofservices that are

essential during a strike in health-care facilities.

Since the requirement of essential services will vary among facilities, the

umbrella agteement provides for the determination of essentiality by a member
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of the bargaining agency and the employer at least 1,0 days prior to the expiry

date of collective agreements. Once both parties are satisfied, a designated

agreement of essential services (based upon the guidelines set out in the

umbrella agreement) is signed. During the Manitoba strike of 1991, the

Manitoba Nurses' Union signed 73 essential serrrice agreements with hospitals

and other health-care facilities throughout the province.

In summary, there is little in the literatu¡e that has investigated nurses'

strikes. Accounts of nurses' strikes around the world are primarily opinion

articles citing: the causes of nurses' strikes; the bargaining issues; the

experiences ofnurses on picket lines; the impact of nu¡ses' strikes on patients

and health-care workers; a¡d the debate on the right to strike issue. Central

issues to nurses'strikes are salaries and worklife issues. Documentation of

nr¡-rses' strikes in Canada is minimal and there are fewer studies investigating

nurses' strikes. No studies were found that addressed nurse managers

experiences during a nurses' strike.

Nurse Msnagers

The role of the nurse mânager is best understood in the context of the

one-up one-down nature of complex organizations. As the lint between upper

and lower management (Spitzer-Lehmann, 1989; Harris, 1g84) managers are

responsible to subordinates and accountable to superiors (Josefow-itz, 1g80). In

organizations, such as hospitals the nwse manager's job is to ensure quality
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of services. Research about the duties of nurse managers u¡rder normal

working condiúions is limited. In general, this literatu¡e suggests that the job

of the nurse malager is to manage human and fiscal resources and implement

organizational fu¡ctions ensuring the delivery of quality patient care (Holle &

Blathele¡ 1987; Kirsch, 1988; Stevens, 1978). Much of the nursing

management literature is descriptive reports of the attributes of a nurse

manager. Identified critical attributes of effective nurse managers are:

leadership skills, specifically transformational in natr:re; good comm'nication

skills; good decision-making skills; the required education/training of nurse

manâgers; and the ability to bala¡ce the task, the people, and other resources

to achieve organizational goals (Dunham, 1989; Jacobson-Webb, 1g85; Johnson,

1990; Lancaster, 1985; McCIure, 1989).

Patz, Biordi, and Holm (1991) investigating the effectiveness of nurse

m¿rnagers conducted a nation-wide survey (United States) of academic health

centre chiefnr¡rse executives and nurse managers. The findings suggested that

the most important criterion for manager effectiveness was human

management skills. This was followed by flexibility and negotiating skills with

fiscal management skills ran-king eighth out of a list of ten. Vance and Wolfe

(1986) investigating essential skills for nurse managers found that fiscal

management topped the list, with human management skills following.

The work of 52 organizational middle managers was investigated by

Torrington and Weightman (1987). The authors' research recommended that
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networking, flexibility, interacting with the other organizational departments,

and the maintenance of technical skills are important attributes of a strong

manager. In addition, they further concluded that a¡ effective manager is one

who has the ability to balance the various aspects ofthejob. To be a successful

mânager Lancaster (1985) also suggested that a balance must be maintained

between the people and the task ofthe organization. McOlure (1g8g) supports

Torrington and Weightman with respect to the importance of a manager

maintaining technical skills, concluding that the nurse manager must be a

leader in clinical skills as well as an administrator. Stevens (1g80) comments

that the nurse maÌìager is required to synthesize two disciplines (management

and nursing), using management skills to achieve nursing goals.

The stress associated with the middle-line manager position in a

hospital is directly related to the position in the organization; between

employers a¡d senior management (Harris, 1g84). Nurse managers, concluded

Harris, are a major deciding factor in the well-being of a hospital setting the

pace, enhancing morale, and representing the groups' work performance.

Harris indicated that middle nurse managers use proper communication skills

and planning techniques âs a means to reduce the pressures and stresses of

the middleline nurse manage/s job. This anecdotal a¡ticle addresses the

stresses associated with the middle-line nurse mânâger's job under normal

hospital routines. The impact on the nurse manager during an atypical

situation, such as a nurses'strike is not reviewed.
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Investigations that identifu the actual work of a nruse manager in

normal situations is limited. A review of the literature related to the nurse

manager primarily addresses the characteristics of directors of nwsing. No

evidence of research on the experiences and behaviours of a nurse manager

employed during a catastrophe, such as a nurses'strike was located.

Leadership

Leadership is an important component of the nurse manager's job.

Research concerning nursing leadership has primarily investigated the

individual characteristics of the leader, the appropriate leadership style for a

given situation, stafi satisfaction and retention as an indicator of leadership

effectiveness, and the qualities/skills ofeffective nursing leadership (Bernhard

& Walsh, 1990; Dunham & Fisher, 1990; Dunham & Klafehn, 1990; Hersey,

Blanchard, & LaMonica, 1976; Hersey & Duldt, 1989; Krysl, 1990; Maguire,

1986; McNally, 1979; Meighan, 1990; White, 1971).

Leadership Theories

Leadership theorists (Burns, 1978; Fiedler & Chemers, 1g74; Hersey &

Blanchard, 1988; House, 1971; Stogdill , 1974) have investigated leadership

effectiveness from the perspective of the environmentaVsituational variables,

Ieader's characteristics and follower satisfaction. Further, leadership theorists
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postulated that there are two major dimensions to effective leadership

(imitating structure and consideration) and these are situation dependent.

Situational and transformational leadership theories have been

identified as appropriate leadership approaches for nursing executives

(Dunham & Klafehn, 1990; Hersey, Blanchard, LaMonica; Hersey & Duldt,

1989; & McClosky; Molen, 1987). The situational leadership theory addresses

leadership effectiveness according to the adaptability of readership behaviour

in a given situation (Hersey & Bla¡chard, 1988). The use and validity of

Hersey and Blanchard's situational leadership theory was investigateil by

Hambleton and Gumpert (1g82). The objective of the research was to ascertain

if managers who use situational leadership theory are more effective managers.

Their hypothesis was supported. On the other hand, Goodson, McGee, and

cashman (1989) found that the relationship between leader behaviour and

follower readiness was not supported. The researchers found that the leader's

use of supportive behavio'rs at all levels of subordinate readiness was

appropriate. considering that emerging from the literature a¡ attribute of an

effective nurse mânager is human management skills, this fintting may have

merit in the manager's leadership role.

The basic premise of transformational leadership is to motivate the

followers to do more than they originally expected to do (Bass, 1985). Based

upon Maslow's hierarchy of needs (Burns 1g78), transformational leadership

focuses upon the interrelationship between Ieader and follower; satisfying the
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motives, values and goals ofboth (Barker, 1gg0). This leadership approach was

identified as the preferred leadership style by superordinates a¡rd subordinates

for an effective nurse executive (Dunham & Klafehn, 1gg0; Levenstein, 19g4).

Most leadership research has been conducted in normative settings and

situations. Investigations of effective leadership behaviou¡ in a stressful

situation is limited. A high consideration style ofleadership has been identified

as being most effective in a situation in which the work is considered lo be

highly stressful or frustrating (House, 1971). Other investigations by Fielder

(1985, cited in Hunt, Baliga, Dachler, & Schriescheim, 1g87) concluded that,

under conditions of high stress leaders will rely on their personal experiences

to guide their leadership behaviow while relying on professional knowledge

under low-stress conditions. Little investigation, however has addressed female

managers' leadership behaviour during a prolonged stressful situation, such

as a nurses' strike.

Leadership and Gender

Traditionally, leadership research has been conducted from the male

perspective. The implied assumption is that studies, results could be

generalized to women. Rosener (1gg0) postulated that women do in fact adopt

a different, yet successful leadership style. The primary difference Rosener

for¡nd was in the way that men and women influence those with whom they

work. Men are trarsactional leaders viewing theirjob as a series of exchanges
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of rewards with subordinates. Women, on the other hand, prefer a more

participative style engaging in a sharing process with subordinates, This style

ofleadership, which Rosener termed interactive leadership, is based upon the

transformational leadership approach. This conclusion appears to be consistent

v¡ith Dr¡nham's and Klafehn's (1990) findings that a transformational

leadership approach is most appropriate for nurse executives (a female-

dominated profession).

In a review ofthe literatu¡e related to the issue ofgender in leadership,

the central focus has been the difference between male and female leadership

styles and behaviours. The research ñndings suggest that women, generally,

are inferior leaders to their male counterparts. Brown (1g7g) partially

accounted for this view claiming that when practising manâgers were used as

the research subjects, results showed that there was no difference between

female and leadership styles, but when students were the research subjects the

opposite was true. Conclusions in the literature on sex differences in leadership

are inconsistent. Some studies reported "initiating structu¡e" as the dominant

female leadership feature (Bartol & Wortman, 1976) while others indicated

that, "consideration" emerged as the central theme (Bartol & Butterñeld, 1g76;

Petty & Miles, 1976). Day and Stogdill (1972) and Chapman (1975), on the

other hand, found that there was no difference in leadership behaviour and

effecüiveness of male and female leaders.
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Leadership is an important aspect of the nursing managet's job. There

is little known about nurse manâgers' leadership skills and what factors

influence the leadership approach and effectiveness (Kirsch, 1g88). Directors,

ofnursing perceptions ofleadership, during a nurses' strike, was not identiñed

in the literature reviewed.

Sumnary

Strikes in nursing have not been investigated to any extent. With the

evolution ofnurses' unions, nurses found a more effective means ofpressuring

employers to meet professional demands. Strike action has been exercised by

nurses in Canada since the mid sixties. The primary central reasons for

nursing work stoppages are to improve salaries and working conditions, and

enhance patient care. The ethical issues or the right to strike by nurses and

other health-care professionals has been debated in the literatr¡¡e. Opinion

articles, case studies, and anecdotal publications covering such issues as, the

impact of nwses' strikes on patients, picketers, and non-striking health-care

personnel are the primary sorrrces of information on nurses' strikes. There is

a dearth of literature on mrrses' strikes in Canada. Research studies dealing

with particular aspects of nu¡ses' strikes are minimal. Specifically, there are

no research investigations addressing directors' of nursing experiences during

a nurses'strike. The discussion ofissues in nurses'strikes (specific aspects of
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a directors' of nursing role, such as leadership) was not located in the

literature. The necessity of research in this area is important.

Nu¡ses' strikes by its very nature (threatening the well-being of others)

is a sensitive issue. Since 1988, five provincial nu¡ses, unions have imposed

work stoppage measures as a means of having employers meet contract

demands. The trend has been set, and the prediction is that nurses will use

strike action in the future (Remkes, 19g1). Now, is an opportune time to study

and learn from previous nurses' strikes in Canada.
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CIIAPTER III

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

The nature ofthe research questions directed an exploratory descriptive

desigrr using qualitative research methods. The selected research method for

this study, ethnography, is based upon the premise that people do not exist in

isolation of one another, but that their interactions give true meaning to their

life's experiences. According to Ellen (198a, p. 29),

as long as members of society are able to comprehend their
actions, i.e. if they non-problematically and automatically ascribe
meaning to them, the researcher should also be able to
comprehend them in the same way in which they do: in the
course of their practical accomplishments."

The goal of ethnography is to provide an understanding of a group's

culture, from the individual's perspective, to non-group members (Spradley,

1979). Quite simply, ethnography is the science of cultural description (Wolcotü,

1975). The ethnographic epistemology was selected as the research approach

for the collection and analysis ofthe interview data ofthe directors ofnursing.

Since all of the participants a-re female, the analysis ñndings reflected a

woman's perspective,

The qualitative research method of ethnography is a carefully planned

and flexible inductive process (Rosenthal, 1989). Developed by anthropologists,

ethnography is a systematic method of identifying the knowledge of a group

and how they use this knowledge to direct their behaviours (Field, 1983). The

focus of the research is the discovery of the insider's view and the
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ethnographer, the principle research instrument, interacts with study

participants to discover connections, patterns, themes, or relationships that

have meaning for them, thereby, revealing the implicit and explicit aspects of

their culture (Munhall & Oiler, 1986).

Ethaography was selected as the research method for this study because

the perspectives of the directors of nursing during a stressfirl situation, such

as a nurses' strike has not been previously studied. Spradley (1g7g, p. 4) stated

that "ethnography starts with the conscious attitude of almost complete

ignorance." For example, in this study the ethnographer could start by stating

"I don't know what impact the recent nurses' strike had on the directors' of

n'rsing leadership role. This needs to be studied." In this study, ethnography

is applicable because this method will allow for the description of a full range

of actions and an explanation for these actions (Rosenthal, 19gg) and for an

exploration of the reality of the participants as described in their language

(Robertson and Boyle, 1984). The collection ofdata in ethnography normally

incorporates several means: intensive interviews, life histories, event analysis,

and participant observation (Dobson, 1985; Munhall & Oiler, 19g6; Robertson

& Boyle, 1984). This study used open-ended interviews; an initial interview

was followed, approximately one to two weeks later, by a second interview. The

interviews were assisted by a semi-structured interview guide (Appendix 2).
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Interviewing

Interviewing is used to gain insight into how others see and ascribe

meaning to their world. This data collection method, simply is finding out what,

individuals have on their mind (Patton, 1980). Interviewing is the

ethnographer's most important means of gathering information (Fetterman,

1989)' Interviews may be formal, semi-structured, or informal. The differences

among the three types is the degree of standardized preparation of the

interview questions before the interview occurs (patton, 1gg0). This

investigation incorporated a form of semi-stnrctured interviews.

semi-structu¡ed interviews permit the researcher to have essential

questions answered while being able to pursue important leads initiated by the

infonnant (Munhall & oiler, 1986). An interview guide as outlined by patton

(1980) was used to direct the interview process; thus, the investigator was

ensured that relevant information or issues were covered during the

interviews. The semi-str-uctr¡red interwiews centred on the particular

informani/s experiences and impressions ofthe nurses' strike. Initial interviews

were scheduled at a time convenient for the participant and in a place that, as

much as possible, guaranteed no interruptions and privacy of conversation,

such as the participanf,s office. All interviews were conducted in the

participant's office. During one of the interviews, construction adjacent to the

office where the interview was being conducted, was being done. This was

frustrating arrd annoying for the investigator and the informant.
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A second interview was conducted to complete areas not covered during

the first interview, and to clarify points raised in the initiar interview. A-1l

interviews were tape recorded and were scheduled for two hou¡s. None ofthe

participants expressed any concern with having the interviews tape recorded,

and all directors appeared quite comfortable with the interwiewing process. The

' majority of the interviews lasted two hours with one lasting approximatery one

and one halfhours and the longest inter'¿iew was three hours in duration. Any

interview time extension occurred with the concurrence of interviewer and

interviewee. The taped interviews were transcribed, coded, and organized with

the assistance ofthe "Ethnograph" computer soÍìware program (seidel, Kloslth,

& Seymour, 1988).

A critical, but positive aspect of the ethnographic interview is that

collected data is expressed in the participants' own words. Language is the

means with which the participants organize their experiences (patton, lggg).

only the individual who has had the experience can ascribe true meaning to

that experience, appropriately in their language. Others, including the

researcher, can gain an appreciation of a particular experience even though

they did not personally undergo it.

The interviews were retrospective in nature, focusing on the critical

aspects of the participants' strike experiences, primarily regarding their

leadership role, during the strike. Although a semi-str-uctured format was used,

the interview was not structured to the degree that flexibility \¡¡as
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compromised. The researcher was receptive to the in-depth exploration of

speciñc points raised by the participant. The detail sought in this study, as in

other investigations, dictated the use of a small sample (Larsen, 1gg4;

Paterson, 1991).

The Sample

The participants were seven directors ofnursing at a large tertiary-care

hospital. The names of the participants were acquired from the Director of

Education and Research. The directors of n'rsing are responsible for the

following clinical areas: s'rgical; medical; psychiatric; paediatrics and child

care; adult ambulatory care; and obstetrics and gynaecology. According to the

organizational chart of the hospital (see Appendix B), which employs the

respondents of this research, the directors ofnursing report to a vice-president

of nursing. The organization of the nursing division is typical of classical

management theory in which the principal of specialization is employed;

workers, such as nurses were grouped together according to similar tasks. This

is an overlay ofthe hospital's basic organizational form; functional organization

where departments are organized according to major functions (Charns &

schaffer, 1983). The researcher, upon the advice of the senior vice-president

of nursing, met with the Director of Nursing Education and Research, at the

hospital, to discuss the feasibility of the research and the accessibility to the

agency to conduct the study at the facility.
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The inclusion ofthe directors ofnursing ofthe various clinical areâs was

intended to permit a comparison of the directors of nursing in the different

clinical specialities to determine whether or not the type of patient-care

demands affected the experiences (behaviou¡s) of the directors of nursing

during the strike. The type of patient did not affect the nwsing managers,

experience during the strike, but did have an impact on the director's coping

with working in an unfamiliar clinical a¡ea. A-ll directors of nwsing, in this

research study, are female, have been in their position for more than a year

and worked throughout the dwation of the strike.

The sample size was a function of the purpose of the study, ava ability

ofthe directors ofnursing, the time involved in interviewing participants, and

the detail ofthe information to be gathered. patton (19g0) suggested that the

breadth and depth in sampling human behavior.r¡ is dependent upon the

information the researcher w-ishes to access. A convenience sample selection

method was used to acquire the study sample.

The Setting

The facility in which the directors of nursing are employed is a large

tertiary-care hospital in a large city centre in Manitoba. This facility was

created through the unification ofseveral health-care institutions in the centre

area of the city. Integral organizations include treatment and research

foundations and educational institutions. The merger of several health-care
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facilities within a central geographic area offers complete health-care delivery

under common policies, procedures, and management practices. This

institution serves the health-care needs of the city centre, the province, the

Northwestern part of ontario, and the Northwest Territories. Further to this,

the hospital is committed to inter provincial collaboration on health-care

programs. The mission of the facility incorporates a commitment to: a high

quality ofpatient care from an interdisciplinary approach; education for stafÏ,

graduates, the community and referal hospitals; and research with a focus on

clinical, epidemiologic and health-care delivery areas (Hospital Mission

Information Booklet).

The seven areas for which the directors are responsible differ in physical

structure and clinical focus. Five of the areas; administration, surgery,

medicine, psychiatry, and adult ambulatory care, are located in the main

complex, whereas paediatrics and child care and obstetrics and gynaecolog.y are

located in separate buildings connected to the main complex by an

underground tunnel. The number and allocation of staff differ in each a¡ea.

The patient acuity level also varies among the clinical regions.

Procedure

Once ethical approval was received ÍÌom the School of Nursing at the

university of Manitoba a¡rd access approval from the facility where the
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investigation was to occ'r, the participants were contacted by telephone

requesting their participation in the study (see Appendix 4).

The interviews were conducted in the director,s of nursing,s office.

secretaries handled any phone calls to prevent intermptions during the

interview session. At the beginning of the interview the purpose of the study

and the guidelines for the interview r¡/ere reviewed with the participant to

ensure that the individual was clear about the nature ofthe study and that the

most efficient use of the time available was made (see Appendix 5). Each

director read and verbally agreed to a disclaimer to acquire the participant,s

consent (Appendix 6). In a planned time frame of two hours, each participant

was encor¡râged to "tell her story" ofher experiences during the recent nurses'

strike. Any need to extend the interview beyond the two hour planned time

frame was at the agreement of the interviewer and interviewee. A second

interview was conducted approximately one to two weeks following the initial

interview, depending upon the participant's schedule. The second interview

was used to complete un-ûnished a¡eas from the first session and to clarify

specific points that emerged from the first interview. The researcher found that

scheduling more than one interview per day was quite fatiguing. The nature

of the study and the detail of the directors' experiences required the

invesüigator's unconditional attention. The researcher .was moved at the

directors grief and anger towards their strike experience. The investigator

found these emotional recounts of the strike quite draining.
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The researcher tried to transcribe the interwiew tapes as soon afber the

interview as possible to ensu¡e that non-verbal insinuations were captured in

the transcripts, as well as the verbal comments. F'rther, a necessity existed

to review the transcripts to identify areas that needed clarification or further

exploration in the second interview. The researcher transcribed all the tapes

herself to better ensure participant anonymity.

The interview was guided by non-judgementar open-ended questions.

The researcher encouraged the participants to discuss other areas of their

strike experience which they identified as important. During the interview, the

researcher tried to attend to the nonverbal as well as the verbal

communication from the participant. This served as an indicator for the

researcher to probe deeper into strike events raised by the participant, such

as situations that had had a large emotional impact on the director.

At the end ofthe interwiew process the participants were asked if there

wâs any feature of the strike they had expected to discuss, but had not. Any

points raised at this time were explored by the interviewer. The participants

were briefed again as to how the data would be handled and reminded that the

findings of the study would be made available to them. participants were

offered the opportunity to review the transcripts of the interview. None of the

participants requested to see the traascripts.

All interviews were tape recorded and tra¡scribed. Data were coded and

organized with the assistance ofthe "Ethnograph" computer sofbware progïam
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(Seidel, Kloslth, & Seyrnow, 1g88). Tapes, inte¡wiew notes and memos,

transcripts, and computer discs were stored in a locked ñling cabinet in the

home of the researcher. The tapes, interview notes and memos and computer

files were destroyed upon completion of the study. The coded transcripts will

be retained by the researcher for use in possible future research in the area

under study. At the outset ofthe interview, participants were assigrred a code

number. These identification codings were used in all research documentation

concerning the participants.

Interviews of the nature for this research and the requirement of the

investigator to transcribe the tapes and prepare for follow-up sessions is quite

demanding. The researcher discovered that it was physically and

psychologically unrealistic to conduct more than two interviews per day. The

ideal wo'ld be one interview per day with a minimum of 24 hours between

interviews a¡rd at least one week between the ñrst and second interview.

Development of the Interview Guide

The purpose of an interview guide is to provide a framework around

which a set of issues can be explored with the informants. The issues in the

outline do not need to be presented in any particular order or standardized

wording among respondents, but should be such that the common information

from each informant is elicited (patton, 19g0). An interview guide is an

effective tool for researching areas that the investigator wishes to probe in
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depth. In addition, the loose structure of the interview guide allows the

researcher the flexibility to pursue relevant issues as they arise (Treece &

Treece, 1982; Patton, 1980).

The interview guide (Appendix 2) was used to ensure that basically the

same information was obtained from all participants. There are several

advantages to employing an interview guide. Specificalty, the researcher has

better control over interview time; thus creating a more systematic and

comprehensive probe of the issues âmong participants, but without

compromising the flexibility of the researcher to pursue new points that

emerged during the interview (Patton, 1980).

The interview guide was developed by the researcher based on the

purpose of the study, literature reviewed, and the research questions. This

guide was used in the open-ended semi-structured interviews. The interuiew

guide was reviewed by the thesis advisors for feedback and revisions were

made accordingly.

The interview guide, for this study, consisted of the following areas:

current emploSrment data; perception of the nurses' strike; actual experience

of the strike; leadership activities; factors affecting leadership behaviours;

perceived interactions with unionized and non-unionized personnel; and post-

strike perceptions. These guideline topics are based upon speci-fic research

questions outlined in Appendix 2. Because of the time constraints and the

detailed nature of the study area, it was decided that an interview guideline
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would provide the best systematic and efficient approach to the open-ended

interyiews.

Role of the Researcher

There a¡e several methods to colecting data in ethnographic research,

which suggests that there are many roles that the researcher must play.

Regardless, all roles involve some form of human interaction (Ellen, 1gg4). The

role ofthe researcher in this study was that ofan interviewer. In ethnographic

inter"views, the researcher enters into a relationship with an informant.

Together they create a description of the informant's culture (Spradley, lg7g).

The interview is more than just documenting facts; it is an exploration of the

meaning participants ascribe to their culture or a specific problem (Ellen, 1gg4;

Fetterman, 1989).

The relationship of the researcher with the participants courd be

described as an "outsider". Having relocated from another province, to pr:rsue

academic studies, the researcher has had no previous association with the

health-care facility in the study. Further, the researcher has had only minimal

association with the directors of mrrsing. upon completion ofthe investigation

the researcher relocated again, and as a consequence wilr not have contact, on

a working basis, with the participants or the health-care facility. The

researcher is employed by a federal agency in which rnembers âre non_

unionized and do not have the right to strike, and therefore has not had any
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unions and nurses'strikes did not affect the researcher,s preconceived ideas

about nurses' strikes nor did media reports and contact with nurses who have

experienced a nurses' strike affect the researcher's attitude about nr¡rses'

strikes.

Being an "outsider" did not retard the early establishment ofa trusting

relationship with the informants, so how much the interviewee was willing to

reveal did not appear to be handicapped. Being considered an "outsider,' can

be ofparticular importance when conducting research in a sensitive situation,

such as a strike' However, as a member of the nursing profession and having

been employed in a nursing management position which demanded the use of

various leadership skills the researcher was in a position to identify with the

participants. This may have served to establish an early warm and trusting

interview session. The researcher felt that all but one of the participants

welcomed the opportunity to talk about their strike experience. Two of the

participants wanted ass'rânce that their comments would be kept in

confidence.

Glazer (1982) points out that the researcher must establish a non_

threatening, trusting, reciprocal relationship with the interviewee. Failure to

do so cor¡ld result in the rejection of the researcher. The distance the

resea¡cher has had and has from the participants' employers should serve to

help establish a less threatening position for the researcher. This, however,
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may creat€ a situation in which the participants use the researcher as a

vehicle to vent their subjective feelings about the strike; thus, inhibiting the

elicitation of rich objective data. The participants willingly discussed their

feelings about the strike, but the researcher does noü believe that, their

openness was a result ofher perceived immunity from the strike. Four of the

informants claimed that the interviews served a catharsis for them and that

it was good to talk to someone about their strike experience. In addition, the

neutrality of the researcher served to establish a non-threatening, non-

judgemental, and honest relationship.

To remain cognizant of personal biases and to be continuously self_

reflective in the interpretation ofthe information and dr¡ring the interview was

critical for the investigator. The use of a reactivity analysis tool (paterson,

1991) aided the researcher in this self-reflective exercise. The tool incorporates

five broad interactive categories to assist the researcher in the appraisal of

data for possible reactive effects: emotional valance; distribution of power;

importance of the interaction; goal of the interaction; and the effect of

normative and cultu¡al criteria.

Reciprocity

The nature of an ethaographic approach is based upon ân interactive

relationship between the researcher and the participants. This interaction

establishes a reciprocal researcher-participant association. In other words, an
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exchange system is established between the principles ofthe study. Reciprocal

exchanges are such things as: sharing information; paying for services

rendered; providing transportation and medical senices; and serving as the

participants' advocate (Glazer,1982; Leininger 19g5). The basic assumption in

reciprocity is that the participant will give information in exchange for goods

and/or services. In this study, the exchange was in the form of sha¡ed

information and ownership of the data. The researcher, at the request of the

participant, offered to share the interview transcriptions and data analysis

with the informants. None ofthe participants requested to see the transcripts

on data analysis. The participants commented that the interview was a good

catharsis giving them the opportunity to vent their feelings about their strike

experience.

Preventing/IVlinimizing Reactivity

The researcher has a dual responsibility in the research process: first,

to the participants in the study; and second for systematic, scientific inquiry

(Robertson & Thorne, 1988). An essential part of qualitative research is the

requirement for the researcher to become involved with the participants in

their environment. Interaction of the researcher with participants may

influence an informant's actions or responses. This is known as the occurrence

of reactivity.
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Reactivity is defined as the reactions of research participants or staff

to the presence of the observer or researcher in the study setting (patton,

1980). simply, participants may alter their behaviour in response to ensu¡e

positive results. This is often referred to as the "halo effect" (patton, 1gg0) or

the "guinea pig" effect (Lincoln & Guba, 1gg5). A classic example of the halo

effect or reactivity in research is the "Hawthorne effect" wherein the

knowledge of being included in the study is enough to alter the research

participants' behaviour, regardless of the effect of the research variables

(wilson, 1987). Reactivity may also have a negative effect on the participants.

The presence of an "outsider" may cause tension and anxiety so that

performance is below standard (patton, 19g0). Reactivity may also be a

reaction of the researcher to the events and participants in the investigation.

Researchers need to be cognizant ofthe occurrence of reactivity from both the

their own and the participants' stance when interpreting the data.

In qualitative research, such as ethnography, the researcher enters the

world of the participant to learn about the participants culture or subculture

from the members perspective. The focus of ethnography is the discovery ofthe

participants point ofview and the resulting description ofthe culture, v¡ith the

language of the informants (Field, 1989). With the goal of establishing a

trusting relationship (Sieber, 1gB2) with the participants, the researcher

interacts with the informants to develop reciprocity (Glazer, 19g2). This

reduces the distance between researcher and participants eliminating the
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neutrality of the researcher; thereby, generating meaningful findings

(sandelowski, 1986). The underlying assumption, according to sandelowski

(1986) is that there is no way to study a thing without changing it. Mies (1988,

p. 125) in her description of a methodology for feminist research stated that ,,if

you want to know a thing you must change it."

Researcher/informant interaction can result in reactivity. The sources

of reactivity have been classified as: 1. researcher overidentification with the

informants or "going native" (Cassell, l9B2; Rosenthal, lggg); 2.

overparticipation or intervention (Robertson & Thorne, lggg; Rosenthal, lggg);

personal characteristics of the researcher (sex, ethnicity, age, and dress)

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985); 3. informants agenda (participants ascribe meaning

to the researcher's role and may use the study as an opportunity to meet their

own needs) (Ellen, 1974); 4. researcher,s agenda (the researcher enters the

field of study with preconceived ideas and objectives) (Ellen, 19g4); and 5. the

emotional impact ofthe study on the researcher (Glazer, 1gg2).

In an attempt to prevenUreduce reactivity in qualitative research

investigators will: relate their experiences and behaviours to those of the

participants to better r¡¡derstand the participants actions (sandelowski, 1gg6;

Drew, 1989); use triangulation technique for data collection (patton, 1gg0; &

Lincoln & Guba, 1985); spend more time in the research field (immersion)

(Emerson, 1987; stoddart, 1986); employ constant comparative analysis ofdata

across participants or groups (Strauss & Glaser, 1g66; Rosenthal, lggg); and.
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structure interview questions in such a manner as not to elicit a correct or

agreemenVdisagreement response (Brink, lg8g).

In this study, the selected data collection technique of open,ended

interview was employed. Reactivity may have occurred as a result of: 1. the

informants perception of the researcher's role and motivation for doing the

study (graduate student completing the requirements for a Master's degree);

2' the researcher/informant relationship (student/manager); B. the informants'

agenda (use the study as a meâns to ventilate their feelings about the strike);

and 4. the researcher s oversensitivity or r¡ndersensitivity to the strike

situation and the managers' reported experiences. planned strategies used in

this study in an attempt to minimize reactivity were:

1. the researcher kept a diary to record her emotional reaction to the

interyiew - these "reactionary passages" (Drew, lggg) will serve to

maintain the researcher's emotional balance;

2. the researcher took notes during the interview to record the

respondent's emotional and physical behaviours;

3. interview notes, memos and personal diaries were compiled as soon after

the interview as possible to ensure objectivity and accuracy of the

interview experience;

4. the researcher compared among the interview diaries her and the

informants' reaction to the interyiew;
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âny concerns the researcher may have had regarding researcher or

respondent influence on the interview process were discussed with the

participant;

an interview grrideline was used to ensu¡e the interview remained

focused, but not controlled; and

the researcher used a reactivity tool to consciously self reflect upon the

investigative process. The identified limitation of the tool was the

requirement of researcher subjective analysis (paterson, 1gg1).

It is an accepted fact that a researcher has an effect on the participants

and that this investigator's influence may have affected the research findings.

Because of the reciprocal relationship established in a researcher

participant/observer role, the literature normally add¡esses the occurrence of

reactivity from the perspective ofa researcher in a participanuobservation role

and less from the occurrence of reactivity in a researcher interview role.

Further to this, the occurrence of reactivity is primarily discussed from the

point of view of the effect the researcher has on the informants and seldom

addresses the impact the investigation can have on the researcher (Drew,

1989).

This study, by means ofthe strategies previously outlined, attempted to

reduce/prevent the occurrence of reactivity. By virtue of the fact that data

collection triangulation methods were not employed in this investigation, it was
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anticipated that the possibility of reactivity would be more than that

experienced in triangulated ethnographic studies (paterson, 1gg1). paterson

(1991) developed a tool to examine data for the possibility ofreactive effects in

qualitative research. The tool is based on five factors which Wiseman (19g2)

identified as shaping interactive behaviour: emotional valance; distribution of

power, importance of the interaction; goal of the interaction; and the effect of

normative or cultu¡al criteria. The tool was particularly useful for the

researcher to be attentive to reactive effects, and in assisting the researcher

in maintaining objectivity with interview sessions. The limitations of the tool

are that subjective analysis by the researcher is required (paterson, 1gg1). An

example of the use of the reactivity tool is outlined in Appendix 7.

Reliability and Validity

Reliability and validity in qualitative research is difficr¡rt to establish;

reliability being more difficult than validity (Roberston & Boyle, 19g4). Aamodt

(1982) suggsg¡s that reliability in ethnography is sacrificed for validity. others

disagree (Rosenthal, 1989; Leininger, 1985) claiming that reliability and

validity in qualitative research must be based on its own criteria a¡rd not that

oftraditional quantitative criteria. This, states Rosenthal (1ggg) is because the

goals, purposes, procedures, and the intent of the two approaches are quite

different. For example, in quantitative research subjects are controlled and

variables manipuìated during the experiment, whereas in qualitative research
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control is not done, instead observation, recording, and analysing of data is

based on the participants' behaviou¡s and experiences in a defined setting or

a culture/subculture. According to Leininger (1g85), the goal of validity in

qualitative research is to gain a f'-ll appreciation of the phenomena under

study. This is accomplished through the researcher's ability to demonstrate

congruency, meanings, attributes, and the essence of the phenomena under

study (Leininger, 1985).

Reliability refers to the identification ofpatterns that are consistent over

time, among people, across settings, situations and methods (Denzin ,1g20).

For example, if participants are interviewed over time, their responses to the

same questions should essentially be the same. collecting data from a variety

ofmeans also contributes to reliability (Denzin, 1g70; Robertson & Boyle, 1gg4;

Rosenthal, 1989). validity (content) is determined by having the informants

review the transcribed interviews (Brink, 1989). The length of stay in the

setting plus extensive and intensive data collection also contributes to the

validity of the findings and interpretation (Robertson & Boyle, 19g4).

Reactivity, stability ofthe community, social, and political factors under study,

the repetition of the same phenomena, and therefore the feasibility of

observing the same event can all affect the reliability and validity of a study

(Robertson & Boyle, 1984). Strategies to eliminate th¡eats to reliability and

validity include: prevention of the occr¡rrence of reactivity; triangulation of

data gathering techniques; and continuous data analysis. In this stud¡
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measures incorporated in an attempt to ensu¡e reliability and validity are

those strategies to reduce/prevent the occurrence of reactivity, clarification of

issues, during the second interview with informants, comparative content

analysis of the data.

Ethical Considerations

The great variation and complexity of fieldwork situations and methods

used to study these situations make the adoptation ofa single set of standards

difficult for all ethnographers (spradl ey, lgTg). There are however, guidelines

commencing with consideration of the informant and ending with the

publication ofthe report that assist in maintaining ethical principles. A critical

ethical obligation for qualitative researchers is to describe the experiences of

the participants in the most faithfi¡I way possible. The ethical obligation is to

report, in an authentic manner the participants' experience, even if contrary

to the researcher's aims (Munhall, 1988).

Ethical review was obtained from the ethical review committee of the

school of N'rsing at the university of Manitoba. Approval for access to the

research setting was requested by submitting the required documentation to

the Director of Research at the health-care facility where the research was

conducted.
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The Participants

Access to the directors of nursing was provided by the hospital's Ethical

Review committee. once ethical approval had been granted, the study was

described to the director of Education and Research. In a addition, a written

outline of the study was given to the participants (see Appendix 5). Any

questions were clarified.

once approval had been received ÍÌom the Ethical Review committee at

the school of Nursing, university of Manitoba and the facility in which the

study was conducted, the participants were contacted by telephone. The

pr¡rpose, the nature of the data and means of data collection, time commitment

and the role of the researcher were explained. They were then invited to

participate in the study. rfany hesitation by a director of mrrsing in accepting

the invitation to be part ofthe research was observed, the researcher gave the

option to not participate in the study. upon agreement to participate, a time

and place convenient to the participant were established for the interview.

The purpose of the study and a verbal disclaimer (Appendix 6) were

reviewed and discussed with the participant. The procedure and the role ofthe

resea¡cher were reviewed r¡¡ith the respondent. The participant was advised

that she could stop the interview at any time and that she could withdraw

from the study at any time. Permission to tape record the interview was

obtained. All interview data were secu¡ed and held in confidence. The tapes

and interview notes were accessible to the researcher a¡d her thesis advisors.
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All interwiew data were stored in a locked cabinet in the researcher,s home. At

the beginning ofthe interview, participants were assigned a code number. All

interview notes and tapes were coded. Identification of the codes are known

only to the participant and the researcher. This protects the anonymity and to

a degree the confidentiality of the participants. In an attempt to further

enhance the confidentiality ofthe participants, the researcher transcribed the

interview tapes personally. Full confidentiality is difficult as the participants

represent one level of management in a local large tertiary-care facility, and

therefore as a group they could be indirectly known. where confidentiality can

not be assured, the researcher must ensr¡¡e that the participants realize that

although they can not be specifically identified in the report, the possibility

exists that they could be identified from the description ofwhat they have done

or said (Patton, 1980). Individual identification, however, will not be possible.

AII tapes, interview notes and memos, and computer discs were destroyed or

erased at the end of the study. Future publications of the results will protect

the identity of the informants through the use of codes, and grouping the

findings of the study. In addition, all participants were debriefed after the

interwiew.

The Researcher

The researcher is continuously aware of the necessity to protect the

respondents' rights and needs throughout the study. A nonjudgemental
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approach was used throughout the interview. The researcher strived to

establish a sensitive and relaxed environment to ensure the comfort of the

respondent a¡rd to motivate open communication. At the end of the interview,

participants were thanked for their cooperation and assistance. At the request

of the informant further discussion or questions about the interview or

research study were accommodated.

The researcher was required to make decisions about what data to

include and what wâs necessary to exclude. when the researcher was faced

with this dilemma, the sensitive material was discussed with the thesis

advisors. The final decision to include or not include certain information was

dependent upon the effects the information would have on the respondent.

Data Analysis

Analysis in ethnography begins Í|om the moment the researcher selects

an area to study to the last word ofthe final report. Ethnographic analysis is

iterative building on ideas for the entire duration of the study (Fetterman,

1990)' The process of data analysis in qualitative research uses primarily

content analysis to inductively derive themes or patterns from the data. The

researcher is required to compare, contrast, analyze, and synthesize the data.

In this study, content analysis was used to code and analyze the data.

A-ll interviews a¡rd notes were tra¡rscribed in total. In vivo codes were used to

initially categonze the data. In vivo codes are terms used by participants
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which the researcher adopts in the analysis ofthe data. simply, in vivo codes

use the terms/language of the participants. The advantage of in vivo coding is

twofold. First, its analytic usefulness relates the given category to others with

specific meanings and can be easily used in theory formulation. second, in vivo

coding has imagery. This implies that the data has sufficient meaning so that

the researcher is not required to use several illustrations to explain the data

(strauss, 1987). strauss (1982) claims that in vivo imagery is seldom forgotten

by readers because of its colourfulness ofthe terms. The data was transcribed

and organized using the computer progïam "Ethnograph" (seidel, Kloslth, &

se¡rmour, 1988). Data were analyzed once transcribed. This allowed the

resea¡cher to explore further, if necessary, theories or patterns that developed

(Robertson & Boyle, 1984). Required verification or clarification of terms or

events were realized in a second interview. upon completion of coding and

categorizing the individual interviews, a comparison ofdata was done whereby

categories were formed by grouping together data that appeared to be related

according to its' properties (Rosenthal, 1989).

Collection, analysis, coding and categorizing of the data were guided by

the theoretical framework of the study, s¡'rnbolic interactionism, and the

resea¡ch questions. The meanings and explanations ofthe directors ofnursing

of their strike experience are reflected in the first level codes through the use

ofthe participants' language. The data were fu¡ther collapsed and categorized
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and analyzed for common themes among the participants to yield the final

level of codes.

Summary

The study provided the participants with the opportunity to tell oftheir

experiences during the 1991 nurses'strike of Manitoba. The findings elicited

observations or insights that should be useful to the respondents and other

nurse managers in future nurses' strikes. These observations formed the basis

for the research recommendations. The participants rearized the value of a

study of this nature and were most willing to share their strike experience

with the researcher and offer suggestions that may be of benefit to other

health-care givers faced with a nurses' strike in the future.

This chapter detailed the sample, setting, and procedure of the study.

The data collection and analysis and the interview guide were described. The

ethical considerations and the rigor of study including the effect of reactivity,

also were discussed. The following chapters outline the study findings and

discussion of the findings of the investigation, and sunìmary and conclusions

of the researcher.
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CÍIAPTER ry

FINDINGS

The qualitative analysis of the data generated themes which emphasized

the directors of n'rsing's experiences during the nurses' strike. These

experiences will be discussed in the chapter according to four categories: L.

belonging; 2. expectations; 3. conflict; and 4. coping. Because ofthe possibility

that the participants may be identifiable in the transcripts ofinterviews which

include mention of their area of work (eg. obstetrics, paediatrics, psychiatry,

etc.) the location of these portfolios will be termed as "x,, in this report.

Belonging

The category of belonging emerged in the participants' recollections of

their strike experience. The directors ofnursing stated that they were acutely

aware during the strike that they were members of both the nursing and

management g::oup in the hospital. Hence, they experienced varying degrees

of ambivalence and anxiety when these groups were presented as opposing

factions during the nurses' stúke.

BelonginE as a Nurse

The dilemma of belonging to both the management and nursing group

was accentuated when the director acknowledged personal responsibility for

the control and functioning of the hospital during the strike. This occurred
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when the director believed that because she is a nurse and this was a nurses,

strike, she had a duty to uphold the standard of care normally given to

patients by the nursing staff.

I was quite surprised when it tu¡ned out that we basically ran
the place. But when you think about it lthe strike] in hindsight
how could finance lbe in charge]? I mean it was or:¡ strike.... The
strike fell squarely on the DONs shoulders. We had to run the
place.

... I did emphasize that it was a nurses' strike. I mean the nurses
voted a strike, but you would hear lfrom some of the striking
nursesl "but I did¡r't" [vote to strike] and I,d say "but the majority
of you did, but I am sure it must be a dilemma for you,,.

Several of the participants' commented that the nurses who worked in

the hospital during the strike generally welcomed the nursing managers as

"one of them". some participants stated they had deliberately choreographed

this bl'rring ofusual roles in order to communicate to nurses, in the hospital,

their willingness to participate in patient care. Measures such as "Ietting them

see you get your hands dirt'y"; avoiding a "holier than thou" attitude; admitting

when a procedure was unfamiliar; and wearing a nurse's uniform was viewed

as indicating the participants' desire to "belong" to the nursing group during

the strike.

Make sure the DONs dress in uniform. We got called on that. So,
the symbols are important; getting your hands dirty. you had to
be seen that way lpart of the group] and play by ihe rules and
those [uniforms and working on the wardsl were the rules.

We lthe nursing managers] were not supposed to come into our
ofñces. It was a criticism of the DONs at the beginning lof the
strikel that we were spending too much time in our ofñcÃ. So we
decided not to come into the offices. There were no meetings and
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r¡/e had an admin. secretary to do the admin. work that needed to
get done....So for the entire strike I never came into my office
except to change._.But really, the important part of leaáership
[during the strike] was to be seen as part of the group. To havä
very positive relationships lwith the ward staff]....you needed to
be seen as one of the group, but also as the one to make the
decisions.

A common perception among the participants was that the directors of nursing

should remain "visible" during the strike on the hospital wards. The directors

believed that the nurses expected them t¿ be available and accessible to the

nursing staff at all times. This was an opportunity to commr¡nicate their

association with the nursing group.

I think what the nurses wanted more than anything was just to
see that you were helping and you were paying attention tã what
they were saying about these non-nursing functions. This was
difficult for them and for me to provide some support was just
going up there lthe wards] and helping with feeding, doing vital
signs or whatever.

Visibility included more than simply being present in the patient care

arenas. It also included socializing with the nursing staff.

It was important to be visible and appear to be doing some kinds
of things with the staff to solidifu them, such .s cãffee parties,
meetings things like that. It was important to be more visible
with the staff, because I was sr¡¡e it [the strike] was coming. I did
not want to be alienated from the mrrses on the wards....nõt that
it [eadership style pre strike and during the strike] was different
than usual, but it became more visible.

Belonging as a Manager

Two of the participants chose not to assume the symbolic behaviours

which suggested that they were "nurses first; administrators second" during
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the strike. Two participants stated that they believed that communicating to

the nursing staff that they had not abandoned their administrative role was

important. Although they participated in aspects of mrrsing care and reported

enjoying being with patients, these participants maintained their identity as

a nursing manager.

I actually didn't wear a u¡iform for the strike because there had
to be someone who had the administrative image....It, was decided
there would be one person in the administrative role and so that
person had to be easily identified.

The participants expressed appreciation for the support and cor¡nsel of

their nursing and non-nursing mânâger colleagues during the strike. Each

participant commented on the significance of unity, which has developed

wit'hin the director of nursing gïoup as a result of the strike situation. The

directors stated that the group became more unified and powerful in their

efforts as the strike progressed.

Probably the most positive, in terms of this lthe strike] was the
collegial relationship that built up âmong the DONs arrd it *"s
really neat. We said as the strike ended, we were going to keep
meeting every day. Now that did¡,t last too long, but then whai
we did, we started meeting once a week for lunch....and we just
became stronger and stronger as a group.

one reason given by four ofthe participants for the increase in the director of

nursing group cohesiveness, during the strike, was their common perception

of a lack of support from the senior nursing administrator in the hospital.

We didn't, get the support of the Vp nursing. What happened was
the DONs banded together in order to gei us through this lthe
strikel.
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Group cohesiveness was fostered as a resurt of the director of nwsing group

perceiving the nurses' union taking over control of the facility.

The MNU [Manitoba Nurses'Union] would come in lthe hospital]
and walk around and talk to staff. They [the ,-iãn me-bersj
shor¡Id have known that if they wanbá to talk ø staff they
shouìd have had someone from management or human 

"".orr"."'a[with them].

We had these daily meetings fmanagemenVunion] and nobody
would say anything to them lthe union representãtives]. They
lthe wrion] could do whatever they wanted. It, was like they hacl
carte blanche; here take it [the hospital]. I didn,t like thai and
when it came down to criticizing the DONs were or were not
doing on the r¡nits [and] when my boss didn,t speak up, I did. I
got quite vocal one day and some ldirectors] thought I had blown
all the relationships with the union that we had _. I didn,t think
that they lthe union] had the right to question the DONs in those
situations [issues raised at the daiþ meetings]. We were in
charge and we were working hard, so they iad no right to
question us.

one participant discussed how her experience as a member of the management

negotiating team had been an external so'rce of support during the strike.

I had to juggle the hours spent here [the hospital] w.ith the hours
ofnegotiation. \üe went back [to the bargaining table] twice. Once
in the middle lof the strike] for 2 or B days....1t was like a bit of
a hiatus, because I didn,t have to come in here lthe hospital] and
slug it out....Being with that negotiation team; we wãre really
tight and it was one ofthe best groups I have ever been in. Thai
was fantastic.

A significant revelation is that each participant described the group

cohesiveness which developed as one ofthe greatest personal benefits during

the strike.

The participants stated that they had been somewhat surprised by the

support they had received from the non-nursing managers during the strike.
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One person in [x] would chair the daily meetings
[union/management] and he t¿ok on a leadership 

"ã1". 
H. [.roi_

nursing managerl, a colleague of ours IDONs] would not let the
union give us any guff. He would shut them off and that is not
ryhat we were getting from our own Vp and you would expect
that....I became verybitter and angry at her and I certainly have
not resolved any of that.

Three of the participants indicated the importance for them to "feel like the

leader" during the strike, although the strike situation and the union had re-

defined many of their usual managerial roles. At times, these participants

reminded nursing staff that they were "still in charge ofwhat happens within

the hospital" during the strike.

You needed to provide a leadership role and still be seen as a
leader to those striking nurses wño were working rvithin the
institution and to the nursing managers who were working
during the strike too....It was very important to keep in mind thai
you were still the boss of these striking nurses.

You had to lay down what the rules were with them [staffnurses]
and not let them run you and that was difficult because they
wanted to run you. They wanted to take over the boss'role anã
boss you around.

The status and power ofthe director of nursing position was viewed by

three participants as helpful in their maintaining the managerial role during

the strike. They cited the behaviours of nursing staff to unit assistants and

nursing superwisors in contrast to the response to the directors of nursing as

evidence in this regard.

The supervisors would run into trouble [with the staff nursesl ...
the difference in the positions IDON and supervisor]; the siaff
would give them [superrrisors] a real hard time, but ihey lstaff
nursesl wouldn't give me a hard time. They [staff,r.rr.ãs] f"lt
they could bad mouth them lsupervisors]....If I had beãn a
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but not like some people got.

I think they [the striking staffl were harder on the UAs [unit
assistantsl. Again, that whole hierarchial thing. you can,t kick
the DON too hard, but you sure can kick the UÀs.

TakinE Sides

All but one of the participants described their experience during the

strike when they felt they were required to "take sides" with either the

unionized or non-'nion group. The sole participant who did not, report a

similar experience stated that "being back in patient care again was so

positive.

A director commented that the conÍÌontational nature of a strike

automatically placed nurses and nursing managers ,'on opposite sides,,.

You had to treat it as we [managers] are on this side and they
funion personnel] are on that sidé and we all have roles to pla¡í.
It was a game....Some [thernanagers] would get so angry u.rá yoo
would say " well that's what they 

"r" ,oppãs" to aã. they äre
empowered now. That,s normal,,

Although the directors of nursing frequently stated that they had

empathized with the nurses who were striking in the cold weather, their

primary alliances were with the manageriar group and to the patients. The

participants comment¿d that they were surprised at the amount of bitterness

they held immediately post-strike against the nurses who had voted for the

strike' The directors of nursing who admitted they were not supportive of
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unions in the profession were particurarly resentf'I of the nu¡ses choice to

strike.

I have a great difñculty with nu¡ses,strikes in general. It lstrike]is something that is so foreign for as much of *hi.h n,r.sing
stands for in general_terms of caring for patients. I just had greai
difficulty rvith the whole philosophy of strike and yet I coulã see
many of the points the nurses were raising. Fãr me, it was
extremely difficult and you try to put yourselfin their lunionized
nursesl shoes and I still feel there was no ,,vay I cor¡ld have voted
yes on that [t¡ strike].

Two participants noted that nurses striking is contradictory to nursing

as a caring profession. They viewed the strike as the demise ofprofessionalism

in n'rsing. one participant viewed the strike as "nursing pushing itselfin the

gutter". she pointed to behaviours ofthe nursing union (e.g., defining essential

services that restricted the type of care patients could receive during the

strike) as unprofessional and wanted the provincial nurses association to have

a stronger voice regarding professionalism during nurses, strikes.

Expectations

The participants reported many expectations which they had for

themselves and others during the strike. These expectations were mediated by

the participants' previous experiences with mrrses' strikes. some of these

expectations proved to be unrealistic or incorrect. other expectations

influenced how the nursing manager behaved and responded during the strike.
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Historv with Strikes

The Manitoba nurses' strike was the ñrst experience as a nursing

manâger of a nurses' strike for the all of the participants. One of the

participants had experienced a nurses' strike in another province as a staff

nr¡rse. Another director had been indirectly affected by a non-nurses' strike

as a clinical specialist "I had been through a cupE strike as a clinical

specialist, so I wasn't directly involved in the strike. I wasn,t part of the

negotiations or the role I had this time [as a director of mrrsing]".

This lack of experience rvith strikes as a nursing manager resulted in

the participants beginning the strike period largely unprepared for what might

occur and what their role would be. The participants stated that they had

received little direction from the hospital administration as to how the hospital

would function in the eventuality of a strike. Five ofthe directors stated they

were not informed of strategic plans to prepare them to cope with the strike.

We didn't know what our role would be in the strike. We didn,t
get the [expected] support from the Vp nursing and we were
shufTling around with the union....

one director remembered this situation differently. she agreed that the

preparation for the strike had been minimal but recalled that the nursing

managers had attempted to prepare plans for a strike before it happened.

I suggested a week before the strike that we lthe nursing
managersl sit down and finalize some plans because we knew thè
strike was coming. We drew up rosters, discussed what we would
do, the non-nursing managers'jobs [were discussed], and what
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training they would need....We had worked through different
scenarios and [we] figured out how we would handle different
situations.

This participant commented that she would have "liked to have talked to more

people who had lived through a strike". she had discussed strikes with a

nursing manager in saskatchewan who had reportedly been "devastated by it,,.

This nurse mânager had identified "tension points" for which the participant

was able to prepare.

The directors'role during the strike was not known prior to the strike

primarily because, as nursing managers, the participants had never

experienced a nurses strike before. "we [the directors] didn,t know what to

plan for". Another director offered "nobody knows what they are doing; the

union doesn't know, we don't know". one of the participants who attempted to

organize some of the non-striking staff before the strike found this difficutt to

do because of not knowing what to expect.

I met with lstaff Í]om areas x, y, and zf and saying to them we
[managers] didn't know what the nurses were góing ø be doing,
how the essential services' contract was going io ¡e inte.preteã,
but these are some of the issues that we thought might cóme up
[during the strike].

The uncertainty of whether or not the nurses would strike caused some

directors of nursing to procrastinate plans for a strike.

I think that one of the biggest difñculties for us [the directors]
was,to plan thoroughly enough ahead of time. We always felt thai
it lthe strike] would never happen, because there had never been
a lnurses'] strike in Manitoba. part of us felt that [there wouldn,t
be a strikel, but the other part knew they lthe union] meant
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business this time. So, it was like you knew, but you didn,t know,
because we had never been there fin a strike situation] before.

A¡other factor which inhibited opportunities for the directors of nursing to

plan was that the strike occurred at the end of the christmas holiday season.

Many of the managerial staffwere on vacation immediately prior to the strike.

It was just around Christmas time and it was so evident that it
[the strikel was coming down. I remember being at a couple of
human resource meetings with regard to it [the strike] and I was
very concerned that we [the nursing managers] some how set a
system within the DONs so in terms of giving the same message
to MNU lManitoba Nurses' Union].

The timing of the strike immediately after christmas was both positive and

negative for directors. The positive aspect was that some ofthe ward areas had

been combined prior to the strike to accommodate the reduced patient census

and staff during the christmas and New year's period. This centralization of

patients reduced the workload for the returning management staff when the

strike began.

By day two of the strike nobody knows what they are doing. The
union doesn't know, we fthe managers] don,t know, but there
were bed closures from Christmas, so we had a bit of lead time to
get, these [schedules, stafñng etc.] systems in place and we
quickly learned.

One of the directors claimed that the negative side of the timing of the

strike to commence on New Year's day was that the worry about the

impending strike added strain throughout the holidays. when the strike was

announced several of the directors reported that they were "shocked,'.

I can remember New Year's eve getting the caII at home and I
had friends over for dinner and just feeling very emotional and
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actually breaking down in tears; just that the decision was ,'yes",

they were going out in the morning.

The lack of sufñcient pre planning was a source of stress for some of the

participants.

I guess I was really frustrated because we had so little
opportunity to meet together as a group lthe DONs] and prepare.
I remember saying to my boss about a week before Chrisimás we
have to get together and we have to be able to talk about what we
are going to do in the strike....I wanted the messages that I was
giving to the nursing staffto be the same as that which the other
DONs were giving to their staff.

Duration of úhe Strike

There was a generalized belief among the participants at the onset and

for most of the strike, that the strike would not last for any significant length

of time.

I think with my role in the negotiating team prior to the strike
and working with the labour relations people who were familiar
with strikes I was probably more prepared for it than some others
in the city. So I wasn't, surprised....I thought it would be shorb. I
never thought it would go on as long as it did. After the first
week, however, I knew it would go on and I was so fatigued. I
thought it [the strike] better end soon or I am going to die. I can,t
do this! ... Physically it lthe strike] was hard. io.. ã"e really tired
running around doing patient care and also the adminisirative
fi¡nctions and then back here [the negotiation table] and I knew
they wouldl't go back to the table for another week at least, so
you think God another week ofthis.

The participants agreed that issues, such as misinformation by the union,

which would have usually been regarded as worthy of action otherwise, were

ignored because the participants initially thought the strike would be short-

lived.
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Staff Expectations

The participants stated that they perceived that the nu¡ses who worked

in the hospital during the strike expected their nursing managers to give

patient care and to be largely clinically oriented. At times, this expectation was

viewed by the participants as a means to assert the nurse's power to define

essential nursing services in patient care. At other times, the expectation was

perceived as a "testing" of the nur:se manâger's competence in clinical

procedures.

You almost felt sometimes that you were being tested; "ha, ha,
ha, she's not a real nurse. She doesn,t know how to ¿ã tnát....Í
had that ltesting] with the medications; this one nurse called and"I said is there anything I can do right now and she said',oh it,s
you. You don't give fV fintervenous] medications,, and I said ,'no

I don't, but I can do something else.,'

As the strike wore on the nurses would push it lessential services
agreementl and not do. things fnursing fi¡nctions] they were doing
initially like feeding patients or giving bed baths....the quality tpatieni
carel was going down [as the strike progresses] because tley tthe unionl
were pu-lling out and 

-we [managers] could¡,t do it lpatieni õare]; forty
staff and 600 hundred patients 24 hours a day.

The participants stated that the expectation for nurse managers to perform

every clinical skill competently was unrealistic and often frustrating. Nurse

managers are rarely able to maintain their clinical competence because of the

demands of their administrative role. several participants stated ,,it had been

years" since they had performed specific skills.

It's rlemeaning for a staff nurse to tell a supervisor ,,how 
come

you don't know how to do that fnursing task] and that [some
incident with a patient that shouldn,t have occurredl happened,'.
It was demeaning.
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I was working with a burn patient....it took three of us [nurses]
two hours to do the dressing and it was tough going. en"" á¡""i
three days I said [to the staff nurses] ,,how-come ikeep getting
two new n'rses each day [to assist w.ith the dressing]? I sfrãutdn;t
be teaching you, you should be teaching me,'. They'Áaid ,,.roru oi
!,s want to go in there lthe patient,s room] two days in a row,,.
You learned things as you went, and yet that was-a *o"a"ri"i
experience.

The participants discovered that "testing" or challenging a director of nursing

to perform an unfamiliar sk r was rarely pursued by individual nu¡ses if the

nurse manager attempted the procedure.

The__other thing was tokenism. They lthe staff nurses] would
challenge you to do something, but once you did it o.rce ór twice
that was it. It lthe nursing task] wasn't expected on a continuous
basis. At least not for me.

Leadershio Roles

All of the participants rerated that prior to the strike, they had not

consciously considered what their leadership role would be during the strike.

The directors stated that they normally adopted a participative readership

style in a non-strike situation, at some point during the strike they adopted an

autocratic leadership style.

I didn't think about the- lleadershinJ styte, but I was probably
more assertive during the strike then I normally would havä
been. You had to become more hard nosed lduring tie strike] and
a lot of us [the directors] weren't use to that stylã. So *" b.á"-"
autocratic....On a couple ofoccasions it lthe leaãership approach]
had to be a direct style.

one of the directors indicated that she did not perceive that her leadership

style chaaged at all during the strike. The exception was when she was faced
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with an unfamiliar assignment and she had t¿ be more directive in order that

the staff explain exactly what they wanted her to do.

I don't think the strik_e changed my leadership lstyle] at all, butf was one of the DONs.thaú came throueh the-strikó ;;hd;"þ
uns"¿thed....my leadership style lnormally] is not f"i..Lr_iÀ"ó
but I hope that it is participative. I don't think it tf""¿ìrsfrt
stylel changed during the strike, unless I was in an area that I
didn't know and then I would have to be very.te", *te"itly
[the staffnurses] asked me to do some things....if I wanted to caílit a leadership role. I don,t feel good abãut it as leadership,
be¡au-s9 I had to figure out so many thirrgs before I could do thäi
role. My biggest thing in leadership *", helpirrg puopt, -ãt "decisions and trying to support whatôver [whom ev-er]; sometimesit was nurses, sometimes admitting people, clerks or'pfryri"iu"r.
It 

-was 
trying to help them make dãcisions in line witi the most

information that I was aware of to cope with those situations
[that arose], because I couldn,t make tiose decisions b"carrse i
was too unfamiliar w.ith the area.

commenting on her leadership role prior to the strike a director offered:

I lead very much by rallying the troops. I am not a dictatorial or
even a benevolent dictator at all. probably I lean too much
towards getting the support of the people. I iry to instill a sense
of commitment at the grass level twhen dealing w-ithl issues of
change....I spend more time thinking about motivatirrg peopt".

The same director reflected upon the leadership expectations during the strike:

I quickly saw the [leadership] role changing from being a leader
to a collaborator or working along side iof the stafil. isaw that
my role as DON in my jo! description would be signincantty
altered, during the strike. The only thing I needed to maintaii
was I had to protect patients against rñalpractice, so I had to
monitor for that and ta-he disciplinary actionif necessary. But the
staff were not taking direction o, orãe"s from management so it
was a collaborative role. Everything was ñltered õh¡ough th;
union office. So, it was- a _move from the top down to *ãff.i"l
along side. The DON role didn,t change as much as f thoughitii
wouldl....there were times because of patient safety or f""riiv fTithe patientsl pressur:es we lthe directãrs] needed tä h.u" ,r.r"se,
firnction in a certain way and though they had b"u" gi;;;
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directions by the union to do certain things we had to get them
[staff nurses] to do things - we would become autocratic and tell
them to do it and grieve it later.

one of the participants reported that the strike experience provided the

opportunity to enhance her decision making skills.

I slipped into a much more autocratic role, because you had to be
perceived as a decision maker....[there were] lots ãf unpopular
decisions that went on all the time. It [the leadership stùej was
like a 180 degrees [change] to me, because that is not å siyle I
normally use. But, Ífom it lstrike experience] I became stronger
in my decision making tabilityl.

For one ofthe directors the leadership role during the strike leadership did not

exist.

I didn't consciously think about the leadership role, but when I
think back on it there wasn't much leadership. you came to work
and there was one person on the shift who diã the administrative
role.

In a later interview, this participant clarified her comments fu¡ther:

My leadership role was always there, but it was my decision to
play it down. It was a conscious decision as to how io react in a
situation ... it would be a conscious decision to portray a certain
role and thaf,s what 

-I 
would portray. I became part oi the group

and I took direction from there. The antecedenù to that is ivas ä
conscious decision to play whatever role was best for the
situation.

Expectations of Leadership

Four ofthe directors acknowledged that their expectations for Ieadership

from the senior nursing manager had not been realized during the strike.

They expressed varying degrees of disappointment and unhappiness concerning

her perceived lack of support.
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X did not fair well lduring the strike]. It became obvious very
quickly the she f\IP nursingl was not a leader. She abdicated her
role to [y] in the r¡nion meetings. They [y] were the chair people
and "wait a minute this is our strike fnurses]. you Mp nursingl
should be the chairperson; they [y] should be the support." ... Shî
[x] would go to those union meetings [and managemãnt] and you
would think that she wâs on the side of the union. SLe wout¿
support whatever [z] would say; she would not support the DONs.
You would come away from those meetings jusi furious. It was
like we IDONs] were making all of the rnistakes....She ctea"tf
wasn't a leader and we couldn,t rely on her and that probably
made us stronger as a gyoup....

one of the participants chose not to comment about this situation.

Another director was, apparentry affected to a lesser degree than her

counterparts, because the quarity of leadership and support provided by her

senior was (during the strike) as she had expected.

The position itself lvice-president Mp] nursingl was a pivotal role
and should have been a pivotal role to provide the Åupport we
needed fduring the strike]. perhaps she [Vp nursing] was not able
to fulñl that role and provide the support, but I am not sure. She
didn't and that was obvious. We ãs directors, got much more
support at her MP nursingl level from other depaitments. I don,t
think I have ever needed one person to be a srrpport tá ão
something and I think that I may be different from the other
directors. There were some directori who had strong feelings with
the lack of leadership pre strike and it lthe strike] was tlie final
blow on that; I didn't expect anSrthing different, so I think that I
was different in that way [from the other directors]. \üe
recognized that we were taking over the leadership role and I
don't thinl< that, she Mp nursingl was aware *" *""ã doing this.
She did¡'t seem to see the need to take that role back 

^.ra 
åuy¡u

she didn't want to. I don't know where she was coming from rvith
that stuff lleadership role].

Strike Outcomes

All of the participants had not initialry anticipated the emotional and

physical outcomes of their strike experience. one s'rprising resr:lt ofthe strike
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was the benefits and positive experiences for the nurse managers. For some of

the directors, the strike provided them with the opportunity to return to the

bedside, "to be a nurse again".

The most positive thing for me [from the strike] personally was
to be a nurse again and to be with patients. The pãsitive t".p."il
from the organization [perspective] was to see this organizåtion
[the hospital] through a crisis and I had something ão do with
that as a director of nursing.

Positive outcomes included working with patients and staff in the clinical

areas; the development of cohesiveness within the director of nursing group;

the close working relationships which were enacted with the nursing

superuisors and other hospital departments; and the development ofnew and

stringer leadership skills. some of the participants commented that the strike

gave them an opportunity to gain varuable insight regarding the rore of the

staff nurse.

The positive lstrike outcome] is the de-mystifying of our lnurses]
role to others outside of nursing....gettinþ to Lrro* u lot;f othe;
people in the facility and the nurses really thinking about what
they are doing and how to express it to others.

I think that there were some positive things [as a result of the
strikel, such as mrrses are really at their piactice and they now
know what questions to ask. There has been a cla.ity ofquestiãns
[regarding nursing,s role] as a resr¡It of the strike. TVhåt it [tlr"strikel did for management, ì,vâs to speed up the process of what
we expect from nurses. It is a perfect opportunity [post strike] to
re structure and re focus. It is a perfect example ofchange theory.
It was worthwhile in that way. A learning experience. i stiil gát
tired when I think about it. I hope we don t hãve to live throtrthit again, but I suspect that we will and each time it will g-et
worse. The next time we funion and management] will know wñat
games to play out and positions will be hardened and that
disturbs me.... Both sides this time didn,t know what the roles
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were. The whole hospital gained an appreciation ofwhat it is like
to provide fpatientJ care around the clock, [For] those that, are not
use to touching base with the patient it [the strike] highlighted
the centrality of patient care and what nursing is all a-boui. For
me, it reinforced the heavy work and the [nursing] skills that
need to be maintained.

An uaexpected positive outcome was associated with the union monitoring and

controlling staffing during the strike. one participant described this as

beneficial, because the union developed an appreciation for the difficulties

associated with the staffing of a large hospital.

I had to phone them lthe union] all the time for staff....The r¡¡ion
had the right to phone the unit and veriS, [ifyou needed the staff
management had requestedJ a¡td they did....I had to laugh
though; every once in awhile they would try to get people to woik
and they lthe stafl] did¡'t want to come in and ttirã union would
sayl ''what do you mean another sick call". I thought that they
had learned something because nurses are always sa¡ng "yoi
[managers] don't try hard enough to get someone fuo come ln ánd
cover the shiftl. It lunior¡ ¡n161¡ing the staffing role] was lovely
not to have to worry about that [replacing staft]. That,s the thin!
the supervisors loath and all they hadlo do was phone theri
lu¡ion] and tell them to find staff. That was one thing we wanted
to keep lpost strike].

Two ofthe participants expressed frustration that the strike had proven

to be a "futile" effort: they perceived that the results were insufficient to justifr

the disruption the strike had caused. A¡other director commented that she had

expected that the nr¡rses "would at least be happy with the end results," but

had instead ended the strike disgruntted "with their union" and dissatisfied

with their settlement. These participants stated that the "bitter end,, of the

strike was difficult for the nurse managers because, as nurses they feel that

nursing was treated without, consideration ofits needs and goals.
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In terms of it lthe strike] being over, I am still bitter about the
strike. I don,t know what it did [accomplish]. Did nwsàs ;"t _;;;
respect? No. Did it resolve all of the isJues? No. Did it,r.,ït" tfr",,'
[nurses] more? Maybe, but only 58 percent voted to come back.Did they get more rnoney? Not really.

one of the pariicipants predicted that because of the circumstances of

this strike, a nu¡ses'strike in the future might be ,,uglier.,,

I think there is a resolve to do it again and that frightens me. It
[the mood of the staffl is strong toão it again and it ftfi. J¡f..i
is just down the road [time]. I think it riiu be ugliei;ht, ;;;;
time. Positions will be ingrained completely to w"hat th"t ;;;;
this time.

I donit l<now as positions become stronger and more entrenchedon both sides, maybe the leadership role will b".o;;-th;
management role in the middle of the strike. It might be a more
autocratic activity. I think that is what I find fi:igñtening aboulit [a future nurses, strike]. This time we wdkeã thr".räh ;h;
process and the next time we will stomp through the p.oce"ss. Wewill bring a lot more baggage with us 

""d 
tt 

"CøU 
_ãke it rnore

difficr¡It to walk through the process. There will be a lot more
anger and game playing the next time. How do you strategizeio
prevent that? I don,t know.

A¡other outcome which was largely unanticipated by the directors ofnursing,

was that the returning nurses post strike would require the support of their
m¿rnagers to cope with the traumas of the strike experience.

And at the end tof tÌ-re strikeJ they lstriking nurses] were mad,
because they didn't think they got an¡hinf and thåy fr"¿ ¡""ìlout [on the picket line] for u morrih. Sã then *ä f""Ãi"emanagersl had to face that terrible depression tof the ràtr¡rninË
staftl.

The negative outcome identified by two of the participaats was that the

essential services' contract had defined the rore of nursing according to

psychomotor skills. A concern was expressed that the public and the
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government would continue to view nursing in this limited manner aÍÌ,er the

strike. one participant referred to this as "the union defining nursing',.

The most commonìy reported personal outcome of the strike for the

directors was emotional stress. None of the participants had anticipated the

physical and emotional toll the strike would assume in their lives. The stress

associated with the strike was exacerbated by fatigue due to long working

hours, few breals, shift work, and withdrawal from family and füends.

The emotional drain. The overwhelming emotional drain. It lthestrikel was such a loss of control. you didn't have any .o"ì"oi
over yourjob, your shift. your life revolved around the beeper and
who would know what it [the beeper] would say. The ernotionãl
d¡ain and never knowing when it would be over [was the most
negative aspect of the strikel.

common to all of the participants was the admission that the strike "became

[their] whole tife". They explained that they had no emotional or physicar

energ'y reserves to deal with anything other than the strike demands.

I live by myself, so my whole life was the strike. I mean the
length of it and in the dark of w.inter. It was just so depressing.I was in tears more than not and just emoiionally yå.. *orriä
really try to do your thing here arrd then yor, *ãr.td be just
emotionally wrought by the time you got homé. Anyway, an f¿i¿
was eat and sleep and come back again.

one of the participants commenting about the strain the strike had on her

reflected:

St9. u while you weren,t even productive ... we didn,t have any
brain power for work, because work didn't exist. It was ¡rrst ìhå
strike. Everything stopped. you didn,t get mail, minutes of
meetings etc. so there wasn,t anything. Nõ work to be done youjust went from day-to-day; survival. -
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Yet, another participant described going through the strike as:

I walked through that strike not totally angry towards the staff
o¡ what they were doing or not doing. I think I walked through
that strike without feelings. There were times when I got angfrr,
but I didn't, feel angry at what they were doing or not dãing tsLfi
strike rolel. So I didn't have any feelings thafl had to dea'Í with.
What we lived through was the perfect legitimate environment of
living in a unionized environment.

Conflict

The primary source of emotionar stress for the participants, d'ring the

strike, was personal and interpersonal conJlict. The experience of conflict is

discussed in this section according to the dimensions perceived by the

directors: namely role strain; relationship with the union; control issues; the

essential services'agreement; caregiver role; work assigrrments; role ambiguity;

conflict with others; personal roles; and nurses'right to strike.

Role Strain

A personal source of conJlict for all of the participants was the

requirement that they adopt various roles during the strike. often, these roles

were contradictory, ambiguous, and./or unfamiliar. The participants frequently

experienced diffic'ltly to determine the priority role at any one time. As well,

they were oÍïen unable to complete all that was required of thern.

The participants reported that, at the onset of rumo'rs about the strike,

they had u¡derstood that they would be expected to care for patients as well
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as assuming their usual management roles with the related administrative

tasks.

The power of the union to determine the aspects of the directors' rore

d'ring the strike, resulted in further role ambiguity for the participants. The

directors were unable to determine who would staff the nursing r¡nits or the

tasks nurses would camy out. However, they were expected to remain ,,in

charge" of their individual portfolios.

The power base shifted, because the union was in control of
staffing, who was coming in the door. We had tost all of that, bui
in the day-to-day management frunning of the hospital] the D'ONs
were still in charge.

one ofthe participants described her attempts to convey to the nursing

staff that she, not the union, was "still the boss".

I thinl< that you needed to provide a leadership role and still be
seen as a leader to those striking nurses within the institution
and to the managers who_were working. I felt that it wa, veó
important to keep in mind that you were still the boss of thesästriking nurses, because they saw very much the Manitoba
Nurses'Union as their boss during that period of time, and thãy
wanted to get their direction from the union.

Another participant stated that she felt "pulled" as she attempted to

communicate to the nursing staff that she was their leader and to meet the

needs of other staff (e.g., supervisors) who needed her:

Being puÌled in terms of the nurses seeing the MNU as their boss
a-nd y9u were trying to make su¡e that they were seeing you as
their boss, and you were still trying to be a ieader to .rrp""rui.o..
and to the other disciplines that were working during the strike.
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Relationships with the Union

According to the participants, the rerationship with the u¡rion for the

most part was good, but the union leaders' perceived need to be in control did

at times create stress for the directors. The union and the managers had daily

meetings at which differences in the interpretation of the essential services,

agreement were discussed. As welr, confricts the management staff had the

previous day with unionized personnel working within the facility were

reported' At these meetings the union "tried to push their weight around and

put down management." "we wourd meet every morning with the MNU and

they were being very dictatorial". In commenting about the union,s attitude in

these meetings, a participant related:

I had more problems when I would go to the general meetings
and you would have people dictating *t .t you would do and nãt
do ... there was this very sorta biglhing tîat now we are your
boss and we are going to make yor, .*rribl".

At the onset of the strike, all of the directors attended the

union/management meetings. soon the directors realized that all directors

attending the union"/management meetings was "a waste of time and waste of

management resources." The meetings according to the participants, were a

source of distress for the nursing staff (unionized nurses) who believed that

maaagement shourd be working on the units instead of attending meetings. In

the first few days of the strike, a decision was taken onry one of the directors

would attend the meeting with the union and other senior representatives in
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the hospital. "soon only the charge DoN attended the meeting with the r¡¡ion

because it was a forum for them [the union] to show off'.

one of t'he directors stated that "you wourd come âway from those meetings

just furious".

It was like we were making att of the mistakes and he [the union
presidentl would go on and on about what we had don" tt"r" 

"rrãwe were working the nr¡¡ses too hard. ...,,

At the r¡¡ion /management meetings issues regarding the strfüe were discussed.

The time to discuss one "minor" issue could take a great length of time. This

was Íìustrating for the directors.

Another director claimed:

I would leave the r¡¡ion morning meetings very ângty because
they_[the union representatives] would takã cnuaþ shois at ,rs ãnã
our VP nursing would not support us. I would co*" ¡"cL t 

"ievlry angty and I wouldn't share that with anyone. I think people
thought there was a_lot more going on in túose -";d"d;ñ;there actually was. We wouJd spend hours on one issue lä" *frv
Mrs. J. [a patient] didn't get her tunch tray for two hours.

According to the participants, the 
'nion 

perceived that the way to end the

strike was to "break down management". For exampre, the participants

reported that the r¡¡rion leaders sent messages to the unionized staff that

management was to take on more of the nursing functions that they had done

initially. The union's goal was to break the directors. one of the directors

stated, "I heard that comment and one of the mrrses tord me that they lthe

unionized staffl had to wear the directors and supenrisors down,,.
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Control Issues

A reported source of conflict for the nu¡sing managers was what was

referred to as "the lists". These were lists of tasks that the r¡nionized nurses

handed out to the management staff when they came on shift. The directors

viewed these lists âs â mea¡s for the union to contror the management staff,

and therefore the strike. One ofthe directors claimed:

Every once and a while you would get in a dig _ like you would
say [to the staff], "I did all of these vital signs thai you haà
requested, but I noticed in the chart that they hadn,t been done
for 2 or 3 weeks." I mean they were making up these lists. We
lthe directors] got joking about these lists, ;soïow 

-"" ¡foåã
pressures did you do today?"

one ofparticipa¡ts admitted that one of "the biggest difficulties and surprises

was that the nurses wouldn,t do certain things on the [x] floor. They left a list

for the aides and supervisors". Another director perceived that the union was

trying to be acknowledged by the staff nu¡ses as the boss through the use of

the lists.

You Ìrad to lay down the what the rules were with them and not
let them run you and that was difñcult because they wanted torun you. They wanted to take over the boss role ,rrd bos, yo.,
around. The lists; we would get handed these rists of duties wirài
we were to do... but I would not take these lists and do
ever¡rthing on the list. They had to know the rules.

The participants reported that, in a continued attempt to maintain

control over the management siaff, the union monitored the nursing directors

and the other non-striking staffs' activities. These activities would be reported

to the union representatives and discussed at the managemenvunion daily
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meetings. One of the participants claimed that "people lstriking nurses] kept

close track of where you were and what you did". she stated that "at first you

were ... looking over your shoulder. I was a litile bit paranoid. I tried to be

visible because sometimes names were named". A¡other participant offered

that "the vice-president of the union would go a¡or¡¡d and say lto the stafl],

"And what has the nwsing manager done for you today?,, "That was hard, it
was like being checked up on." According to the directors, as the strike

continued the union formulated with the idea of writing reports on the

managers who refused to do certain nursing fi¡¡rctions. These written reports

were then discussed at the daily meetings.

The other thing that was difficult for us was about week three, they lthe
unionl started to have report sheets of what people would do -. 

-ttre

union gave that to the staff nurses and they had tõ report the nursing
managers who refused to do something and these would come out in oui
meetings ... some [the reports] would be tucked r¡nder the desk and
sometimes they would be out there quite blatantry and some wards
absolutely chose to ignore them.

Not only was the non-striking staffmonitored by union representatives,

but the striking n'rses working within the facility as part of the essential

services' agì:eement were also prone to being scrutinized by union

representatives. one of the directors of nursing referred to this as the staff

being subjected to the "watch dog". Explaining further, she stated:

Some of the nurses were concerned that there was a mechanism
that they would be reported if they were doing non essentials.
And if there was a strong union person on the wãrds, they would
be concerned, because some ofthe wards were combined .rrd th"y
lthe staff] didn't know what everyone's union view was, so they
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would be carefuI. That was a lot of pressure for the staff on the
wards.

This added to the experience of uncertainty and confrict for the nursing

managers. The nursing staff were concerned about whether or not they wourd

be reported by the union representatives. They courd be not certain ofwho they

could trust'. This, according to the directors, impacted on the staffs attitude

and what nursing tasks they would do. one of the participants recaned an

incident one afternoon when she had been at the hospital since 2800 hours the

previous day. she arrived on one of the wards and the staffmember said, ,,oh,

good. You can do this catheterization. "

I was so darn tired and the surgeon happened to be there and she
said, "She is not going to do that 

-catheterization. 
Call the

resident who ordered it". The head nurse was right there and
came to me aÍterwards and apologized to me and then, as almost
as though she was making up, the next time I was oí J.y, .t;
came to me and said I just wanted to show you the list [óf non_
essential tasksl the Manitoba Nurses,Union iMNtl fru, gi""" 

";.
The directors ofnursing were required to consider the guiderines offered

by unions other than the nursing union during the strike. The participants

reported that they had to be diligent in their use of staff, such as respiratory

technologists, physiotherapists, unit assistants and unit clerks during the

strike so âs not to contravene the terms of their union contractuar agreement.

Il 1"?_!Il the physicians ran the area with a clerk. They ltheclerkll did things they had not done before and the union.frä"f."ã
into that and they lthe union] got upset about that. The samething happened with ow unit assistants [UAs], because the
nu¡ses decided what was essential and non essential the UAs
would take on more and it was within their job desc.iptions, bul
they were not use to doing it and that was urrîth", pr.Ër.."ñ"il;
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with their unions. So, we had to spend time with CUpE. We also
made sure that we replaced all of the UAs, and so if we had UAs
sick and couldn't replace from within lthe iacility], *" *o"l¿ ,uiin from outside agencies and the union would!åt 

"p."t álo"i
that. So it was those kinds of pressure points thal were external
to the RN and LPN issues. It was the oiher unions who watched
us closely to make sure we weren,t off loading activities ãnio
those people lthe UAs] and bringing in those otñer people. 

-----

The Essential Services, Agreement

one of the greatest, sources of frustration for the directors was the

inconsistency of the essential services' agreement. AÍter the da y union and

management meetings, the messages passed on to the stafr were inconsistent

in reference to what were and were not considered essential. As one of the

participants commented, "the biggest problem with the essential serwices was

no one knew what was what". The participants asserted that ifa patient was

in the hospital, during the strike, their treatment should be considered as

"essential". According to them, the striking nurses viewed that situation

differently. Apparently unionized nwsing staffdecided what nursing functions

they would do and varied what they wourd do at times, as often as hourry.

Each time the nursing mânâgers a¡rived on the wards, they were unable to

predict what would be expected of them by the staff. For example, the nursing

staffon one ward would consider dressing changes as essential tasks, and yet

on another unit the staff perceived this as non-essential and therefore to be

performed by management. One participant commented that ,,they 
lthe

nursing stafll changed regularly what was essential and what was not. Baths
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were done in some areas and others not. Dressings were the same,,. One

director claimed, "all we did was fight about what was and what wasn,t,,. The

directors stated they had difficulty coping not only with the'ncertainty ofthe

union's interpretation of essential mrrsing functions, but also the tendency of

striking nurses to define nursing according to tasks and procedures. This task-

oriented perspective of nursing's role was the stimulus to the nursing

managers' anger and frustration.

I don't like the way they lthe union] were defining nursing and
this was an issue I had a hard time with ... they *ãua.r'ilo'oL åi
the.person. They would look at doing a task and not look at thepatient as a whole ... nursing was iotally defined ,."o.airrgio
tasks.

The individual interpretation ofessential services was also a source ofconflict.

One director explained:

I had never been through negotiations before, so everybody had
fitrerynt expectations and nobody was clear about it. "fir" í_i""
had different expectations than ihe nursing administration anJeven within the union there were different 

"*p..tuiio"r.Throughout the strike, the expectations differed urrå 
"""t, or."

tried to interpret it in their own rrvay.

Relating the essential services to her readership rore, this participant

commented, "in terms of the leadership rore you just had to find out each day

what the interpretation was for that day and go with it". Another participant

described her frustration regarding the r¡ncertainty of the essential services

contract, but recognized its importance to the managers if they were to

maintain the hospital's functioning.
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The essential services, contract shifted and changed every day ...but we could never have fi¡nctioned without it, clearly *; ;;;idhave had to close the doors.

Careqiver Role

As well as the changed administrative role during the strike, the

directors of nursing were required to firt the gap in the caregiver role which

was created by the unionized nurses walking the picket lines. The directors of

nursing, for the most part enjoyed the experience of reverting to the

patient-care role. They saw this as an opportunity to work with the staffat a

different level' "Frankly, I was higher than a kite half the time. I had a great

time being back on the wards doing patient care". patient care did, however,

place additional demands on the directors who were required to work long

periods of time continuously (eg. 10-12 hor¡r shift,s).

W.:. y".g working 12 hours a day and there was no switch. you
still had an administrative role,ìn a different way, plus patient
care,

It certainly brought home to us a lot of the non_nursing things
they do. Just spend. some time tripping over beds ."d 

"q;;;;;;in a small area and you quickly 
"*tiÃ tfri. is quite früt*ti;;.

So that was good for us to see, working in an area that was leJs
than optimum.

In their pre-strike administrative rores, none of the participants had

been required to maintain clinical competency. Despite this, a[ ofthe directors

stated that basic bedside care did not prove to be too difficurt for them. Most

were surprised at how quickly they remembered basic nursing skills and

patient care. However, some of the advanced clinicar sk ls and new equipment
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were unfamiliâr. one director stated, "my problem was I don,t have the clinicar

skills a¡d experience..., so I had to be careful in what I chose [to do]". Another

director whose assignment during the strike was not her normar prace of

employment commented:

There was a¡r appreciation that the DON of [x] didn't know a lot
about [y] and they lthe staff nurses] wouldn,t ask me to ão
anything ridicurous. I was rea[y firnctioning as a unit assistant.
They could clearly see my level ofknowledge was such that by the
time they would tell me how to do something they could 

"have

done it themselves. I mean I didn't even know 
-how 

to *o.t trro.u
thermometers tdieitall.

rn one area the director's uafamiliarity with some of the nwsing procedures

created some dissension.

we [essential services' staff and director] had a bit of a hassle on
the [x] floor because the nurses didn,t wãnt to do fVs. Th;ttth;
nursesl thought that the doctors or residents should do it. S;,;;;
day there was a hassle and I said ,'Fine. I will do it." But.";;;;
had to come with me and show me how and after . ."6i;;i
times they didn't call. I think that they gave up on me.

unfamiliarity with the requirements of the caregiver role was exacerbated

when the participants were assigned to a facility other than their usual

assignment for part or all of the strike.

The expectation for myself was that I would be working in area
[x] and coordinating that. I had a lot ofdifñculties \¡¡ith;hat a;dI didn't have any choice either. We hadn,t done . lot of pÈ;;;;
pre strike, so another time I would approach it djffe;entit. ï
would make my expectations very well known.

This primarily affected the directors of the speciarty areas, such as obstetrics

and g¡araecology, ambulatory care, paediatrics or psychiatry. The rmfamiliarity

of the physical plant, of nursing tasks and responsibilities, and of the staff in
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úhese areas, plus their concern about their own unit served as sources ofstress

and frustration for the directors. one ofthe participants claimed being divided

between two areas was difficult; her normal place of duty and her assignment

during the strike. "I didn't know some of the staffor supervisors. I did¡,t even

know what some of these units did',. Another participant offered, ,,it was

trar:matic in the sense that I had been seconded to areas I hadn,t been in

before".

AJI except one ofthe participants berieved that patient care deteriorated

during the strike. The perceived degr:ee to which patient care worsened varied

among the directors. According to the participants, the lack of continuity of

staff; the reduced number of nurses, with the exception of the critical care

areas; the inconsistencies ofthe interpretation ofessential versus non_essential

nwsing functions; the attitude variances among the unionized nursing staff;

the limited advanced nursing skilrs ofthe n'rsing managers; and the duration

of the strike all contributed to a rowered standard of patient care. The

deterioration ofpatient ca.re wâs a source ofÍÌustration for the directors. They

experienced distress to various degrees. One director offered:

As.t]p9 went on patient. care was cracking. We started seeing
recidivism; the same patients returning. H-ome care and sociJ
work was not being put into place and sã the amenities that helppatients get out of here [the hospital] were not getting donó.
Discharge teaching was not being dìne,Lut you .rrr,î a""y"*à f"iiinto a routine. I thought that every day would b. .h";;j ;.;;l;dying. It didn't happen, people got good care.

Another participant rerated her concerns about patient care as folrows:
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My biggest concern was not what was happening, but what
wasn't happening. For example, when I was wìrkin-g on unit txjI would help out mainly by doing vital signs andin this onãpatient I was doing a blood press.rre and nõ one told me he had
a fistula. Fortunately, I noticed it, but it was things tike that.There were many of these lincidence] things every day that
lindicated] patient care wasn,t getting donJ and Vo" Ëu¿ .ro
control over that....IVs; I was always finding them'dry ;;ã ;;
information on them and to find áryor," w:ho k.rew ä"ytt f"S
about it was difficult to find. It was liitle things like thaiand T
was really appalled at the care many of the patiãnts *e"e getting.
I am not aware of any major incidence [thatïccurred with'patierît
carel.

one director stated that her standards of patient care were artered to fit the

realities of the strike situation.

There were some non-nursing lstrike] staff who wouldn,t do this
and this, but as long as safe care was being provided I didn,t
bother too much. Some mânagers had to be perceived as being
very confident and super nr¡rse. I couldn,t get caught up in thã
fine details, such as the bed being made prolperly e;c. I didn,tl;;it get to me.... You only had- so much 

"ré"gy 
urã you had _any

hou¡s to put out and so you had t¿ be .ele"äu in tie battles yoí
chose to ñght, otherwise let it go. I didnt come away totally
{evas-tat9{ þV the patient care. Some managers were distraughi
thatthe f ills ofpatient care were not beingãone. The back ruîs,
turnìng the patient every two hours, or cleaning the room etc.,i
can be as excessive-compulsive about that as anyone, but I have
worked in an environment where those things aid",t g"i ã""" 

""ãpeople surwived. So, I did¡'t have strong fãelings aËout that as
many of the directors did.
l4¿l'! spe it lpatient care] deteriorate over time. It was ad hocand I -had to put blinders on at times. The reason it was sodifficult was that you had to figure out for each unit and shift
what nurses would do [numbers], so you were 

"t*uy, .."^Ãbti.rg
as to the number of nurses you neeàed on the waid....One uniî
might do everything and another of the staff would do 

"othi"g.So, the care became erratic.
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Work Organization

The schedules for the directors had been originaly organized to include

at least one day off a week. All of the participants agreed that this was

necessary' if they were to be abre to carry on throughout a strike with no

foreseeable end. "I was just here when I needed to be here, usualy 12 hours.

You were scheduled for eight [hoursJ, but it was usualry 12, but I sure needed

that one day off a week". one of the directors offered, "we [the DoNs] tried

to get one day offa week. we couldn't work the fuJl 81 days. This prace is too

big and we needed some people around here rvith a clear head". Time was

required before routines were established. "I took us th¡ee weeks to get our

schedule finished".

The facility was staffed with at least one director on duty and, when

there was more than one ofthe participaats working, one ofthe directors was

identified as the charge director ofnursing. This charge director ofnursing was

viewed as essential to the directors maintaining control of the facility.

The whole concept of one DON in charge was a real coup. I don,t
kngw wh9 came up with that idea, but everybody then håd a focJpoint ... that was a.very smart thing to do, because people had a
sense that somebody was in control.

One of the pariicipants summed the emergence of the charge Donposition as follows:

W-e finally had one DON consistent on evenings and nights. TWo
of us covered off on days and the other DONs stayeil in îheir own
areas and put out their own fires. That took us aÉout a week and
a half to get organized and to be able to hand off to each other
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and cover for one another, because we couldn't work Z days a
week.

one ofthe stressors associated with the charge director ofnursing position was

the requirement to carr¡r a pager. The frustration of the ,,beeper going off,

heightened as the strike progressed. As one ofthe directors commented:

The one stress was the beeper. I am not kidding lwhen I say] thatit went off 80 times a night. There was one time I was ln the
emergency department and I was on the phone; I had answered
the beeper and it was going so fast I had tã ask the clerk to write
the numbers down for me. I could¡,t keep up with it and so he
said "God I don't know how you can stand that',. But, that [the
beeperl wâs your whole life line.

A source of conflict cited by the directors was the request by the senior

nursing manager for each director of m¡rsing to have a "strike book', containing

all the information and correspondence for the directors. The use of several

books, instead ofa central book that could be passed on to the other directors,

proved to be non productive. Eventually, the directors developed a ,'centra_l

book" that served as their written communication medium among themselves.

The following comments were made by two of the participants.

She MP nursingl wanted us IDONs] each to have a DON strike
book with all ofthe information and correspondence for ourserves.
What we really needed was a central book that we kept all the
staffing issues, decisions, with the union, our o.\ült schedules
which changed daily, because we had to man this place 24 hours
a day and so, this book became our Bible.

Written communication wâs poor. There were frequent
misr¡nderstandings. We really had problems and the poor cierks
went nuts, because the nu¡ses were paid and there was poor
qualilV of signing in who was here; it was just a nightmare. We
quickly learned during the first week that we neededsome forms;
one for who was on call; who had what beeper; whe.e everyone
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was. We didrit have any of that at first. The communication; we
had the DON beeper and the DON black book, so *e *errt ø'th"
meeting lunion] the next day and we didn't get caught with or¡¡pants down. We learned to write everythinglin tfr""¡ook; ãuter,
times, events etc., but that didn,t happen rr.rtil th" .".o.rã *""k
lof the strikel.

As the strike progressed, routines were established, staffing assigrrments

organized, commr¡nication networks functioned and negotiations with the union

were ongoing. "I [a participant] wo'ld say by the last week of the strike we

were a pretty efficient running machine". The stress that was alleviated with

the routinization of roles, was replaced rvith the frustrations of the demands

ofa prolonged strike. "Things got easier with the routine at the end, but it got

so difficult to maintain because of the fatigue." The participants noticed that

emotional and physical exhaustion were "taking its toll,' on them and the staff.

one of the directors found the physical impact of the strike d'ration more of

a stress than an emotional one; "for me it was more a physical exhaustion and

that constantly thinking how do I get this person [to respond to me] that I
know would normally respond to me much more quickry when dealing with

patient, care".

Role AmbiEuitv

A major contributor to role confusion for all of the directors of nursing

was the day-to'day unceriainty and inconsistency oftasks and responsib ities

assigned or expected of the nursing managers during the strike. They stated
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that not knowing what to expect when they warked on the u¡rits was extremely

frustrating.

The directors ofnursing, what did they [the union] want us to do?
They wanted us to do patient .u"" arrá then they ¿i¿r't. ffr" .t"fi
nr¡rses one day would do certain nursing functions and then thenext day they expected management to do these tasks. TLì
biggest problem throughout was not knowing what to 

"rp"ct. 

---

A¡r additional frustration was the inconsistency between wards

regarding nursing tasks and responsibilities, such as rv medications,

dressings, bed baths. The directors' experience was that each ward and

individual nurses interpreted the essential services' agreement differently. one

ward viewed starting and administering rv medications as an essential

nwsing function, whereas another ward would assign these tasks to the

nursing management staff. one ofthe directors reported that "you never knew

what would be facing you when you came to an area,,. There

consistency between clinical areas, regarding the interpretation

seryices' requirements.

Conflict with Others

The participants perceived that many staff, who prior to the strike had

been strong supporters of management and had a good relationship with the

direct'ors of nursing, adopted opposing sides to issues during the strike. The

directors had perceived these staff members as their alies prior to the strike.

was no

essential
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The change in their behavior¡r toward nu¡sing mânagement was acknowledged

by the majority of participants as hurtful.

The management staff spent much of their time ristening, counselling,

and supporting the striking nurses when the unionized staff were required to

work within the fac ity as part of the essentiar services' agreement. The

counselling role posed a personal conflict for one of the directors who wa¡ted

to support her staff, but felt that they had put themselves in this situation

because they voted to go out on strike. she expressed her anger at the striking

nurses' but also realized that they too were having difÊculties dearing with the

strike situation.

Nurses talked to us about it all of the time and I for¡¡d that onthe whole nurses very open in talking about their feetings;;ã
they were asking for guidance. I rem-ember I asked o"uîr irrunight supervisors "how was your night', and she said ,,1 ¿i¿"ltãã
a, lot. I spent most of the night listening". They wanted to tâik
about this lthe strike] dilemma. people lstaff nr¡¡ses] *no frrã
voted "no" made su¡e you knew that ithey had voted nol. It wás
very much a counselling rore and I must have said it a hr¡¡d¡ed
times "you have to do what your conscience tells you. you have to
sleep tonight". It was very hard [for them], and so you,"afty i"il
for them because I knew for many of them it was a hard decision
for them.

Part of the conflict with others, stemmed from the recognition that the head

nwses who were in the same r¡nion as their staffmrrses \¡¡ere required to drop

their management role and go out on strike with their subordinates. one of the

directors expecting support from one of the head nurses, because this head

nurse was pro mânagement found the opposite, instead experiencing anger

from the head nurse. The d emma that the head nurses found themserves in
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created problems for the directors, especially when the head nu¡ses took a

strong union stand during and post strike.

There was some resentment with the head nurses when they
came back. It surprised me because I felt it from [x] ""¿ 

i ¿ia"ít
expect it from her. I hadn,t seen them lthe head 

"Lr..l ¿"J"g
the strike because they never c¿ùne in, but f think that th;;;;;;getting disgruntled messages from the staff that ."-u irto *orl.I was surprised because it was [x] who is pro management and
not really pro union.

Head nurses who worked in the hospital during the strike often spoke

to their co-workers on the picket line. Their comments about incidents which

had occurred in the hospital were, according to several participants, generated

into picket line gossip. The directors who .heard these rumours began to

mistrust head nurses with whom they had previousry worked successfully.

Head nurses (from area x) who chose to picket, instead of working,

d'ring the strike, at times attempted to manage their unit ,'from the outside,,.

For example, one head nurse terephoned the director and reported that she had

heard that a patient had developed a central line infection and that this was

"unacceptable". The director described her response to the telephone call:

I said there are a lot of things happening in here and the care is
not great. I said thaf,s fpatient care] a pioblem and she said you
mean my nurses are not giving the care that they always give
and I said yes that's what I meãn and I was so cross a¡d so tired
... I said you have not worked here you do not know what it, islike inside and she said well I hear ánd I said yes y"" il;;,-;;;you don't see and you are not here all of the ti-", 

""""yããí u"ã
some of us are.

The participants stated that they experienced considerable personal

conJlict when they were required to work with nr:¡ses who were confrontational
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because oftheir animosities about the strike. Nu¡ses who had once worked in
relative harmony with the directors, were at times angry and non-

communicative. The strain of continually attempting to maintain peaceful

relations with the nursing staffis described by one participant:

I was tired and exhausted of trying to find ways to work withpeople who were coming onto units i-n a confrontational manner.
They had a mask on_w-hen they came [to work], .o ii *ã, 

"à"vexhausting to try and figure out mechanisms to get a 
"".por.ãyou needed and trying to get behind that masklo tne pirsãn

that you knew before. the strike and getting them to ";r;;;ã[carry out nursing tasks] in the way yoi needed.

The conflict with the nursing staff worsened as the strike progressed.

One director recounted her experience with some of the head nurses:

I found it very difficult becarLs-e they [the head nurses] had put on
a new.cloak. They were a different. person. With .or"l tn."" *á.
a signifi_cant change. It was as if they hadn,t known me before thestrike. It was a cool relationship arrd th"y wouldn,t;õ;;;;
responsibility for the units and there *"re ii-", when I got,to."'i losing my cool. They.detached ÍÌom patient care. Th-ey were
doing it, but they weren't.

The head mrrses were the most difficult. I work from the bottom
up normally and get their opinion on just about everything. Wehave an open and honest relationshþ and that was lost"with
some of them during the strike. The staff nu¡ses I don,t know as
well, but some became strong with their decisions about whai
constitutes nursing and what doesn't. That surprised me that
they be.c-ame strong and clear about what needed t" h"p;;;;;J
what didn't.
It-was probably towards the end of the strike this person wascalling to do temperatures and to do this and to do that. It was
such, a change in this person and to me that was very difficult.
She had seemed to me to change and I don,t Lrro* *frui iì *ã..
I never really talked to her about it since knowing her I think she
was pushing to get this [the strike] over. I thin_k"sh" *". i;;ti"g
at it from that angle. At one point she was saying ,,I can,t talkìãyou right now because they're [the union] quite militant and so
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and so is there. Then I saw he^r becoming like that and that really
bothered me ... that was a difficult inciãent for me.

A situation which arose directly from the strike which was to affect the

n'rse managers was that critical care nurses were among the few who received

fr¡ll time work, and therefore, full time pay, during the strike. The critical care

units required n'rses with crearly speciarized skils. They could not be replaced

by nurses with more generalized competencies. According to the participants,

this created conflict among other unionized personnel who were losing pay

during the strike. Although this did not affect the n'rsing managers directry,

support was required for the essential services' personnel.

There was some animosity that built up when the critical nurses
who were working full time. They were working all of their shifts
and people on the wards were wórking 1_2 shifis p". *""k, ih"re
was a lot of pressure fo1 tl-re-m to give up their pãy ."d they ieiguilty because they needed the money. So there wãs feelings that
this would cause problems aíïer the itrike.

At times, the directors of nursing were required to intervene in conflicts

which had occurred between other hospital staff. For example, some of the

physicians reported to the directors that certain emergency department nurses

were refusing to perform specific tasks. According to one participant, these

nurses not only refused to perform nursing procedures, but would ,,stand

around and give instructions to the doctors on how certain procedures should

be carried out". One director observed:

The emergency department was terrible. The nurses there werejust^awful They did nothing. The "docs', had to do most of thestuff, so that created a riff there and what was coming through
emerg. was pretty wild, I mean people knew there was a striËe
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on, and so they \¡/ere not coming in with a cut finger. They were
coming in r¡¡ith major, major stuff. you saw one gr:oup of people
working like crazy and the others just sitting theie. I fo,-ã tri;;a bit unsettling, but it didn,t seem to bolher them fGHi;nursesl.

A¡rother group of staff which required the directors, support and, at

times, intervention, was the unit assistants. unit assistants were directry

affected by the withdrawar of nursing services during the strike. unit
assistants were required to furñl duties on a "task list" deveroped by the

unionized personnel. one director observed that "some of them lthe unionized

nu¡sesl were very hard on the unit assistants and unit clerks.,' The

participants noted that the unit assistants could not possibry perform alr ofthe

assigned tasks' As one participant refrected, "certainly the nurses, aides and

unit clerks became a very used group"....A side effect of this situation was that

a review of the unit assistants'job descriptions revealed that these workers

were actually supposed to be performing many more tasks, even during a non-

strike situation, than they had been.

A lot ofthem [the unit assistants and clerks] found out that there
was more in their job descriptions then what they were doirrg a;ã
all ofthe nurses all ofa sudden read all ofthejob descripti&rs ...
so they lthe units aides and clerks] did get a iot of chores to do
lduring the strikel.

on one particular occasion, a participant deart with a situation in which

a unit assistant assigned to unit (x) was not welcomed by the nursing staff.

This unit assistant apparentry decided that there were only certain functions

that (y) would do. According to the participant, (y) stated that the striking
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nurses who were working as essential sen¡ices' personner courd not ,,order him

around". This created conflict between the unionized stafrand this individual.

The staff requested that the r¡¡it assistant be removed from the unit and not

work there again. The director of nursing had to intercede in this particular

case and remove the individual ÍÏom the u¡it.

The participants reported that, as the strike progressed and their fatigue

escaìated, they were less patient with others. one director reported that in the

last quarter of the strike she had "a huge argument" with another director at

the point in the strike when "you cor:rd really feel the tensions beginning to

fray".

I got cross and more and more frustrated as the strike went on
about that fpatient care] and less tolerant of people....and i;".t
say as it dragged on I just got more and mãre-tired and there
were other things to be done. you knew when it tthe strikel wÀs
over there were things that hadn,t been done lbecause oi the
strikel like the budget that was due January 4 and I had several
hours worth of work to. do on the budget. 'úe knew ;;.;;;;;
going again there would be_ a real p"ãbl"- with the Op"""ti'.rg
Room time and the longer that it lthe strike] went on tie mo.ã
worried about what would happen after and I was worried aboui
what would h-appen witå thé relationships after too. S"; Ji;¡
these things for every day it went on yoì felt -or" ^rrá 

_o*
pressure.

A per"vasive source of confrict for four of the directors was their

"disappointment" in the quality of readership provided by the senior nurse

manager in the facility. The directors of nursing frustrated with the lack of

leadership from their n'rsing leader continued to meet after the strike to

discuss the perceived probrem with their director, and what course of actions
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were open to them to alleviate the problem. This ted to the eventual

resignation of the vice president of nursing.

The DONs frustration became more evident and we had more
opportunity to talk to one another a¡d we came together. I can'tremember when we started meeting together. I am not sure if it
was prior to the strike and anyway fe did [meet] after the strike
and it was then decided what direction wå wanted to go and il
was different than what [x] wanted to do, It got more difficult for
fer. !o Sove the group....The strike just"accelerated it ith;decisionl aÍïer, but very stressful for ali of us.

Personal Roles

The participants described their families and friends as ,,very

supportive" during the strike. The directors identified this support as crucial

to their ability to cope with the conflicts arising from the strike situation.

The pe-rceived support that I got from my family, I was able tobasically live, eat, and breathõ the strikel it got into your bloodthat way. I even started,to sleep in a séparãb room than myhusband because I would get hãme llatej and I would be al"l
wound up. Interestingly enough, we had a-Super Bo*i;.;y i;the midst of this lthe strikel be."rrre he lhìr h".b;Jj-;;;
convinced it [the strike] would never last ,til the ZA oi jÃ"uù.
It was my first day off in Z and he Cid everything. f j".i ,åi
around and sipped my beer and coped. you weie jusã so involved
in it and couldn,t turn it offand you would have one day here anJ
one day there. I began to thinl< i¡this doesn't end soon irr"" r *ã,going to end. Like somebody was going to collapse urr¿ iJ ¡"tt",
be the strike. I was getting really struig out.

However, their long absences away from their loved ones during the strike had

an impact on all involved. Two of the participants stated that their children

were adversely affected by their mother's absence during the strike. The

"missing of Mum" phenomenon manifested itserf in difficulties in school.
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At home one of my sons got a bit difficr¡It to handle. The day it
ended,, Tuesday and I had been working since the pr"liä"ì
Thursday and I had gotten home only at nìght and S""ã;;;;ã
Monday \¡¡e had been up all night at ihe negotiation table. And igot a call from my daughter,s teacher and she .uia *V ¿."ght",
has been crying every day asking for her mother. tfr"i 

""ãifvïã-tto me and that was very difñcult. So it lthe strikel shows upä
the kids. It took me awhile to get the kids on line. My h,rsbarrJ
had to tal<e on more.

Another participant remarked that her fam y was used to her working rong

hours and so she did not' notice a big difference in the family during the strike.

However, her son's performance at school had been affected.

The 13 year old who at any time his mother is over committed to
something tends to respond negatively at school. That did",t À;;;
anyihing ro do wirh my responsibilities. That *ill h;ñ;;-ä i
work late for two weeks running he will respon¿ tf," suil" *.y.

The other participants reported that the typicar mother role was abdicated

during the strike to their husbands who "picked up the srack". one director

commented about her responsibilities at home, dr:ring the strike, "I did nothing

at home. we basically put our rives on hold. I have two children and my

husband took over the responsibilities of home making,,. Another director

admit'ted that "family responsibilities were totally abdicated,'. participants who

did not have the spousar or child obrigations found that much oftheir support,

during the strike, came from close friends.

Nurses'Right to Strike

The participants were ofthe opinion that nurses have the right to strike.

They believe that nurses need a strike as a tool to infruence government and
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employers to rectify nursing concerns. However, there were varied opinions

among the directors of nursing regarding the image ofnurses on a picket line.

Two of the participants stated that they were not affected by the sight of

nwses picketing outside the facility. According to one of the directors, work

stoppage in a union membership is inevitable. strikes were perceived by her

to be a natural outcome ofunions.

If you have unions you will get strikes ... I didn,t have strong
feelings about the strike. It wãs a natural outcome ofa unionizeã
environment.

Another participant stated that essentiar personnel, regardless of their
profession, should not be allowed to withdraw services from the public. she

viewed essential services' personnel as having an obligation to the public and

they should not be allowed to strike. For her, this was a personal conflict.

However, she qualified this comment by adding "if others can strike nurses

should be allowed to do the same".

We all knew it [the strike] was coming, so I didn,t think about it
one way or a¡other. I still believe that nurses are essential
service like police and I still do not believe i., tfr" 

",r"."r; ,ighi tostrike ... but I realized that it was their right to .t¿L", ã"ã if
they chose to do that then it was -y ,u.poriribility io b; in ¿h;
hospital as a manâger.

Another director conditionally supported the nurses right to strike stating:

I don't have a problem.with m¡¡ses making an issue about wages
and if they and the union can stick to thaifine, but I don,t agiee
with strikes. But, if other people can strike then nurses should be
allowed to strike.
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Two of the directors v¡ere more concerned with the union itself than r¡¡ith
nurses on the picket lines. one director reported that the name of the union

bothered her. According to her, the raber of the nurses' union in its present

form "destroys the professionar image ofnursing". Her suggestion was to folow

the example ofphysicians who have a medical association as their professional

representative to negotiate for their perceived rights.

I believe that there is some place for some kind of organization beit called a union or noi. ,,Union,, has a non--professional
connotation to it, but it is important because without unions
n_ruses are exploited and even management exploits ,r.r"rur.
Unions are important, but I basically pÃf". a different name.

Three participants expressed that they had difficulty seeing their professional

colleagues on the picket line.

I. was most upset at seeing the nurses out there on the picket
line. It didn't seem professional at all. I knew a lot of them weìe
in a dilemma and that wa-s disturbing....It was disturbing for Àe
to see nurses on a picket line.

one of the directors, recounting her support for the striking nurses, admitted

that:

In the mo¡ning I would honk my horn in support [for the nurses
on the picket linesl at the other hospitals and my t 

".¡u"¿ *oriã
do it here so there was no conflict óf interest.

For some participants, seeing nurses on the picket line was far more acute at

the onset ofthe strike, but this passed as the strike progressed. However, for

one participant, her upset with nu¡ses on a picket line continued throughout

the duration ofthe ofthe strike.
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On my way to work the morning of January 1, the first place thatI passed was Misericordia hospital a.rd i ó¡ed. f .áiã t"'_vhusband I can,t believe this and it is not that t "- " 
,trorg *;i

u_nionist, but I just don't believe this. I can,t cross that pickeî line.How can we have this dissention and then I was o.k'. Th" ;;;Jday I.crossed the picket line and said ',hi guys,,, but th" fi;;tã"yit really got to me.

I couldn't cross the picket line. onry once did I walk outside and
cross the picket line....One thing I did was I closed tfr..u ùli"ã,
lthe window that overlooked the picket linel. Somebodv *o"iã
come up and say they fthe nurses on the picket line] *u"t Vo" øwave at them outside and I would. But, I found it 

"u"y"t;.á,because of mrrses being.on strike. Why díd nurses t 
""" ø g"t õthis stage. It is so sad just so sad it iras led to this, u"d ;;;;

that, was the most difficult that this was the way they had tomake their point.

The participants emphasized that they were aware that for many nurses, the

choice not to care for patients during the strike was a very difficult one. They

told of incidents when nurses who were working in the hospital would hord up

signs in the window so that the picketing nurses wourd know that ,,bed number

fow is doing fine".

I think for the nurses sometimes it was very difficult, becausethey felt caught in a bind between ifr"i. p"óf"..io"ãì
responsibilities for patients and what the union group was askingthem to do, So some people [nurses] had a very, very difficult
time.

For some the hurt is-very deep and will never disappear. There
are staff nurses out there [on the wards] that were torn apart bytheir professional and philosophical bel-iefs and what thrv were
b,eing-made to do by the unioi. I wourd never want them to facethat dilemma again.
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Coping

The directors of nursing coped with the strike by using a variety of
personal skills and external supportive resources. coping was evidenced in the

participants' recount of their adjustment to the working strike environment,

their working schedules, their relationship with non-striking personnel, their

working relationship with the nurses' union representatives, the change in
t'heir leadership behaviour, and the assistance ofa professionar psychorogist for

staff and the participants.

The Environmenú

One of the participants compared the hospital environment, during the

strike, to that of a wartime or "seige-type,, milieu.

It was very much a seige-type of environment ... it was basically
siege management. you had to change your style t-""ugu_u-rrti
You [the director] are running the whote place,"buioJyli;;;Ëä
situation like in a war; you run the Íioni line, but yoú ¿orr,i r"i'
the war office.

The environment on the hospital wards varied according to the stage of

the st'rike. The union's constantly changing definitions of essentiar seryices

required staff mrrses to "fight with management" about what they wourd and

would not do' In the initial three weeks of the strike, the participants

described the hospital environment as "host e". Nwses fought with the nurse

managers to carry out union-defined nursing functions, as directed by the

union' However, at the end of the strike, the participants noted that the staff
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became "tired of this fighting" and their mood became one of resignation and

depression' one ofthe directors reported that the nursing staff had a difficurt

time working in a strike environment because they got tired of constantry

fighting with the management staff about which nursing functions were or

were not essential.

The staff got visibly despondent. Some of them lthe stafl] hated
coming to work in this environment. The r¡nion *o"la .aV Vo"can't do dressings,¡rou can,t do that; that is the supervi.Jr:;;
and they lthe staff] got tired of fighting. fo" u*å_pt",- I ïá.giving a bath on area x and one of the flãats was heliing me ...
and I said to her "you are going to get in trouble because i.*ã"änot supposed to help me and the union president is just d;*; ;h;hall". She said "I won't tell if you don't,i. So it got more ,"J ;;;;difficult for the staff to work in this [strike] environment.

The directors stated that they responded to this environment by attempting to

be positive, non-judgmental and supportive.

I learnedjust to try to- come on lto the ward] smiling, be pleasant
and set the mood and do what you were cåpabte 

"f 
... ¿ir" *;;¿imp.ortant thing was not to create a situation, l".u".u 
""".y-làäylstriking staff] was waiting for you to react. Again, I fo"rã lh;iquite stressful.

one participant noted that she rearned "to keep a Iid on" her own

feelings of anger and anxiety when she was with the nursing staff Another

reported that she "had totally lost control once" and attributed this incident to

the duration of the strike and her fatigue. The participants stated they had

coped most effectively with the strike situation at the onset and when they

knew the end of the strike was forthcoming. The majority described the middre

phase of the strike as the most difficult.
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Aú about week th¡ee you had, to pace yourself....I guess you feltyour [my] decision making lwas questionable]. õhere;;;;-;
couple ofincidence that. happened and I said lto *yselfl ;s." iár"not sure if I made the right decision,'....Usually I make-aä;;tñ;
and-though they ar_e not a hundred percent right I had confidencein them. I began [dg"i"e the strikel to lose õnfiderr." i.riy."ùin terms of some of the decision.....I *", tnrly getting ;";;;ã
about how long I could go on without explodin! ãt ."rñ"¡"¿v ãilosing it all together.

Recreation

The work assignments ofthe participants during the strike did not allow

for much recreation. The directors worked, on âverage, 10 hou¡ shifts

throughout the strike. However, all participants recogaized that essential to

their coping was rest and reraxation away Íìom the premises of the hospital.

We all had different coping strategies a¡rd we didn,t need to draw
on all of them at any one point. Some fnursing managers] could
only work a few days and then have to learre. Ma.ry-co_Lu"l.
were made about tho,se people, but I knew that wus ihei" copirrg
strategy. They couldn't_ handel seeing those people tstriäinËnursesl more than two days at a time.

I worked all shifts. We_ !rie{ to keep two people fnursingmanagersl on all shifts....I thinl< if there were things y"; 
";;á;ãto do_personally you could do it. Ifyou wanted to ¡Ja inarty, Voucould, but, I don't believe in being a mart¡rr....I think I worked

eight hours or nine ho'rs six dayJ a week and once a stretch o?about 14 days. That was a good thing that we did not *o.t fãhours a day seven days aweék, One oãthe important, things is tokeep your cool a¡d a good relationship with tie staff and I don,tthink you can do thaLifyou are tired.

The first two weeks I logged in 180 t¿ 140 hours. That was partly
Te lmy doing], because you [I] wanted to control an¿ be thË"e io.the patients and staff. When you got to know tf,. pfuye"., Vor-,knew who you had to control -or" 

"and 
watch more....I got tired,but I don't know if it affected my leadershif .ot". f:frã"e weietimes when I was very tired and f didrr,t .op" u. well and would
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be more teary. Other times I was so weary I thought I don,t thinkI can go up to that ward again and smiie and iretend ".ùú;;was happening. Or, your beéper went offa'.d you wo"ll.;;l;;
not going to answer that right away.

Support from Others

All ofthe participants agreed that they received a greatdeal of support

from the non-nwsing gïoups. This support was instrumental in the directors,

ability to cope with the work load and the emotionar and physical impact as

the strike progressed. A surprise, but a greatly appreciated one, was the

support and assistance given by the physicians.

We had wonderful sup-p9lt from our colleagues in operations; the
bedmaking, and tray delivery teams....The"r'docs,, we"e te;É; ...overall the lnursing] managers had great support....We were
d.eveloping a good ,rapport with the ihysicians'an¿ tfre oifre.allied personnel who were helping ui ãnd th"y ;;.;-;o;;;
together and getting into a system. There was a terrific u-o,-î
of camaraderie.

There was tremendous support from the other fnon_nursing]portfolios; VP operations....All the time I felt people were tryiril
to. help us in every way. They were saying "this is i,o"r.t"if.., ¡"iwhat can we do to help."

The tremendous support mechanism that came from within thisplace from all of the staff; the whole multidisciplinary team. Thõ
constant "what can I do for you". one of the p-hysiciän and wifã
teams left a note "come for supper." It was the littru tti.rs. ihãi
made all the difference....Time went on and on, but it wal those
types ofthings that kept you going.

All of the directors indicated that family and friends were important to

their coping with the continuation of the strike situation. I never sa\ry my
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family and when I did see them I was probably so exhausted I courdn,t slip out

of it. It lthe strike] was such a part of your life,

f m-ean 
-January to me when I look back was .iust a bh¡¡. Mvhusband had t¿ make the meals, he J.;r"- t-h; ffi. i^¿appointmentsl, because my whole energy was here [the frã.pft ijand it had to be.

The participants reported that a common room was established where

the non-unionized staff courd go and talk about their shift. Apparentry, this

meeting place served as a catha¡sis for the non-striking staff, and was a source

of support and at times comic rerief from the frustrations and stresses of the

wards.

Some [non-unionized staff] would have to come down to the
central room. We,d all meet there and week two we got lunches
there. That was our debriefing room and cooling otr;oo;...A"d
we would laugh in ow debriefing room about ow experiences. Ii
was comic relief. It was just a relief.

l-,unche-s were organized at the strike room and that provided aforum for the DONs, m€nagers, supervisors, etc. to gei together;that.was a really go.od idea....It'sìmportant that i.a"ag1;;í
people can meet and, have lunch- or .rrpp"". It was an opportunityto get together and to talk about iheir frustrationi'and gei
support from one another.

Relationshin with the Union

Although the participants admitted that they had not always agreed

with t'he union's stance throughout the strike, they concurred that the open

communication with members of the nurses' union throughout the strike had

been instrumental in preventing criticar probrems between the management
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and union gì:oups in the hospital. According to the participants, this

relationship was deliberatery nurtured by the hospital's management team.

We had a good relationship with the union throughout the strikeand that has come through now lpost strike]. Wã ir""""g"_""1jgave them coffee every day and . horrs" [a place f* tfr" ioio" ø
estab_lish a,headquartersl and that *""1 ,lo"g *"V. Ou"" ä"ã
over I heard [from union representatives] ,'yo, 

[_ã.rug""s] t eateã
us with diCnity and with respect and others did"t,:...W" ;;;;;
wanted to put them [r:nion personnel] down. It was mentioneã iãus s_everal times, "you treated us with respect,,. W" *"rf."J 

""ryhard at that.

We [management] did things like have coffee for them [unionizedpersonnell, allowed them to use the washrooms, and use theparking lots. I think.those things went a long way. So, when wehad to get them to give a bit thãy were -o"" *illirrg tá give.

The participants recogrrized that they and the union had a reciprocar

relationship throughout the strike: they needed each other.

The DONs in charge and the daily meetings with the r¡¡ion
[representatives] were vitar to work out ar theproblems from the
day before and they lthe r¡nion] asked to make thospitÀlt;;;;ã;
and we lmanagement] agreed. I mean we na¿ to, ¡ut'-ttro;ãìü;
[cooperating with union wishes] went a long way in gainiñg
cooperation from them lunion leaders]. you would h"rr"-b"", ãstupid manager to have fought them in a lot of things ù;;.;you needed them, and if you remembered that f""au_"""t¿ 

"."ãvou would put up with a rot of crap. That didn't sit too werl øir,
some people [managers], but most liked it.

one ofthe participants described her rerationship with the union president as

positive' The director felt that, ifthere had been a probrem between union and

non-union staff she could go and discuss it with the union president. The

director mentioned that she cor'rd phone the union representative about a

situation and the problem would be resorved. In fact this union president sent
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the director a letter post strike, expressing her appreciation for the support she

had received from this director, during the strike.

I felt a sense of support from the Vp of the union here [area x]and I would take an issue to her and st " *orrt¿ 
- 
io-tto*through....the commu¡icatiorr was always very, very open....To

keep the commr:¡rication going was so i"mportant and it wasn,tjust the written communicádon-, but the verÈal communication taswelll.

Leadership Stvle

The participants agreed that they had made changes in their usual

leadership style to cope with the changing demands ofthe strike. The directors

of nwsing described their readership style before the strike as participative.

At the onset of the strike, the directors continued to use a participative style

of leadership with the striking personner. As the strike progressed, however,

the directors became more fatigued. They reported that an autocratic

leadership style was adopted, particularly when dealing with the essential

seryices' personnel and the union leaders.

I certainly feel that.my type of leadership has always been toinvolve others in decisions and participatiu" t""¿"rr¡ií, .;J;idon't think that I did.as muc-h partìcipative decisioï ;ki;;d'ring the strike as perhaps I should o".ãrrld huu.....y"" Ëiìi;:sitting down and saying why is this person doing this and thãl
one isn't. You would get to.the point and say,,thisîasã;;i;;;;
do it a¡d if you wish to grieve àbout it later you know the route
to_ go." People wanted you to make the decisions more than- áiother times fnon-strike situation].

In general, it fleadership style] was the same way that I would
approach the staffwith or without the strike; ,,*""gof *p"oliãr;
f1e1e w.hat-a¡g we going to do about it". On a'couplã of oãcasionsit [eadership] became a direct style. On a one_to_one with the
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union [staff nu¡ses] or at a meeting level with the union
executives it üeadership stylel became more ,,hard .ro."a;-àrrã
stated "this is our [managers] position and that *", ii,:1"t lìdidn't happen often.

I slipped into a much more autocratic lleadership] role....you
didn't go and talk to the urrits you phoned lhem and säid g;tth;
patient over to area x and this patient over to area y,,. aañútting
p.ersonnel would phone and the nurses on the r¡nii would bockl
th.en I would phone and say ',do it". The role fdirector] it.;f i;still strong enough that they paid attention to it. you diãn,t have
time to discuss the issues.

Post Strike

A psychologist from British corumbia met with the directors a couple of

days before the strike ended. The intent was for the psychorogist to assist the

directors to deal with the aftermath ofthe strike. The session was used to give

the participants direction to cope with the returning staffwho had been on the

picket line. All but one of the directors, found the psychorogist,s suggestions

helpfi-rl. The psychologist apparently told them what to do and what not to do

post strike' However, they were not offered an opportunity to vent their
feelings about what they had just been through. A local psychologist was

available for all staff post strike. None of the participants chose to use this

service.

What was helpful to us [the directors] was a psychologist theweek we were ready to ratify. He told us how we would feel,
which would be a total let down. Don,t go away on vacation,
because you have to put the pieces togetËer,'. We needed thai
advice....One of the things we ielt stronily about was going back
t_o work immediately and not taking vacãtion. We did thaî even
though we were exhausted. We werã going to follow that advice.
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[The value ofa psychologist for the DONs], individually, probably,but I didn,t feel as a_group we [directors] needed ií W; ;"ll;,itogether as a group....It *orrld hauu been nice though t" h";;h;ãthat service lthe psychologistJ during the strike ;îr"kih";ü;
some things and to have the opportunity to talk about the issrr?sand to help with that with somãone from outside.

some of the directors experienced physicar and emotional effects as a

resr¡lt of their strike experience. This apparentry affected their readjustment

or coping expediously with the return to a "normal routine,,.

fle fqUS_ue [post strikeJ wasn,t an issue for me just the amount
of work that had to get done....so it was .l -" ¡.ior" i.ã"4;;:
I was depressed [post strike]. It was a let down. you were at ahigh level and racing and it was let down....I *o,rtá rr.uu" tuku uboliday right away. Three months later, but you had to come
down reasonably slowly. Thaf,s a high stress.

Jt lthe strike] was depression. It was clinical depression. The not
slceping- eating well, the Iack of concentratio" a.rd certaiJy this
[the strike] had happened to nursing and I am a nurse. And thetears that happened post strike 

"rrã 
to .o*" extent during thestrike,.but during^the strike you just had to keep eoi"g.'pãlistrike it took me 10 times longer to do something. Þrît 

"fît *..exhaustion and part of it wasiepression.

The time required for the director of nursing to adjust post-strike was

dependent upon her area of responsibility, the emotionar impact the strike had

on her and the role(s) she assumed post strike. one ofthe participants stated

she had little personal adjustment to make post strike; whereas another

described the immediate post-strike period as quite upsetting. Explaining her

reaction to her staffs return to work after the strike compared to her own, one

of the directors commented:
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I found it really interesting with my RNs because none of them
came back lto work durins the strikã] and their pr".";lio;oflî..
strike is totally different lthan minà]. All ttrey ttrint ;út i;
there_ was no pây and it was cold. So when they came iÁ.f.-føworkl and said let,s get back to work and I am sáying ,,God 

I just
w-ent through the most traumatic thing in my life:,. Tî".;;;å;;
aftermath for them....what I meant b! the most traumatic washere it lthe strike] was so signiñcantio -e and thev ithe heÀã
nr¡rsesl had no concept of what I had been ¿oi"g. f"h"y hud-"oidea..Nor did they have to deal with the daily .o.r"fli.t. ú.t;;p-opping up all the time; lwhether] you would ¡" g."ãt.ã-""
chewed out on the ward. I had to tearn to shut;p q;;Èi;;;;
it. They just wanted to get on with their lives.

The directors were required to cope with the demands of their normal

leadership role after the strike, but arso had to assist in the readjustment of

the staff back to their pre-strike roles.

We had this aftermath, this anger that we lthe directors] had to
deal with. They lthe head,r*."J¡ *".u tremåndously r"g"y;;h;
uni-on, at the government. Fifty_two percent voted to cõme back
arrd so they were a disgruntled-group. The head ";"*. h;;äthrough that. I remember -""tirg with the freua ,r*sË,immediately after [the strike] and I stãrbd to cry. It was .o good
to have them back. Then I was fine.

Insishts Gained

The general consensus ofthe participants was that the strike experience,

although difficult and fatiguing, assisted them to gain many valuabre insights.

They believed that what they had rearned would beneñt them or other nursing

managers' if faced with a future nurses' strike. The following are insights

shared by the participants from their strike experience. what appears to be

most critical is the planning and preparation phase before the nurses walk off
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the job' These plans and preparations include: setting up working schedr¡Ies

for the management and non-management personnel; and establishing

communications systems to include personner l0cation, task assignments, and

a supervisors' commtu¡ication book. The directors reported that training non-

nursing personnel to do certain functions prior to the strike is essential.

Further to this, the participants commented on the importance of getting to

know and understand the staffin the unit prior to the strike so that managers

can anticipate how they w l react in a stressfur situation, such as a strike.

Establishing a good relationship with the other hospital disciplines and

developing a respectful working rapport with the union leaders is important.

Plan well with the union. Try to get as clear ofan idea what they
expect ofyou and what personnel they say you cân use during thästrike. I can't emphasize enough the pianniig ahead of tim".-.]Vã"
need to make short-te"m and long-ierm plans to begin with forthe staffin general. At least for 

"-frlt *""L and if itithe s;;k;lgoes beyond the week what do you do then ffr"". tfr. .i".t.ÁLi
in placel?

Immediately prior to the strike management personner should crarifr the

essential services' agreement and appoint a charge director ofn'rsing to cover

all shiÍïs seven days a week during the strike.

TaIk to others who have been through it [a strike]. First, is tomaintain a good communication syrte- \l,ith th; feuaÉrs i"canying on the daily operations, be it a commu¡rication's book, ame9linq time every day, lunch, breakfast whatever. Maintaining
continuity with the people who are carrying on; that to me iinumber one. The working relationship i" a ã¡siÁ has to be sJThe second, is the liaison wit\V9ur cglieagues outside ofnursing;
absolutely essentiar, you need their herpîth the activitiesihî
lstriking] nr:¡ses won,t d_o_. .The nitty gritty working out of thÀsystem with the union. you have tó fü¿ ã way to get a good
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working relationship with the union....For the DON the importantthing is ro be out there [on rhe wards] ;J b; î;tbl";communicating with people and helping get the ,y.t"rrron pt*"i
one ofthe participant's finar piece of advice to nursing leaders facing a strike

situation was "to remember to look aÍïer yourself ,.

Summary

The experience of nu¡se managers during the nurses, strike was

described in this chapter according to four major categories which emerged

from the data analysis: belonging; expectations; conflict; and coping.

The participants discussed their strike experience of belonging to two

groups which were in opposition to one another during the strike: nurses and

management' They also discussed their experiences as members of a nursing

management group which developed in unity and cohesiveness as the strike
progressed.

The participants' expectations for the strike experience and the strike

outcomes a¡e identiñed as to how these anticipations affected the participants,

responses to the strike. A major so'rce of frustration for the directors \¡ras not

knowing what to expect during a nurses' strike. The uncertainties ofa strike

situation prevented the directors from adequately preparing and developing

strategies to deal with the nurses'strike. positive and negative strike outcomes

are also described.
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conflict is the predominant category in the participants' experience. This

occ'rred largely in the interpersonal domains ofthe strike experience. conftict

was experienced by the participants as it affected them directly (i.e.,

personally) and indirectly (i.e., conflict with others).

The directors coped with the strike experience through the adaptation

of their leadership style in a "seige-like" environment. They found that as the

strike progressed a more autocratic leadership styre was required. physicians

and other non-nwsing personnel were instrumental in assisting the

participants to maintain a functionar facility. support from non-n'rsing seniors

also assisted the directors in coping r¡¡ith the duration of the strike.

A psychologist met with the participants immediately before the strike

termination. He was helpful to all, but one of the directors, in advising them

on strategies to cope with the return ofthe striking staff. A critical suggestion

to the directors, was not to take time offimmediatery in the post-strike phase,

but to wait until they got routines reestabrished in their respective areas.

several weeks post-strike the directors reflected on their strike

experience and offered suggestions that might be helpful to other nursing

managers, if faced with a nurses, strike in the futr¡re. Of the utmost

importance was the planning, preparation, and allocation of personnel

resources' the establishment of commr¡nication systems, the organization of

schedules for the nursing managers and non_nursing staff, and the
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establishment of good working relationships w-ith the non-nursing departments

and the nurses' union representatives.
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CIIAPTER V

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

This chapter is an analysis ofthe findings presented in chapter rv. The

discussion focuses on the impact of time as a critical factor in determining

how the directors of nursing experienced beronging, expectations, confrict and

coping during a nurses' strike. A schematic model of the four phases of a

nu¡ses'strike in reration to the erement of time, is used to represent how time

influenced the directors' strike experience. The propositions which emerged

from the findings of the study a,,e analyzed, as to their implications for

education, research, administration, a,'d practice in the nursing profession.

phases of a Nurses, Strike

The 1991 Manitoba nurses' strike, the rongest in canadian nursing

history, occurred over a period offour weeks. Distinct phases can be identified

in the participants' experience during the strike. The phases: assaurt; surwival;

reentry; and stabilization are represented in Figure 1.

Figure I
Phases of a Nurses' Strike
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This schematic model depicts the phases of the nurses, strike over time.

The wavy line indicates "the emotional highs and lows" experienced by the
directors dtrring the strike. The directors' positive experiences are depicted by
the crest of the wave; e.g., when relations with the union were going well and

when the participants anticipated that the strike would soon come to an end.

Negative emotions are depicted by the trough ofthe wave, such as when union-

management negotiations broke down and the nursing mânagers knew the

strike would carïy on for at reast another week. The arrows, continuing from

one phase and entering into another, represent a continuation or carrying over

of strike activities from one phase into the next. An example is the directors,

organization of work assignments which had to be adjusted to meet the

changing strike situation.

Adapting to changing strike demands was â coûtmon denominator for
the directors throughout the four phases ofthe strike. coping with chaage is

related to their internalized beliefs and feelings (Bailey, 19g0). Several theories

of change have been articulated by researchers. However, the unfreezing-

refreezing model of change proposed by Lewin (cited in Lubkin, 1gg0), most

closely reflects the directors' experience as they adapted to the changes

required of them during the strike.

Lewin described change according to three stages: unfreezing; moving;

and refreezing. During the "unfreezing" stage individuars are confronted with
a new situation in which their beriefs and perceptions of the situation are
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altered' During this phase, individuals may react in different ways to the
change, experiencing feelings ofinadequacy or adequacy in the new situation.

This is similar to the experience of the directors of nursing who described a

feeling of chaos and ,ncertainty in the initial time of the strike; i.e., the

assault phase.

According to Lewin, once individuals are ready to deal with their
feelings about the changed situation, they enter into the second stage of
change, "moving". "Moving" refers to the individual,s exproration of various

strategies to effect change and adapt to the situation. This is represented in
both the sr¡n ival and reentry phases ofthe directors, experience.

The final phase of Lewin's theory is termed "refreezing", referring to the
new strategies which are incorporated into the individuals, beriefs, feelings,

and interpersonal relationships. This final stage is comparabre to the reentry

and stabilization experience of the directors of nwsing post-strike. However,

Lewin describes "refreezing" as a fixed, stabre state in which the entire change

is stabilized. stabilization in the directors' experience was fluid and ever_

changing, at the time of this study.

Although Lewin,s change theory is generally representative of the

directors' of nursing strike experience, this theory does not encapsulate the
entirety of their encounter. For exampre, the distinct reentry and stab ization
phases are melded in Lewin's "refreezing" stage. This meld does not account

for the discrete properties of the directors, reentry and stabilization
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experiences' For example, during the reentry phase ofthe strike, the directors

ofnursing established task forces to deal with strike settlement demands. Task

force activities had not been totalry incorporated into the hospita's da'y
routine at the time of the research. In addition, in Lewin,s model leaving one

stage and entering another is contro[ed by the individua-l,s readiness to move

into the next stage. whereas, with ihe "phases of a Nu¡ses, strike,, moder

moving on to the next phase is externally controlred. For example, moving from

the surwival phase into the reentry phase is dependent upon union members,

acceptance of a settlement contract.

Phase One - Assault

The assault phase in the directors' strike experience is the period when

the participants were informed that the nurses had voted to go on strike. The

initial impact of this rearity occurred when the directors reported to work at
the beginning of the strike. The assar¡_lt phase represents approximately day

1 to day 7 ofthe strike and was characterized by feelings offroundering, chaos,

and confusion.

The research ñndings indicate that not knowing what was expected in
a strike situation served as a major source of frustration and stress for the
participants during the assaurt phase of the strike. Because of their rack of

experience with nursing strikes, as we as the lack of preparation for the

eventuality of a strike, the directors experienced disequilibrium when the
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strike was announced. During the first week of the strike, there was a great

deal of confusion su¡ror¡¡ding who was to do what, when, where, and how.

Nurses walking off the job and ,,leaving 
the patient,s bedside,, wâs an

emotional insult for the majority of the directors, and was viewed as a betrayal

of the nurses' professional obrigations. These factors led to the temporary

experience ofpowerlessness and disequilibrium, typical ofa crisis state (Gotch,

1987), and unique to the assault phase. The assaurt phase was further
characterized by the directors' experience oflack ofcontror. A sigrrificant aspect

of this lack of contror was the directors inability to define their rore

responsibilities during the first days ofthe strike. Expected to be both clinician
and manager, the directors described this period as ,,floundering,, 

around what
they were to do. These role changes encompassed assuming crinical practice

responsibilities, as well as managing emproyees in unfamiliar clinicar areas.

The assar¡lt phase was accompanied by expressions ofrole insufficiency; i.e.,

"a difficulty in the cognizant and or performance of a rore or of the sentiments

and goals associated with the rore behaviour as perceived by serfor significant

others" (Mitler, 1987, p. Z2). T]ne directors spoke of feeling inadequate and

uncertain about the expectations of their leadership rore in the assault phase

of the strike' As a resr¡It of the directors' uncertâin expectations, for
themselves and others, there was a period of time during which they
experienced role confusion and inadequacy,
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The directors, pre-strike participatory leadership style in which

employees have the freedom to choose the actions and interactions necessary

to accomplish a predetermined task (Bernhard & Walsh, 1gg0) was abandoned

dr:ring the assault phase. A more authoritative style was adopted. In an
autocratic leadership styre, the leader specifies the overall actions and
interactions of persomel (Bernhard & Walsh, 19g0). The autocratic leader is
the central focus of the group directing one-way communication to accomplish

organizational goa-ls. A participatory leadership approach was inefficient and
inexpedient during this time. This finding supports Hersey's and Branchard,s
(1988) situational readership theory, which suggests that the Ieader adapts the
type of leadership behaviou¡ to appropriately meet the demands of the
situation' However, the authoritative or directive style of leadership was

unfamiliar and uncomfortabre for some of the directors. This further
heightened their sense of disorder and chaos in the assault phase.

As we' as feeling uncertain about their leadership role, the directors
experienced grief because they were required to make substantiar changes in
their personal responsibilities as wives, mothers, and friends. The directors,
sense of disarray and lack of control during the assaurt phase, led them to
recogrrize the need for structures and procedures in the workplace, which
would provide the order and certainty they perceived were lacking.

Initially, the magtritude ofthe changes res'Iting from the strike caused

the directors to experience uncertainty and confusion about their rores and
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responsibilities. The assault phase may be likened to a crisis state, in which

the individuars involved experience an "upset" (caplan, 1964 cited in stanhope

& Lancaster, 1gg2) or disequilibrium and their usual probrem-solving

strategies prove ineffective. This state ofcrisis is generalry shortrived, folowed

by attempts to inject certainty and order into one's life (stanhope & Lancaster,

1992). The directors began to mobilize their resou¡ces in the next phase ofthe
strike, in order to cope with the overwhelming challenges presented by the

strike situation.

Phase Two - Survival

The time frame of phase two of the strike is represented from

approximately day 8 to day s1 ofthe strike. once the directors adjusted to the

initial impact of the strike situation, they were faced with ,,carrying 
on',.

su¡vival was utmost in the directors' minds during the first two or th¡ee weeks

of t'he strike. In this phase the directors initiated routines and structures to

cope with the strike environment and its demands. The newly established

procedures included: mechanisms for communication (e.g., daily union_

management meetings; a director,s strike communication book); the scheduling

of work assigtrments; mobilizing non_nursing personnel resources; and the

development of interpersonal support networks (e.g., the strike ,,venting

room")' Brown (1g80) craims that good communication procedures during a

nurses' strike are of paramount importance to ensure information is passed
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to prevent or stop rumours affecüng staff

The organizationar structu¡e and staff rores at alr revels in the
organization were altered sigrriñcantly during the strike. The facility, in a non-
strike situation, is organized according to a functional pattern in which the
major departments, such as nursing, are organized by functions (Charns &
schaefer, 1gg3). This basic structure of the nursing department is further
subdivided into divisions according to the medicar speciarty such as: medicine;

psychiatry; surgery; ambulatory care; obstetrics; g¡zraecology; or paediatrics.

The direct¿rs of n'rsing for the various nursing divisions reported directly to
the vice-president of mrrsing who, in turn, reported to the chief executive

ofñcer of the hospital. During the strike, the formal structure of the
organization was abandoned. In the emergent structure, the directors had

direct access to the executive officer of the hospital. The minimization of ,,red

tape" improved usual hospital efficiency. The day-to-day hospital operations,

meetings and commitments were put aside. The provision of safe care became

úhe paramount consideration. In an effort to ensu¡e that a safe lever ofpatient
câre was maintained throughout the strike, the directors controlled the main
hospital functions. within a traditional hospital structure, personner from
different departments (e.g., housekeeping; pastoral care) work together in the
delivery ofpatient care. This is informary referred to as a team overlay on the
functional structure (Charns & Schaefer, lgg3). The team overlay was
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accentuated during the strike. Hospital employees, not normally assigned to
nu'sing care, worked alongside non_striking m:rsing personnel, assisting with
nursing functions that were excruded Íiom the essential services, agreement.

During the strike, personnel from non-nursing departments reft their pre-strike

portfolios to work in the nursing clinical arenas.

In the survival phase of the strike, the directors perceived that u¡ion
personnel threatened their territory; i.e., the control of nursing care given in
the hospital. some of the directors berieved that the union was advocating

practices which were contradictory to the desired image of nursing. An
antagonistic relationship with the union developed and peaked in the survival
phase' Hostility and mistrust were most evident in the da'y union-

management meetings which served as a for.um to air contentious issues.

The directors expended much energy in the survival phase being
"visible" as capable and caring mânagers to the nursing staff. Although the

directors stated that their visibility was important during the strike for the

morale of the nursing staff and to convey their authority to the union, this
visibility appears to have served an additionar function: that of providing a

clear role for the directors during the strike situation. Estabrishing a new rore

definition served to minimize the role uncertainty and inadequacy which had

been pronounced in the assault phase.

In the assault and survival phases ofthe strike, the directors expected

support and leadership from the vice-president ofnursing. These expectations
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were not met during the strike. The perceived lack of support from this senior
n.rsing manager served as a catalyst to the deveropmenú ofgroup cohesiveness

among the directors. The directors assumed the administrative and leadership
roles which they perceived their vice president had abandoned. Eventualry, the
senior m:rsing manager resigrred. The directors berieved that the strike was

a prec'rsor to the vice president's leaving her position. A head nurse writing
about t'he support she received f¡om the nursing director during a nurses,

strike reported a similar experience as the directors in this study, claiming

that her nursing director did not work throughout the strike, was not visibre,

and lost her job when the strike ended (Forfa, 19gT).

\üeek three ofthe strike was the turning point for the directors. At úhis

stage, the fatigue and the "not knowing,' when the nurses would return to

work, resurted in disillusionment and emotional and physicar stress. However,

as a resurt of the skill of the directors of the hospital, personnel were

f'nctioning effectivery in the emergent strike organization. This new

organization evolved as ifbased on basic military organizationar principles of
intelligence, command., control, and communication structures. The
maintenance of a viable organization, which was is adaptabre, nimble and serf-

sustaining is achieved by establishing intelligence (information) centres,

creat'ing semi-autonomous units, fostering close team work, and attending to
the channels of commu¡rication (Hall, 1g91). The directors of nursing
maintained a self-sustaining orgaaization characterized by: operating a strike
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control centre where information was shared, work schedules and assigrments

disseminated, and group cohesiveness of the non_striking personnel was

enhanced (intelligence and the promotion ofteam work); identifying for each

shift an "in-charge" director to ass'me the command and contror of the hospitar

with a direct line to the chief executive director, accessibiJity to at staff
through the use of a pager, and maintaining a mãrageable bed census level
(command and contror); and creating centrar comm'nication procedures, such

as the directors' of nursing commr¡nication book and the daily
union/management meetings (communication networks). Five direct¡rs

perceived themserves as being in control ofthe facility throughout the strike.

However, by week three, the strike controlred these directors. Their ,,whole 
rife,,

revolved around the strike and the directors became obsessed with the strike.
They lived, ate, and breathed the strike. For the directors, there was no

escaping the strike situation. In describing the perspectives of nurses on a
picket line, Arbeiter (1984, p.55) quotes a nurse saying, ,,you get tired of
walking the picket line, but you also get tired of living, breathing, and eating

the strike".

The directors' rores as mother, wife and friend were in direct
competition with their strike obligations. The directors, attention and energy

were needed to survive the strike. This had a direct impact upon the directors,

families, especially their ch'dren. The family versus the professionaì

obligations' dilemma d'ring the strike insidiously wore the directors down
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physically and emotionalry. In order to "survive" the duration ofthe strike, the
directors were required to adapt to the strike situation by drawing on alr their
personal internal and external supports e.g., leadership and managerial skills;
family; peer; and interdisciplinary personnel supports.

Following week three, the directors reported that with the necessary

structures in place for the hospitar, they felt better prepared to cope with the

changing demands of the strike situation. Findings ofan investigation ofan
Alberta hospital, in which additional workloads were required because

neighbo'ring facilities were strike bo'nd, indicated that the staff nurses,

ability to cope deteriorated as the strike progressed (Hibberd & Norris, 1g90).

However, the findings of this research suggest that the directors of nursing,

although physically and emotionally spent, coped more effectively in the
survival phase than they had in the assaurt phase. The structures and strike
procedures which the directors had instituted enabled them to cope better as

the strike progressed.

In the second phase of the strike, the directors altered their initial
cog:ritive definition ofthe strike situation. This was accomplished by redefining

their leadership role to incorporate the changed expectations ofothers. As wel
they established new methods of communication within the facility.

They began to r¡¡rderstand the d emma of nurses who regretted not
being able to ca¡e for patients during the strike. This understanding supports

the literatr¡¡e that craims that nurses face a perso'ar dilemma when they
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refuse to provide patient care, a contradiction to their values as a nurse
(Baumgart, 1988; Connelly, Dahlen, Evans, & Wicker, 1929).

Defining strike expectations for the director,s rore and those of the rores
of others, assisted the directors to enhance the predictability of the strike
situation, during the survival phase. This predictability enabred them t¿
experience an increased sense ofcontrol. This finding is similar to Hibberd and

Norris' (1990) discovery in their investigation of staff nurses, in which they
reported that the ab ity to predict and adapt to circumstances contributed to
the nurses'ability to carry on throughout the strike.

The cognitive redefinition of the survivar phase is in keeping with
Lewin's "moving" phase of change theory in which the individual initiates new
perceptions, actions, and standards in an attempt to achieve equilibrium in the
crisis situation. In this phase, the directors became open to new ways of
behaving and perceiving in the strike situation. This exproration enabred them
to "move" from disequilibrium to equilibrium.

Phase Three . Reentrv

Commencing with the return of the unionized nurses to the facility, the
reentry phase lasted ÍÌom a few days to several weeks. The rength of the
reentry phase for the individual directors was dependent upon a number of
factors: the degree to which the directors' clinicar portforio was affected by the
nurses' walk out; the degree to which the director perceived that
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unionized,/non-'¡rionized rerationships had been strained during the strike; the
degree ofbitterness and disappointment experienced by the directors, nursing
staffin regards to the strike settlement (in the facility in the study, only 51
percent ofthe nurses voted to accept the contract); and the degree to which the
strike was a personal and professional dilemma for the director,s nursing staff.

The reentry phase was characterized by the directors' attempts to reorganize

themselves and the management of their clinical portforios. The directors

attempted to retu¡n their respective work areas back to "normal,' or to a pre-

strike state' Most of the directors reported that this took approximately two

to three weeks to "get control,,in the clinical areas and regain a ,,normal,,pre-

strike level of functioning. During the reentry phase, the directors resumed

their pre-strike participative leadership style and traditional communication

lines within the organizational structure ofthe facility. Each director chose not
to take time off from the facility until the pre_strike status was achieved.

During the reentry phase of the strike, a rebuilding of relationships

between striking and non-striking personnel was required. The nursing
managers and unionized staff began to estabrish task forces and strategies to
deal with strike settlement issues. This process flowed into the next phase of
the strike. The relationship difficuriies experienced by n'rses returning to
work after the strike had been settred, is consistent with observations made

in the anecdotar riterature. These difficulties are primarily related to
animosities which arise during a strike and which serve to maintain group
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cohesiveness and a sense of purpose among striking nurses during the strike
and the immediate aftermath (Baird, 19gg; Forfa, 19g7; Van Meter, 1986).

Although the majority of the directors, efforts during this time were

focused providing support and guidance to staff nurses, head nurses, unit
assistants, and r¡¡it crerks, many of the directors began to demonstrate somatic

and psychological symptoms of the physical and emotional insult from the

strike experience. The strike may be likened to a trauma which res'rts in both
physical and emotional stress. post-traumatic stress disorder is defined as a

condition which occurs when an individuar is required to cope with a traumatic

event by postponing the experience of stress until the trauma is complete

(Horowitz, 1985). An example of post_traumatic stress disorder is the

experience of viet Nam veterans who required hospitarization upon their
return to civ'ization, because of stress rerated t¿ memories of wa¡. In combat,

an individual may postpone experiencing strong emotional reactions because

these have the potential to interfere with the ability to function at the scene

of the trauma. A key symptom of post-traumatic stress disorder is the

intrusion of the traumatic event or events into one,s consciousness. The

intrusive thoughts or images present as flashbacks, nightmares, panic attacks,

and hallucinations (Horowit z, lgg2).

Investigators conceptualizing the consequences of traumatic situations

have identified several indicators inherent to post-traumatic stress disorder
(Holroyd & Lazarus, 1gg2). These are: helplessness; anger; guilt; marital
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problems; depression; isolation; recurrent dreams; insomnia; memory
impairrnent; substance abuse; eating disorders; avoidance of events or things

that might stimulate memories; and depression (Casper, 1gg4; Dewane, 1gg4;

Mullis, 1984; Norman, 1982; Rahe, 19g6; Stretch, 1986). Five of the directors

in this study, experienced several ofthese syrnptoms during the reentry phase.

A post''Iation is that the directors were u¡rable to experience the traumatic

effects of the strike because of their personal and organizational expectation

that they appeâr "in contror" and capable of handring strike-related crises to
others in the facility. Not until the strike was over did the directors alrow

themselves the lux'ry of experiencing the strike-rerated stress. Not all of the
directors experienced post-traumatic stress syrnptoms in the reentry phase.

This may have occurred because some directors did not view the strike
situation as a major th¡eat to their usuar readership role or to their image of
the profession or status and contror authority in the organization. In these

situations, the strike resulted in minimal or even positive changes for the
directors.

Significantly, the directors were required to cope with their personal

post-traumatic stress, wh e at the same time assist the nursing staff,
particularly the head nurses, to dear with similar difficulties. From the clinical
perspective, an individuar who is experiencing a post-traumatic stress w l be

at considerable disadvantage to mobilize the necessary internar resources to

effectively counsel and support employees in similar circumstances.
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The directors, portrayal of the head nurses as the personnel most

traumatized by the strike experience may be exprained by the duaristic

alliances ofhead nurses in this hospital as both management and unionized

staff. Head nurses belong to the same r¡nion as their staff. In a strike situation

the conflict inherent in this was probabry heightened. The head nurses were

in a difficult situation during the strike.

The opportunity for the directors' gtoup to get together post-strike

appears to have met the need for critical incident stress debrieñng. Debriefing,

in which individuars are able to discuss their feelings and reactions to a
trauma, has been found to be an effective measure in resolving post_traumatic

stress disorder (Jameison, lggg). Dannemiller, Lippitt, and Rogers (19g2)

conducted voluntary meetings with striking head mr¡ses and nursing

supervisors post-strike. Debriefing provided the various groups with the

opportunity to vent feerings about the strike, discuss post-strike folrow-up

plans, and establish strategies to implement contract demands. Although their
reasons are not entirely clear, the directors chose not to avail themselves ofthe

opportunity to consult the hospitar psychorogist. Instead, the directors

established informal networks with each other in which they shared their ,,war

stories" about their strike experience. Diekelmann (1gg1) states that the

sharing of stories by nurses assists to estabrish communities ofsupport. In the

sharing of personal narratives n.oses are abre to revear themserves to one

another and to receive the advice and guidance needed to resolve problems.
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Another function of the directors, sharing group appears to be that they
recognized that they were not alone in their experience of the strike as a
traumatic event.

The reentry phase of the directors' strike experience was a time of
repair, reintegration, and reorganization. The formalization of reorganized

routines, relationships, structures and responsibilities initiated in the reentry

time period, was accomprished in the following phase of the strike experience,

the stabilization phase.

phase Four . Stabilization

The time frame of the stabilization phase from end of reentry and was

ongoing at the time of data colrection. This phase encompassed the

stabilization of pre-strike routines and rerationships. Aspects of the directors,

reentry phase were stabilized in this time period. For example, the pre-strike

work schedules and routines were firmly in place during this period.

Some features of the directors, reentry experience (e.g., post_traumatic

stress s¡rmptoms) were not yet resolved at the time of the research. The

directors continued to work with staff, especially with the head nurses, to

rebuild relationships that had been severed during the strike. The duration of
the "hard feelings" which were related to the strike varied among the directors

in the stabilization period. This ñnding is sim'ar to experiences of nurses

involved in the 1g81 Minnesota nurses'strike in which the duration ofnurses,
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anger about the strike varied with individuals (Forfa, 19g7). At the time of the
research, there existed anger and resentment between some of the directors

and members of the unionized nursing staff. During the stabilization phase

strategies to meet the settlement demands were put in place (e.g., task forces

were established to attend to contract settlement demands). In this phase,

when the directors were satisfied that their portfolios were functioning at a
pre-strike level, they took time off from work for rest and relaxation.

For the directors, this phase represented the time in which they were

able to detach themselves from their personal experience of the strike, and to

integrate the experiences and emotions of the nursing staff. The stabilization
phase was a time for the directors to reflect upon their strike experience,

identify the positive and negative outcomes of the strike, and record the

lessons learned in preparation for the eventuality of a future nwses, strike.

The stabilization phase also marked the time, for the directors to ,,tell their
story".

A return to pre-strike equ'ibrium is the focus of this phase. This was

accomplished by the routinization of strategies initiated in the reentry phase.

In the stabilization phase the directors stretched their own vision of the strike
experience to sha¡e that of others involved in the strike. It marks a time in
which many of the directors were physicarly and emotionally able to attempt

to understand a''d respond to the varied experiences of the striking nursing
staff. This enriched vision of the strike experience facilitated efforts to enable
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staff u¡rionized nurses to have a voice in both the identification and the
resolution of strike related concerns. The directors' expectation that they
shor¡ld assume responsibility for the care and support of nurses who had
retu¡ned to work is in keeping with Gilligan,s (19g4, cited in Belenky, Clinchy,

Goldberger, & Tarule) assertion that women organize their relations with
others around notions of responsibility and care.

Recommendations

The following recommendations incorporate the fou¡ categories of the

research findings: belonging; expectations; conflict; and coping. They relate to
proposed changes in nursing practice, administration, education, and research.

Expectations and Conflict

As conflict was often experienced by the directors during the strike

whenever their expectations for themserves or others were uncrear or incorrect,

the recommendations which are rerevant to the directors, expectations w l be

discussed together with those arising from the findings pertaining to conflict.

The directors' expectations for their strike experience were dependent on their
level of preparation for and their revel of experience with nursing strikes.

Nursing education in canada has not traditiona[y addressed how leadership

roles are changed during a strike or crisis situation. since nursing strikes are

a relatively new phenomenon in Canadian nursing history, most nursing
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managers would be unprepared in experience and education for the changes

which a strike situation demands in a manager,s role.

This research w'l contribute to the paucity of information availabre

about a director of nursing's role during a nr¡¡ses, strike. certain struct'rar
factors may contribute to a nursing manager's ability to predict and manage

in a n'rsing strike situation. For example, when faced with a potentiar strike,
nursing managers wourd be assisted by a strike manual that outlines general

policies and procedures to use dr:ring a nurses, strike. communication

procedures (e.g', meetings, written commr¡nication) must be established for the
strike during the pre-assault phase. The directors in this study indicated that
prepatory meetings in which practical deta , such as scheduled hours of work,
roles and responsibilities, were addressed would have eriminated much of their
initial anxiety and confusion during the assault phase of the strike. Non-
nursing personnel require preparation and training for their strike rore before

a strike conìmences. This wourd eriminate the necessity to take the time and

to use already committed resources at, the onset of a strike to train personnel

for their strike responsibilities.

Based upon the lessons learned from this strike experience in
collaboration with other non-striking personnel, the directors in this study
could develop strategic plans for a futu¡e nu¡ses'strike. The pranning ahead

for a strike may contribute to the directors' perceived control and predictability
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related to another strike. The sharing ofthese prans with other facilities may
assist nursing managers to have accurate expectations ofa strike experience.

The research indicated that the directors and other personnel (r¡¡ion and
non union) were often uncrear about their responsib'ities during the strike.
Much of this confusion was related to ambiguities within and the

misinterpretation of the essential services' agreement. Further research is
necessary in order to determine whether essential services, agreements

contribute to the effective functioning ofa hospital during a nu¡ses, strike. An
analysis of what proved to be probrematic and ambiguous in the essential

services' agreement of the hospital in this study wourd be helpful in identifring
how clarity of essential seryices' contracts may be achieved.

The research findings indicate that the directors were required to change

their usual leadership styre during the strike. The directors, strike ownership
and need for control as a means of reestablishing equ'ibrium during the

survival phase of the strike suggests that directors of nursing need to be

prepared to assume a "command" rore during a strike situation. carefur
attention to the development of effective readership behaviour through
education and planned work experience is essential. These rearning situations

could provide opport'nity for students to hear nursing managers and nursing
staff tell their stories of their strike experiences. This sharing would have the
potential beneñt of enabling students to view a nurses, strike as one which
impacts upon all players.
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Further research is needed to investigate the knowledge and skills

required by nursing managers to be effective during a strike (e.g., negotiation).

Additional exploration could provide insight as to which ofthese skills shourd

be incorporated into both graduate and underg::aduate nursing curricura and

other informal educational activities.

During the strike, the directors were expected t¿ fulñl both the

manâgement and the clinician roles. The opportunity to maintain clinical

competence is not always feasibre in a nursing leadership position. The rever

ofacute and great change in crinicar practice (i.e., rapidly changing technology

and patient treatment plans) negate any maintenance of high revel crinicar

competence by nursing managers. Further, the time demands of administrative
jobs in complex organizations rike hospitals, prevent them from having many

occasions to update and maintain their crinicar skilrs. However, when a strike
is imminent, the directors would beneñt from the opportunity to upgrade the

clinical skills demanded of them during a strike situation.

BelonEing

As members of the same profession as the striking personnel, the

directors of nursing assumed ownership of the strike. As a resurt, they
perceived that they were essentially responsible for maintaining safe patient,

care throughout the strike. prestrike, the directors relied on the head nurses
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primar'y' to monitor for safe care. A so'¡ce of gïave concern to most of the
directors was the apparent deterioration of the quality of patient care during
the strike' The establishment of indicators to measure the quality of patient
care throughout a nurses'strike are necessary, in order to determine whether
the directors, perceptions are accurate.

Related to the delivery of quality care during the strike, was the mix
of nursing and non-nu¡sing staffin each clinicar area. No research or relevant
literature regarding appropriate staffmixes for a strike situation were rocated.

The patient-care outcomes related to stafñng mix dr:ring a strike require
fu¡ther investigation.

During the stab ization phase of the strike, the directors supported
nwses who had returned to work. This was a demonstration of their caring
and commitment to professionar colreag'ues. The directors reported that they
had had difficurty dealing with their own stress post strike, wh'e being
expected to support and provide guidance to a frustrated and angry staff.
Further research is required in order to determine how directors may most
effectively support returning staff post_strike.

According to the directors, the head nu¡ses appeared to have

experienced partic'lar difficutty in returning to their management role aÍter
the strike' The repercussions of the head nurses' membership in the same

union as the staff they supen ise, while at the same time assuming
responsibility for management decisions, has yet to be investigated. This is
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particularly relevant during a strike situation when the head nurses, dual
loyalties are in direct conflict. The directors reported that they had experienced

a backlash from the head nurses' frustrations when they returned to work. A
better r¡nderstanding of strike experiences ofunionized head nurses courd yield
valuable information that may assist directors of nursing to effectivery deal

with head nurses when they return to the workprace and realign their
loyalties with management post strike.

The fostering of relationships with unionized staff and leaders before

a st'rike occurs is advantageous to working relationships d'ring the strike.

Brainstorming sessions between union and mânâgement personnel in the

afûermath of their recent strike experience could be used to generate public

forums (e.g., conferences; workshops) which address strategies to promote

effective working rerationships, and the interpersonal confricts which both

managers and rution staff experience when they appear to have opposing

agendas during a strike.

The majority of literature which pertains to nurses' strikes emphasizes

negative outcomes' However, this research indicates that some aspects ofthe
directors' strike experience were positive, such as retu'rring to clinical nursing

and t'he development ofthe directors' of nursing group cohesiveness. Directors

of nursing who are facing their first nurses'strike need to be aware that the

strike may not be an entirery negative experience. This may serve to reassure
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them that there are some satisfactions and rewards to be reaped for nursing
mânagers from a strike.

The long-term effects of the strike on the directors, relationships with
one another, with head nurses, and with 

'nion nursing staff have not been

explored in this study' However, a rongitudinar study of this nature may

identify outcomes of the strike experience which were not recognized in this
resea¡ch.

Copinq

A major contributing factor to the directors' ab'ity to cope with the
prolonged strike situation was related to the support they received from family
members and füends. During the survival phase of the strike, this support was

critical to the directors' ability to "carry on" and dear with the changing strike
demands of the strike situation. The effect of the strike on fam'y members is

not known' A¡ understanding of the impact a nurses' strike has on non-

strikers is needed. such an investigation may provide insights which help to

ameliorate the support role of significant others in fut're nurses, strikes.

This study suggested that there are several formal and informal

supports which cor¡ld be made ava able to m:rsing manâgers in the survival
phase and post-strike (e.g., a "venting room"). The research did not investigate

the effectiveness of these measures. A,' in-depth analysis of the psychosociar

needs of staff and nursing directors during a strike could assist hospital
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administrators to develop and implement appropriate resources to help staff
deal with the day-to-day strike stressors, as welr as post-traumatic stress.

A traumatic experience, such as a nurses, strike may require individuals
to seek debriefing opportunities with professional counselors and colleagues.

The debriefing services available to the directors (e.g., the informal meetings

with the directors, group) post-strike assisted them to achieve partial
equilibrium during the reentry and stabilization phases of the strike. The
timing of these opportuaities, as we' as these struct'res are not known.

should a hospitar psychologist be used or is it better to refer staff to a
counsellor outside of their employing facility?

The directors stated that they expected and needed the support and
direction from their vice president of nursing during the strike. Their
perception was that their vice president of nursing did not meet these

expectations. This research study did not investigate the perspective ofthe vice
president of nursing concerning the strike experience. A study of the strike
experiences ofthe vice presidents ofnursing in tertiary-care fac ities and other
facilities is required; i.e., what factors impact upon a vice president of n'lsing,s
ability to provide leadership in a nurses, strike situation?

Summary

This chapter has included an analysis of the four major categories

emerging from the findings of the research study and identified in chapter rv.
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The discussion was organized in reration to time as a critical factor in the
directors' of nursing strike experience. The stages of the directors, strike
experience was ilrustrated by means of the "phases of a nurses, strike"
schematic model.

As the directors were initiaty conÍïonted with the strike situation, they

experienced temporary disorganization; i.e., the assau_lt phase. This was

followed in the su¡vival phase by attempts to cope with the mr¡ltitude of
changes resu-lting ÍÌom the strike. The directors attempted to establish

equilibrium in the workplace by instituting a number of structures and
procedures in the reentry phase. The finar phase, stabilization, was incomplete

at the time of data collection. During this phase, routines and rerationships

established in the reentry period were formalized.

A critical factor in the stabilization phase as related to Lewin,s

"refreezing" stage, is the acceptance and incorporation into the organizational

structure changes that resulted from personnel's strike experiences. one thing
is certain, the strike had an impact on aI those invorved. Although the

directors in the reentry and stabilization phases, were busy attempting to
reestablish a pre-strike state, the organizational climate w l never be the same

again' There is no turning back for the individuars and groups that survived

the strike.

The discussion of the research findings incruded recommendations for
fwther action and study. These proposed changes were discussed in reration
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to nursing practice, administration, education, and research. euestions have
been raised which must be answered before the entirety of the strike
experience can be understood,
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CTIAPTER VI

SUMMARY

This study explored the experiences of directors of nursing in a large

tertiary-care facility during a month-long nurses, strike. valuable data

emerged from the directors' recount of their working in a ,,seigeJike,, 
strike

enyironment for a prolonged period of time. Their story is touched with
emotion and dominated by a consistent theme of their determination to
"survive" the longest nurses' strike in canadian history, wh e at the same

time assuming responsib ity for ensuring safe patient câre was given in the

hospital. Ethnographic interviews were employed as the method of choice for
data collection. Two interviews were conducted for each ofthe seven directors,

both interviews rasted approximatery two hours. The taped interviews were

transcribed. A content anaJysis of the data reveared four main categories:

belonging; expectations; conflict; and coping.

Belonging

The directors ofnursing experienced belonging to two groups during the
strike; management and nursing. They assumed ownership of the strike,

because their professional colleagues were on strike. Dr:ring their strike, the

directors became direct caregivers on the nursing unit, carrying out specific

nursing functions. Yet, as nursing managers, they were required to provide the

leadership for the facility throughout the strike. some of the directors of
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nu-rsing had difficulty accepting that their coleagues were on a picket rine.

striking by nurses was viewed as an abdication ofprofessional responsib ities
to give patient care. Despite their reservations about strikes, the directors

supported and cared for striking nr:rses during the strike and after the strike
was over. Yet, the directors organized the response to the strike inside the

hospital' This was their strike and they assumed the command and contror

within the strike bound facility.

Expectations

The directors' expectations of what a strike would be like prior to the

strike, were vague and ilr-defined. None had previous experience with a nurses,

strike. Their primary sor¡¡ce of knowredge about the strike experience was

media reports of other nurses' strikes. The lack of formal preparation for the

strike was a handicap' They expected to assume an enhanced readership rore,

but with the same basic styre or approach to leadership throughout, the strike.

These expectations were not rearized, at least not initially. In the chaos and

confusion of the first week of the strike, the directors assumed an autocratic

leadership style in order to maintain control and certainty within the hospital

and for themselves personaty' The directors quickry discovered that
alternative organizationar and commu¡rication systems had to put in place

during the strike to enabre the facility to function. Arthough the directors
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expected the strike to be a negative personal experience, they fou'd that there
were positive outcomes from the strike.

Con_flict

The major source for conflict during the strike, was alterations or
questions concerning personal and interpersonar expectations. The directors

found that the various roles they had to play during the strike, in their
mânâgement and nursing spheres were often ambiguous and contradictory.

Relationships with the union readers and striking staff nurses were strained

and confrontational, especialy as the rength of the strike wore on. conflict
arose primar y as a result of constant changes in the interpretations of the
essential seryices' agreement among the strike players. The agreement was

implemented differently on various nursing u¡rits in the hospital and often

changed daily' The nurses' exercising their strike option, served as a personal

conflict for some of the directors: nurses striking was viewed by them as a
betrayal ofthe public and the profession.

Visibility of the directors on the nursing units was perceived by the
directors to be important, This visibility reinforced their ,,boss,,status 

with the
unionized nursing staff and assisted the directors to maintain control of the

organization throughout the strike.
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Coping

The directors drew on internal and external supports in order to cope

r¡¡ith the unfamiliar and often excegsive demands of the sürike environment.

They relied on one another and on the interdisciprinary team for support and
guidance throughout the strike. Al emergent cohesive gïoup was critical to the

directors ability to deal with changing strike demands.

coping during the strike, can be attributed to the directors incorporating

a basic military organizational structr¡¡e of inteüigence, command and control

and communication. This structure was characteri zed by: the employment of
a command and control strike centre which served as a debriefing or venting
room for the directors and other non-striking staff, the fostering of non-

unionized staff relationships, the organization of work assignments and the
sharing of strike information; and the estabrishment of new communication

networks (e.g., a director,s communication book).

Family and füends were strong supports for the directors during the
strike. The directors' strike responsibilities demanded that they focus their
attention and energies on the strike situation. This obsession with the strike,
suggests that the strike physically and emotionalry controled the directors.

Although the directors coped with the stressf'_l strike environment

throughout the strike, some experienced symptoms of post-traumatic stress
post strike.
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Time

Time was identified as a major determinant of the nature of the
directors' strike experience' The four major categories that emerged from the
data analysis were discussed in this report, according to a schematic model of
the phases of a nu¡ses, strike: assault; survival; reentry; and stabilization.

The first week of the directors' strike experience is described as the

assault phase. Lack ofpreparation for the strike, combined with the directors,

unfamiliarity with strikes, resulted in their experiencing powerressness,

disequilibrium, role confusion, and rore inadequacy. This phase lasting
approximately a week, was characterized by a sense of chaos. In an attempt

to bring order to the perceived chaos, the directors adopted an authoritarian

leadership style.

The assault phase of the strike was fo[owed by the surr.ival phase (day

8 to 31) in which the directors recognized that in order to ,,survive,,the 
strike

experience a new structure had to be put in place to cope with the crisis. More

efñcient communication and organization structures needed to be instituted.

The roles of the directors became streamlined to focus rargely on the delivery

of safe patient, care. communication with the executive officer of the hospitat

bypassed the usual organizational lines of communication during the strike.

The post-strike reentry phase varied with individual directors as to its
du¡ation. In this time period, the directors focused their energies on ret'rning
the facility to its pre-strike state. Much of their attention was directed toward
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supporting nursing staff, particurarry head nurses, who were experiencing

considerable diffic'tty making the transition from the picket line to their first-
line management role. In the reentry phase, several directors began to
experience s¡nnptoms of post-traumatic stress. They coped with these

symptoms by sharing "war stories" of their strike experience with one another,

The stab ization phase ofthe directors' strike experience occurred when

t'he relationships and the structures instituted in the reentry phase had

become formalized, routine, yet changed. At the time of the research, many

aspects ofthe reentry phase (e.g., rerationships with unionized stafÐ had not
become stabilized.

The degree to which the strike experience affected individuals varied.

However, everybody directly or indirectly was and is affected by the nurses,

strike' The personal meaning of the strike experience and the estabrishment

of structures to deal with the outcomes a¡d aftermath ofthe strike resulted in
irreversible change for the hospital. For the directors and other hospital
personnel there is no going back.

Recommendations

Insights gained by the directors from this nurses, strike experience are

valuable to the participants and to other nurses who may face a nurses,strike.

Recommendations for mrrsing practice, such as planning and preparation;

building relationships with staff and 
'nion 

representatives; preparing fam'y
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members and füends; and the estabrishment of communication systems for a
strike situation were made. The imprications for nursing educationar

progranìmes were discussed. Further study is needed to determine how and
where nursing in formal and informal education, include the content directed

at assisting nurses to manage during a nurses' strike. Recommendations for
future research regarding nurses'strikes were made.

Suggested Research euestions

Nursing literature lacks studies regarding experiences with nurses,

strike' The prolonged nature of the 1gg1 Manitoba mrrses, strike lent to

valuable exploration. Research will has contribute to nursing,s knowledge base

about the process and consequences ofa nu¡ses'strike. An enriched knowledge

base would aid nurses in preparation for coping with a nurses,strike.

This study investigated the experiences of nursing directors only, and

is but one piece of the puzzle' other perspectives are needed to complete the
picture; specifically, those of: the staffnurses; head nurses; senior nursing and

non-nwsing executives; non-nursing personnel; union leaders at the local and
provincial levels; families of the players in the strike; and the patients and

their families.
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Conclusion

The Manitoba m¡¡ses' strike of 1gg1 is the longest nurses, strike in
canadian history, but not the first. presumably, it will not be the last. This

study indicates that few players escape being touched by a nurses, strike. For

nurses, regardless oftheir position in the health-care organization, the changes

a st'rike creates affects them, on a personar and organizational revel, forever.

Optimistically, however, lessons learned from this nurses, strike and

communicated in this report may reduce the trauma for health-care personnel

involved in future nurses' strikes. However, better st l wourd be to find
alternatives to strike, as a means for mr¡ses to resolve their professional

concerns' The real sorution then, is to sort out how society resolves rabour

relations' issues and clearly demonstrates to nu¡ses how valuable their
contribution is to society's potential wellbeing. society must find new ways to

settle labour disputes in critical areas of society, such as hearth ca¡e. The

question to be asked is, is it appropriate for society's leaders to support and

promote a system that forces nurses to hold an entire provinces at ransom, in
order to achieve important professional goals?
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Appendix 1

Data Collection Guide

1. Ele¡nents of
Perspectives

Ideas about the
strike and
leadership role
prior to the
strike

Definition of
setting

Interview

2. Ássumptions
about the
leadership role

* Ideas,* Actions,* Judgements

Relationship
between
perspective and
behaviour

3. Contextual
variables
which
influence

factors
affecting
leadership roìe
perceived
support

Relationship
between
perception and
behaviou¡

Interview

Synthesizing
perspective
and practice

+ judgements
* post-strike

actions

future
conside¡ations if
another strike
occurs



1.

Appendix 2

Interview Guide

Data Collection Research and Interview euestions

Elements of perspective.

a. What did you think and feel about nurses, strikes prior to yourstrike experience?

b. What did you believe ab.out the leadership role of a director ofnursing prior to your strike experience?

Assumpúions about the leadership role of a director of nursingduring a nursest strike.

a. Prior to the strike what did you thinJ< your leadership role as adirector of nursing during a Ãmr." *ã"íJ tul
How did your actual experience reflect these perceptions?

b. T"y at{ the wav_.il which you enacted your leadership roleduring the strike differ from tire *"vì" *ru"f, y";;;;;lly-;;;;
this role in non-strike conditions?

c' wh¿t surprises/difficurties did you encouater in your interactionswith unionized nurses during ifru .t¡tài- --
How did you respond to thesã situations?

d. What surprises/difficulties did you encounter in your interactionswith non-r¡nionized personnet 
- 
auring- ihã it¡f."f HJil dtJ ;;;respond to these situations?

Contextual variables which influence perspectives.

a. What factors/events influenced,the way in which you enacted yourleadership role during the strike?* time/duration of the strike* perceived- support from superiors, peers, subordinates* quality of communication
* scheduled hours worked* responsibilities at home

2.

3.



+ essential seryices contract

4. Synthesizing perspective ârrd practice.

a. Now that the strike is over how do you feel about it?

b. How has your strike experience affected the way in which youregard nurses, strikes toiay?

c, If there was to be_a¡other nurses, strike in your hospital, wouldyou do anything differently as you erracted;";, Ëã;;'*;;i;during the strike? Ifso, what?"

d. What informatio¡ or resources wor:ld you have liked to prepareyou for your strike experience?
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Appendix 4

Telephone Guide

Hello, this is Beverley.Anderson calring. I am a graduate student in theNursing prosïam at the Univerrity of M;;;;f"l'i' pä*i.r tu*ñ;;?;;program, I am conducring.a.research studv on tÀ" i."""î"äï;îäi"îManitoba' I am interestø, i" i"*.ug"tì"ä trtu 
'p."ronar 

experiences of adirector of nursing who worked tfr.""gËã"ì-in. .i¡L".
Your participation in the study would involve two interviews conductedby me. The interviews rvill take 

";;";;i-;;dv T*o no,r". each and will bearranged at a place and time convãnient to yo,r. 
-itre 

i"iãJ"*',,.ärr-":k ;;questions about your experience during thä 
-si¡i", 

urrd p*ti.Jã+- rå""perception of your leadership role.

, You are not, required to participate in the study if you choose not to. Ifyou do wish to participate, yo.r.ølt 
"ot 

¡u 
"uq"ir.à t" "rír*""ã";ö;;";you choose not to. you may-withdraw fr"; th:;;y at any time. The studvmay not be of any direcr or immediate b"""fitil;;;i üîää:É';"Ji#other nurse mânâgers if conÍionted ;th ; ñl;""ir¡rses, strike.

Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions that you mavhave. My telephone numbers are Home: - - 
_ia'w"rÏ;'- -'-"':if äiagree to participate, I would like to set up a time and place ti' rhe 

-d"Isî
interview. Thank you.



Appendix õ

^_-^*rT:^,rîur,: :.,ilÏ; ::ï::,;:"'T'"",""" invesrigaring rheexperiences of directors of nursing ¿""irig trte recent nurses, strike inManitoba, The study is designed u, ã".;;;;i?" .,Ji.rg u ,.rr-."pãrt ;#;ä. ïis exploratorv in that there is essentiarþ io 
".irü"ã i"r"""r"tîã" *-"*Ji"gdirectorg'work experiences during u 

"""iuì;rirtîä. Th" p.rrpo." ofthis studyis to gain an understanding of thã job 
""ã"i"ãlïi'iirectors of nursing duringa nurses'strike, The e¡esific objective is ó desc;be trte le"aåi.rrip ;;;"rili;"of directors of nursing during tire nurses; ,hfl;.^"

The participants for the study will meet the following criteria:
1, female;
2, employed in. a director of nursing position;
3. seryed in this position for at leas't one year; and
4. worked for the duration of the strike,

The research plan is to conduct two interviews lasting approximatelytwo hours each, The interviews will be il;; t" a place and at a timeconvenient to the participant. The interviews *iU ¡. ñdÀ¿;;.il";ädquestions which wil be disclls_sed øtrt trt. p"*ti"ipurrî ui trr. "r"t-rãï ãiîiäinterviews, The informant will be free ø 
""rls-e 

to-ãrrsv¡er any question(s) andmay withdraw from the study.-ar aly time- o".t, i"t.Jä;;äï'hp;
recorded and the interwiewer will maËe interøãw notes and memos. At thecommencement of the ñrst interview the informant will be gt;; ;;;ä;number which'¡¡ill be used to identifr alr int.*i"rãua. the pa"tîcipaitb ;;ã;number will only be known to the researcher aná ïne pa"ticipant, Ail interviewinformation a¡d transcriots.of same *titå r..piìì ä lo.t Ë¿ nii"ã .ã-¡*"i1"the researcher's home. ' 

.The ;;td; 
"ãp*ã'åi'iire study or any tuturepublication ofthe study rvill use.the .o¿.ã-¿uiu o" group findings so that theparticipants'identity_is protecte_d. copies of lranffitr urra 

" 
,å;;;t;¡;il;research ñndings wilr be available to participanis upon their ""q;;;." 

'- -"-



Appendix 6

Disclaimer to participate in the Study

In partial fulfilment of the Masters of Nursing progïam I, BeverleyAnderson, graduare student, ur".";ã;;li;;å rl."u".1, srudy ro investisaren'rse managers' experiences during a nr-¡_ises, .t¡Lã.- õrrl"i¿;i'äã""contact me, my phone number. 
""" 

Éo-", ASg_eZOl or Work;474_gg56.

. . . Yjr are being invited to voluntarily give your opinion on the statementsin this interview and a subsequent i"te*iã*.-"ä-ñ,r"ì"r, st"*."rrr;iäää-care Facility: The perspectiv"r or¡ir".ìors'årñ"..i"g". yor.¡r name was givento me by the Director of Education ."¿ nÃ"""àfr-at you-r hospital.

. The general purpose of the study is to explore the experiences ofnursing managers d'ring the nu¡ses' rt¡L" i" Manitoba. you a¡e free toparticipate or not participate..If you a"i.i¿ã L pu*icipate it *ù r"*t;*"inte^riew.s, lasting approiimately t*" h;;;; ."ãt. oo¡'g this time, you willbe 
.allowed _to 

"tell your story" of yo,r" ";;;;;;ä during the recent mrrses,strike in Manitoba. Formal-q-uesti""r 
"iri-i"-ïred to guide the interviewprocess' The interviews wilr be tape recorded.-¡ll t"pã., ì"tå*i"* ï"är,memos and transcriots will be codeå. The 

""..ã".t "" 
*iliî"-;h" ;;; #;;to have access to the codes. tfr" t"p"r, i"iu*i"ïîo"tu*, _urrror, computer discs,and transcripts will be kept in a iocúed *¡r""ii" trr" researcher,s home. AIrdata will be desrroved a[ the.end "f1il;;l"d;'*rh the exception of thetranscripts. The coded transcripts *ill L"pï¡ii tfr" 
"urå*.-fruï?* o"*rËilfutu¡e research in this area.

The only inconvenience to you will be that you w-'r be interviewed twicefor approximately two hours- per interview. von ,i.áy 
""rrrse 

to participate andare free to withdraw &om thi. studv ui,rv tlr*.ïou _u" refuse to answerany question-s and you may ask q.,.stiorrs åt any time.
AII information that you provide øri ¡.ä¿.¿. your name will not beidentified in anv wav with ihe *rp"r.'..". tr'"ivlîsiu". rirr'".ãivîö;,of it are published or presented o.artv trre ãiãiìgs will be presented in amanner that the individual responses å"" ,.ot 

""cog.rrir"d.



Appendix Z

Reacúivity Analysis Tool

Data ltem:

I contacted X to invite her to participate in the study and with
her concurrence to arrange the interview times. She responded in
a voice which seemed angry, ,'I thought, we had all agreed to do

the study. Ifyou want middleJine manâgers perhaps you should

do the study on the head nurses.,, I assured her that I wanted

the experiences of the directors of mrrsing and that the study

appropriately reflected the director level of management.

I explained the plan for the interview schedule: two interwiews

which would last approximately two hours per interview. She felt,

that two - two hour interyiews were quite a lot to ask and

couldn't I submit a questioruraire instead (ofdoing and interview).

I said that a questionnaire was not possible, but she had the

option to not participate in the study. she said that she wourd

participate, but she couldn,t meet until x (later than I had wanted

originally).



1. Emotional Valance Between principals

Participants

a. Director:

I had met the director once prior to the telephone contact asking

her if she wished to participate in the study. She seemed quite

interested in the research on the nu¡ses, strike and I perceived no

indication of any concerns regarding the level of management to
be investigated. My contact for the study at the facility where the

research was to be conducted called me and informed that ,,some,,

of the directors were upset that I had indicated that they were

middleline level management and that it would be necessary to

refer to the participants according to their positions in the

hospital; director ofnursing. Did this director perceive that I was

being offensive by referring to her as a middleline manager? Did
she perceive me as an outsider who wor.rld be prying into her
personnel feerings, and therefore posed some kind of a threat to
her feelings about the strike? Would she have agreed to
participate in the study had all her colleagues not agreed to
participate in the study?

b. Researcher:



2.

I felt defensive when I was talking to her on the phone, but
realized that I had t¿ be non-defensive a¡d accept her
observations. I thought my God, I don,t need this attitude from

her. If she doesn,t want to be part of the study why doesn,t she

just say so. I was quite surprised at her reaction. Having met her

socially I thought she would be quite eager to contribute to the

resea¡ch. After the telephone conversation I felt awful and

thought am I going to end up pacifi,ing this person throughout

the whole resea¡ch process. The conversation was a terribre

experience and most discor:raging, but I knew that I had to be

non-judgemental and non-defensive.

Distribution of power

a, Director

The one with the most power in this situation. she had the

opportunity to participate in the study or not. She also had the

ability to bias the responses in the interviews; not be totaly
honest in the interviews. Did her actions of being late for both

interr¡iews suggest her position ofpower over the researcher? Did

she sense that I was intruding into an area I had no business

being in; for example, her true feelings about the nurses strike?



was the strike experience terrible and she did not want to be

reminded of it and have negative feelings resurfaced?

b. Researcher:

I felt powerless and at the mercy ofthe this individual. I had to

accept her lateness for the interviews and her controlling the

interview material (answers). During the second interview, I was

slightly more directive and she seemed more responsive. I was

still r¡ncomfortable and was glad when it was over. How did this

affect my interactions with her and the interpretations of the

data?

a. Director:

According to the participant, she was quite willing to participate

in the study. Although she was late for both interviews, her

reasons seemed quite legitimate. Did she, as one ofthe directors,

feel obligated she had to participate in the study along with her

colleagues? Did she see me as an inconvenience and an intruder

in her daily work life?

b. Researcher:



4.

I was quite annoyed with the whole thing and had wished that
she had opted to not participate in the research. I rearize that
this was my first research interviewing experience and that this

was most likely not out of the norm. Not everyone will be

accommodating in a research study, even though they have

agreed to participate. r know now that my motivation and

enthusiasm regarding this participant was somewhat less than

that for the others in the study.

Goal of the Interaction for Each principal

a. Director:

What was Xs agenda for participating in the study? How did she

truly perceive my role? She seemed as if she was just going

tbrough the motions, and that she was obligated to be a part of
the research. Was she just so busy in her regular work schedule

that the study was very much of a disruption to this routine?

b. Researcher:

I focused on my agenda; getting the interview compreted and the

resea¡ch questions answered. I am not certain if my perceptions

of her lack of motivation towards the study are well founded. In
future, I wo'ìd conÍ|ont the individual to see ifthere was another

agenda. I would offer the participant an opportunity to explain



her feelings about the study and make another offer to

v¡ithdraw from the study.

5.

a. Director:

She had to "go along" with her colleagues and participate in the

study. If this is true, did this affect the way in which she

approached and answered the research questions? As a nurse

with a graduate degree, she is suppose tn realizethe importance

of nursing research and especially a study of this nature; a
nurses' strike which has not been studied from a director of
nursing's perspective before in Canada. Did she not r¡tderstand

the importance of the study to me personally; as a requirement

to complete my degree? Did she take offense to my referrar to her

position as middle-line management? Did this affect the way she

approached me?

b. Researcher:

f am aware now that my feelings had been influenced by my

telephone conversation with her and the fact that she had been

late for both interviews. I believed after the first interview that
she was not being totally honest or complete with her anstryers.

They seemed quite different from the other directors, responses.



Did I approach the inter¡¡iews somewhat defensive? Did this

affect interviewing skills? Did this affect the data that I collected?

Was I being too r¡¡realistic to expect her to be empathetic about

my position as a student completing a degree requirement?


